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Abstract

Digital media such as 2D images or 3D visualizations often need to be augmented with
information that assists the viewer in understanding what is portrayed or that provides
additional knowledge which is in relation to the medium’s content. The data representa-
tion of such descriptive metadata is a challenging task since digital media can be stored in
various forms each of which provides, if at all, its own specific method for integrating its
assigned metadata. Those methods are analyzed and classified in this research, and the
approach of employing digital watermarking which has emerged as an applicable technique
for storing descriptive metadata is discussed. In this regard, several Illustration Water-
marking techniques are proposed, an end-user tool which was implemented is introduced,
and the results of evaluating a selection of those watermarking techniques during an exper-
imental study are presented. Besides the internal representation of descriptive metadata,
its visual representation is another aspect addressed in this research. Since display space
is limited so that descriptive metadata is typically not shown in the original view but on
explicit user request, both techniques for guiding the viewer to those regions which are as-
sociated with the metadata sought and techniques for eventually presenting the metadata
are necessary. Adapting the appearance of the mouse cursor or integrating a down-scaled
focus+context view in the original visualization are two techniques which are proposed to
provide information that facilitates exploring augmented images. As to metadata presen-
tation, the particular application scenario of integrating textual information in interactive
3D visualizations is dealt with for instance by introducing a specific technique that attaches
text labels directly to their corresponding scene objects and by evaluating a selection of
techniques in the course of a user study which was conducted.
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Zusammenfassung

Digitale Medien wie zum Beispiel 2D-Graphiken oder 3D-Visualisierungen werden häufig
mit zusätzlichen Informationen angereichert, die zu einem besseren Verständnis des Bild-
inhaltes beitragen oder die weitere Details bezüglich der Darstellung vermitteln. Die in-
terne Repräsentation derartiger Metadaten ist mit zahlreichen Schwierigkeiten verbunden,
da kein einheitliches Format zur Speicherung digitaler Medien existiert. Darüber hin-
aus verfügen nur wenige Spezifikationen über geeignete Strukturen, die eine Integration
von Metadaten ermöglichen. In der vorliegenden Arbeit wurden Techniken untersucht
und klassifiziert, die das Speichern von mit zusätzlichen Informationen angereicherten Me-
dien erlauben. Dazu zählen auch Techniken zum Speichern digitaler Wasserzeichen, ob-
wohl deren Hauptanwendungen auf dem Gebiet des Urheberschutzes zu finden sind. Es
stellte sich jedoch heraus, dass diese Techniken durchaus geeignet sind, auch umfangrei-
chere Metadaten direkt im Medium zu speichern. Ein Teil der Arbeit beinhaltet daher
zahlreiche sogenannte Illustrations-Wasserzeichen Techniken, die entwickelt und zum Teil
während einer Benutzer-Studie evaluiert wurden sowie ein Endbenutzer-Werkzeug, das
in diesem Zusammenhang implementiert wurde. Neben der internen Repräsentation der
Daten ist die visuelle Präsentation von Metadaten ein weiterer in der vorliegenden Arbeit
behandelter Aspekt. Da Metadaten aufgrund der begrenzten Darstellungsfläche im Allge-
meinen zunächst ausgeblendet werden, sind geeignete Techniken erforderlich, die dem Be-
trachter signalisieren, wo sich die gesuchten Metadaten befinden und mit denen diese letzt-
endlich auch dargestellt werden können. Eine gezielte Veränderung des Mauszeigers zur
Unterstützung der Navigation sowie die Integration einer verkleinerten “Fokus+Kontext”
Ansicht sind zwei entwickelte Techniken, mit denen die Erkundung von mit Metadaten an-
gereicherten Medien unterstützt werden kann. Bezüglich der Darstellung von Metadaten
wird insbesondere eine Technik vorgestellt, mit der Annotationen direkt mit Objekten einer
3D-Visualisierung verknüpft werden können. Desweiteren wurden verschiedene Techniken
zur Integration von textuellen Informationen in interaktiven 3D-Visualisierungen im Rah-
men einer Benutzerstudie untersucht, deren Ergebnisse in dieser Arbeit vorgestellt werden.
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1 Introduction

A statement by Bertin [Ber83] hints that any medium can serve a purpose that we are
not able to think of at a certain point in time or that we are not capable to perceive:

“One had to wait until the fourteenth century to suspect, at Oxford, and until
the eighteenth century to confirm [...] that the two dimensions of a sheet
of paper could usefully represent something other than visible space. This
amounts to a transition from a simple representation to a ’sign-system’ that is
complete, independent, and possesses its own laws ...”.

Now we are amidst, or better, at the beginning of the computer era and have only a vague
imagination of what is possible with such technology. Providing virtual information is only
one issue amongst many others in this context. But only a fraction of the information
available can eventually be shown on a display device since the display space is limited. A
viewer has thus often no idea about the whole data which is available for display. Assistance
in visual data exploration is hence required. Also, to empower a viewer to explore the data,
which can consist of various components, it must be stored in a way which allows handling
its components separately while the link between these components is maintained.

The research at hand deals with both aspects of appropriately storing the data that is to
be displayed and aspects that enable a viewer to visualize parts of that data selectively.
These two important areas in computer science, which divide this work in two parts, are
referred to as Data Representation and Visual Representation (compare with [Car99]).

Data Representation

According to Marr [Mar82], representation is a formal system that covers certain types
of entities as well as the manner in which those entities are interpreted. The number
thirty-seven can serve as an example: it can be represented, for example, in the Arabic
(3× 101 + 7× 100), binary (00100101), or Roman numeral system (XXXV II).

With respect to computer technology, the binary numeral system is used virtually by
every hardware component. However, the manner in which binary data is eventually
interpreted can provide diversified information. It can, for instance, be interpreted as color
information which, in the form of a picture, can provide information such as a snapshot of
the real world. Or it can be interpreted as ASCII code which represents text. And even
applying different interpretation techniques to the same binary data can yield meaningful
information, as this work will demonstrate.

1



2 Chapter 1. Introduction

Visual Representation

According to the interpretation technique applied, binary data can be visualized so that the
information represented by the binary data can be adequately communicated (see Fig. 1.1).
Visual representation offers hence “a method for seeing the unseen” [MDB87]. Since the
“unseen” typically exceeds the display space which is available, techniques are necessary
that help a viewer to (1) navigate through the “unseen” and (2) to manage the content
which is eventually displayed. Those aspects will be addressed in the second part of this
work.

Figure 1.1: Left: Binary data can be visualized as color values. Center: When the binary
data is interpreted in a different way, that is, the first four bits in each color channel
are exchanged with the last four bits, the represented photograph appears. Right: When
specific bits in each color channel are then interpreted as ASCII code, an encoded text
can be extracted.

Interrelation between Data and Visual Representation

Data representation can vary in its complexity. Displaying simple text, for example, re-
quires only a sequence of bytes which can be interpreted as characters. If the text, on the
other hand, contains words in different styles and colors, data representation is far more
complex and text display requires more specific software. The same applies to images for
which information beside their colors is available (e. g., image captions or annotations).
There is hence a strong correlation between data complexity and the requirements to the
software which serves to visualize the data. The challenge in this regard is to represent the
data such that common software enables an end-user to explore the data in its entirety.

1.1 Aim of this Work

In the field of data and visual representation, numerous, diversified techniques are already
in use. Even though some of those techniques have more or less weak points, the aim of this
work is not to present the one new technique that is to replace other existing techniques.
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This work rather aims at suggesting solutions which can coexist with others which all have
their assets and drawbacks.

Some of the issues addressed in this regard can be associated with Figure 1.1. The
second image, for example, is linked with a description. But image and text are differently
represented. The image typically consists of format-specific notations and a matrix of
RGB color values whereas the text is basically composed of a sequence of characters. The
question is how can these two types of data be appropriately combined? This question and
aspects such as what is meant by “appropriately” and what role does digital watermarking
play in this regard will be addressed in the course of this work.

Besides aspects of data representation, Figure 1.1 also indicates some of the challenges
associated with the visual representation of data. The second image shows a work of art.
But even though there is text available that describes what is depicted, no hints for its
availability are provided to the viewer. A second problem that becomes obvious is that to
visualize the description eventually, a separate image is employed, namely the text view in
Figure 1.1(right). But display space is limited in most situations. Adequate solutions for
integrating several visualizations of data within the same display area are thus necessary
as well as techniques for assisting a viewer in exploring the data.

1.2 Problem Analysis and Concept Formation

Adequate data representation requires to analyze all the components which are part of the
medium and which can be visualized at a particular time with or without the need of end-
user interaction. In this regard, two types of data layers can be identified which all media
that can be explored have in common: the Background Layer and the Illustration
Layer. The Background Layer includes the data which is naturally displayed. It can be
augmented with auxiliary data included in the Illustration Layer, which is typically caused
by the end-user.

Various techniques exist which can be used to store Background and Illustration Layer
data. Depending on whether they distribute the data across multiple data files, the tech-
niques can be divided in two basic classes: techniques for Integrated Data Storage and
techniques for Separated Data Storage. However, each of these techniques has not only
advantages but is also associated with problems such as inadequate variety of data types
which are supported, intricate data management, or missing standardization of storage
facilities.

Illustration Watermarking is introduced as an alternative concept for layer data
storage. It follows the idea of digital watermarking in that it exploits the data structures
of the original medium (Background Layer) to embed the data of the Illustration Layer
after its appropriate preparation. To improve efficiency, the Background Layer is analyzed
and a Capacity Map is generated which indicates for each part of the Background Layer
to what extent it can be modified for data insertion.

Data representation is one aspect. The other aspect concerns providing the information
which is available but not necessarily visible at the moment. This is due to the display space
being limited, which causes visual representation to be a challenging task. Amongst others,
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it comprises assisting the viewer in exploring the unseen information of the Illustration
Layer. To this end, Metadata-Related Information is shown. It indicates which regions
of the Background Layer are associated with data of the Illustration Layer. Furthermore,
it provides hints about type, content, and amount of the information which is available.
Providing Metadata-Related Information can hence be regarded as navigation and decision
guidance before the actual information sought is requested and eventually displayed.

1.3 Overview of Results

Results of this work can basically be attributed to three categories: overview and classifi-
cation of existing work, introduction of new concepts and techniques, and evaluation of a
selection of techniques by experimental studies.

• Layer subdivision of a graphic’s content. Background and Illustration Layer
are defined as the elementary components of a computer graphic that provides aux-
iliary information which is typically invisible at a particular time, but which can be
requested by the viewer at will.

• Classification and evaluation of techniques for interrelated data storage.
Various techniques for Integrated or Separated Data Storage exist which can be em-
ployed to represent a medium and the information which semantically correlates
with that medium. Those techniques are classified and evaluated with regard to ba-
sic requirements for appropriate layer data storage. The evaluation yields that each
technique has assets and drawbacks, which strongly depends on the application.

• Illustration Watermarking for data storage. The concept of Illustration Wa-
termarking is introduced as an alternative approach to store a medium and its as-
sociated information. Illustration Watermarking is compared with other techniques
and its assets and drawbacks are discussed.

• Illustration Watermarking techniques for vector graphics and 3D data.
Various techniques for embedding additional information in vector graphics and in
3D model data were proposed and published ([SIDS03, SL05]). It is shown that those
techniques are capable of imperceivably storing considerable amounts of data, which
makes them applicable for Illustration Watermarking.

• Introduction and study of Illustration Watermarking techniques for raster
graphics. The proposed techniques range from traditional watermarking techniques
which were adapted for the purposes of this work to new techniques. Capacity Map
computation and its inclusion during the watermarking results in more effective data
insertion, which was verified by a user study (see [SUS+06]).

• Smage—a tool for annotating images. An end-user tool, which is called Smage,
was devised and made available for public download (see Appendix C). This tool
allows to select arbitrary regions in an image and to assign information such as texts,
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images, or dictionary keywords to those regions. Each information item is encoded
into its corresponding image region as Illustration Watermark.

• Tools for assisting a viewer in information exploration. One of the proto-
types implemented in this regard is the Meta-Previewer. It guides a viewer to those
regions in an image which have additional information associated before it provides
further Metadata-Related Information. In another approach, the mouse cursor
is adapted so that it points into the directions of interest while its shape and color
reveal further information.

• Integration of 3D data and text: approaches and study. Text positioning in
3D scenes that can be explored by moving the camera is challenging with respect to
clear object-text correlations, text readability, and scene occlusions. One approach
that addresses those aspects attaches text labels directly to those scene objects the
text refers to (see [SCS04]). The usability of this approach and related approaches
was evaluated in the course of a user study (see [SCS05]).

1.4 Thesis Structure

In this section, each of this work’s chapters is outlined in terms of its objectives and how
these were eventually realized.

Chapter 2: Linking Media with Descriptive Metadata

This research deals with computer graphics which are associated with auxiliary information
which is naturally invisible. To enable a viewer to request this information, computer
graphic and auxiliary information must be stored in a way such that both components can
be handled separately while the link between them is maintained. Several techniques exist
which can serve this purpose of linked data storage. But what are the differences between
those techniques and in which situations are they not applicable?

The results of this chapter are twofold. First, explorable computer graphics are analyzed
and it is revealed that these typically consist of two basic types of layers: Background Layer
and Illustration Layer. It then analyzes and compares techniques which can be exploited
to store these components. In this regard, the concept of Illustration Watermarking as a
sub-category of digital watermarking is introduced and discussed.

Chapter 3: Illustration Watermarks for Geometrical Data

Depending on the application of a computer graphic, it can be stored in different ways.
One option is to represent the graphic by a sequence of descriptions such as regarding its
geometry and color. With respect to Illustration Watermarking, the auxiliary information
can thus only be embedded in those descriptions.
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The computer graphics addressed in this chapter are divided into vector graphics and
3D model data. For both types, features of their descriptive representations are analyzed
as to whether they are capable of storing parts of the whole watermark data. In case of
vector graphics, considerable amounts of data can, for instance, be stored by varying the
lengths of their line segments. For 3D model data, an approach is proposed that inserts
the data by watermarking specific Carrier Objects which are then placed inside the original
model.

Chapter 4: Illustration Watermarks for Raster Graphics

Raster graphics, which are represented by a 2D matrix of pixels, can be watermarked by
modifying the color channels of a pixel. To avoid introducing perceivable changes while
considerable data amounts are encoded, aspects of human perception must be considered
and image texture analysis is necessary.

This chapter proposes various watermarking techniques that operate in different color
spaces or that transform the image into its wavelet representation before it is watermarked.
Also, Capacity Maps are generated and included that suggest data encoding rates for each
pixel’s color channels.

Chapter 5: Evaluation of Illustration Watermarking Techniques for
Raster Graphics

The bulk of research in the field of digital watermarking targets raster graphics. However,
the effectiveness of proposed techniques with regard to perceptibility is, in most cases, solely
demonstrated based on theoretic considerations. To determine the limits of imperceivably
modifying different types of images, experimental studies are essential.

This chapter describes a user study with 112 participants which was conducted to iden-
tify those limits with respect to image type and to evaluate a selection of the techniques
proposed in this work. The study confirmed, for instance, that when image texture analysis
was included in the watermarking process, the changes introduced during watermarking
were less perceivable.

Chapter 6: Interaction with Embedded Data

The viewer should be enabled to explore the available information in its entirety. To this
end, attention must be attracted in certain situations and the information demanded must
be appropriately presented. What techniques do exist and how can the viewer be assisted
to gather the information sought are questions which have to be answered in this regard.

In this chapter, techniques for attracting a viewer’s attention are introduced and ap-
proaches for providing Metadata-Related Information are proposed. After this, the
visual integration of 3D data and text is analyzed. In this regard, requirements are item-
ized, existing techniques are surveyed, and a new approach is proposed. In addition, a user
study with 36 participants that was conducted is described.
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Chapter 7: Application Scenarios

The main part of this research deals with Illustration Watermarking techniques which
can be employed to store auxiliary information, which can be demanded by the viewer,
in different types of computer graphics. But what are potential application scenarios for
those techniques?

This chapter describes, in particular, an end-user tool which can be used to enrich
arbitrary images with information that correlates with the image’s content. It also describes
scenarios in which parts of the image content can be animated or controlled by the viewer
(e. g., Gameable Images). In both cases, the whole information required is encoded as
Illustration Watermark.

Finally, Chapter 8 summarizes the contents of this work and contains concluding remarks.
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2 Linking Media with Descriptive Metadata

Digital media such as images are often exploited to communicate issues which cannot be
adequately expressed in words. But even though it is said that a picture is worth more
than a thousand words, the words which are essential to communicate a certain message
can be missing. This is due to the fact that the message that a viewer eventually receives
strongly depends on how the viewer interpretes the content of the image. To avoid potential
ambiguities, images are often enriched with information that facilitates communicating the
intended details.

Besides displaying information, another aspect, which is dealt with in this chapter, con-
cerns the representation of this information. In this regard, Section 2.1 focuses the basic
requirements which are necessary so that a viewer can explore a medium and its associated
additional information. Section 2.2 then addresses techniques which can be used to store
explorable media. This includes digital watermarking (Sect. 2.3), a technique which has
its main application in the field of copyright protection. Hence, the concept of Illustra-
tion Watermarking is introduced in Section 2.4. Section 2.5 then compares the discussed
techniques, before Section 2.6 concludes this chapter.

2.1 Illustrative Media and their Components

The term Digital Medium, as it is used in this work, refers to a digital format in the
computer graphics domain that represents certain information. The manner in which this
information is eventually provided to the viewer strongly depends on the graphics format
chosen. In this regard, a computer graphics medium can, for example, be represented as a
matrix of pixel values (e. g., 2D raster graphic) or as a sequence of descriptions (e. g., 3D
geometric models and 2D vector graphics).

2.1.1 Digital Media as Communication Tools

In many situations, computer graphics are intended to represent information visually with
the objective of communicating a certain message. However, since the information dis-
played often does not suffice to adequately communicate the whole message, the inclusion
of auxiliary information is required. That way, arbitrary computer graphics can be con-
verted into Illustrative Media.

What is characteristic for illustrative media?

As an example, an article about medicinal herbs in which the dandelion is one of the
herbs focused may help to answer this question. When an image of a dandelion such

9
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as the image in Figure 2.1 is included in this article, the image automatically becomes
an illustration since it helps the reader to picture dandelions. However, the image alone
is solely a snapshot of the nature. According to Walther [Wal96], there is interaction
between texts and images (illustrations) in which images emphasize the expressiveness of
a text and set priorities. The author hence regards illustrations as an addition to texts. In
this work, however, an illustration’s scope of application is expanded.

Figure 2.1: Photograph of a dandelion.

Figure 2.2: Left: A photograph augmented with textual elements that correlate with the
photograph’s content becomes an illustration. Right: Too many inserted details, on the
other hand, result in information overflow and involve considerable occlusion.

Besides including a graphic in text by which the non-illustrative graphic becomes illus-
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trative, the conversion between illustrative and non-illustrative media can be provoked by
other aspects, as well. The images in Figure 2.2 illustrate this issue. Here, alone the inclu-
sion of text phrases into the image in Figure 2.1, which is an ordinary photograph, signalizes
that the author intends to illustrate something. As a result, the photograph is converted
into an illustration. This observation allows to deduce the following characteristics of an
illustration:

• A certain kind of information shall be unambiguously communicated. For this pur-
pose, a specific graphic (e. g., draft, drawing, etc.) is designed or an existing graphic is
augmented with data that contributes to adequately communicating the information.

• The illustrative elements can be clearly identified and, typically, correlate with the
content of the original graphic.

Descriptive Metadata

A basic component that distinguishes an illustration from a non-illustrative graphic is the
data that was added to assist in the communication process. Such data can be classified as
a subcategory of Metadata which is data that describes other data to enhance its usefulness
[Mar98] or that provides additional information about the contents, creation, or uses of
a medium [Dig00]. According to Brown and Shepherd [BS95], metadata is categorized
into interpretation data, attribute data, and documentation data.

However, the term that henceforth is used to refer to the data which is specific to
illustrations was introduced by Baeza-Yates and Ribeiro-Neto [BYRN99]. They term
metadata, which is associated with text and which typically includes the author, the date
of publication, the source of publication, the document length, and the document genre,
as Descriptive Metadata. In the research at hand, the scope of descriptive metadata is
broadened such that it not only applies to text but to any computer graphic that will be
addressed.

2.1.2 The Layers of an Illustrative Medium

The image in Figure 2.2(right) is an example for both a graphic which was converted into
an illustration and a graphic that is overloaded with descriptive metadata. To avoid the
second aspect, passing the graphic from the “dead image” to a “living image” can be
a solution [Ber83]. This can be achieved by dynamically showing or hiding illustrative
elements, which requires to handle original graphic and descriptive metadata separately.

Background and Illustration Layer

The content of an illustrative medium can be divided in two types of layers: the Background
Layer and the Illustration Layer (see Fig. 2.3). The Background Layer is the information
which is represented by a graphic when no descriptive metadata is present. The Illustration
Layer, on the other hand, includes the descriptive metadata. It also includes Structural
Metadata [Wen99] which links Background and Illustration Layer components and which
provides information about the manner in which descriptive metadata is to be displayed.
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Figure 2.3: An illustration is composed of two layers. The Background Layer is the pure
image whereas the Illustration Layer contains data that provides further information.

The two layers concept can generally be applied to every kind of computer graphic that
has descriptive metadata. A 3D geometric model, for example, can be rendered according
to its geometric descriptions and material properties. The rasterized image which results
from rendering the model has no descriptive metadata and hence, can be considered as the
Background Layer. The Illustration Layer then consists of all the data that was added to
the model to explain what is displayed by the image. Examples are textual descriptions,
descriptive images, and even auditory data.

With respect to images, Wu et al. [WKLH00] identified four levels which can be compared
with the concept of the two layers. The first, which is the Image Level, can be associated
with the Background Layer. The two levels, which can be considered as a subcategory of
the Illustration Layer, are the Segmented Image Level and the Descriptions & Measures
Level. Those levels are interconnected with each other by labels that link a segmented
image region with its descriptions and feature measures. The fourth level, which comprises
previous knowledge that allows to interprete the image, is the Interpretation Level. Needless
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to say that this level is a precondition for interpreting Background and Illustration Layer,
as well.

2.1.3 Layer Subdivision in Related Work

Even though digital-only media are addressed in this work, the idea of linking a medium
with descriptive metadata is pursued in other domains, as well, and analyzing them may
hence help to gain further insights.

Hybrid approaches are an example. “Hybrid” means in this context: a medium—present
in real life—is in some way branded with markers that link the medium with information
which is digitally available. Perhaps, one- or two-dimensional barcodes on consumer prod-
ucts are the most popular example for metadata carriers in this domain.

Dymetman and Copperman [DC98] itemize a number of reasons for why it may be
necessary to juggle real life media and virtual data. They try to bridge the gap between
these two worlds with their Intelligent Paper approach. Sheets of intelligent paper are
standard paper sheets with marks imprinted. Those marks, which are visible only to
specific pointers, represent unique IDs and local coordinates. Once a pointer is connected
to the Web, arbitrary information assigned by the paper’s author becomes available.

Another approach, which is called Paper++ (e. g., [NS02, NS05]), also reflects the layer
concept. Here, various virtual layers—arranged on top of a virtual copy of a printout—
include areas which are linked to database items. To query the database, a user can point
at a printout with a wand device that reads information from imprinted barcodes.

An alternative to traditional barcodes are so-called DataGlyphs [Hec01]. DataGlyphs are
machine-readable stroke patterns imprinted on paper documents. A stroke’s orientation
indicates whether a bit is set or not. To extract the data encoded, Xerox PARC developed
the Glyph-O-Scope system which records and processes the printed document. Thereafter,
it displays the encoded information, digitally overlaid on the document.

2.2 The Challenge of Layer Representation

The previous section revealed that creating a “living” illustration involves subdividing the
illustration’s content into layers. The challenge now consists in finding an appropriate tech-
nique to store Background and Illustration Layer. To this end, it is essential to determine
each layer’s potential data components.

Background Layer data

The Background Layer consists of the data that is to be illustrated. This can be a 2D
matrix of pixels (raster graphic) or a description whose interpretation yields a graphic
which is then displayed.

Illustration Layer data

The Illustration Layer data can be rather complex, which requires to be careful structuring
it. Aspects to be considered are, for example:
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• The Illustration Layer can consist of several components. In Figure 2.2, for example,
each text box is an individual Illustration Layer component. To allow for handling
those components separately, a sublayer for each component is required.

• The Illustration Layer components can be diversified types of data. These can range
from textual descriptions and raster graphics (as in Figure 2.2(right)) over instruc-
tions (e. g., when to display a component) to auditory data.

• If the Background Layer is partitioned, each partition must be linked with its asso-
ciated Illustration Layer component.

2.2.1 Basic Requirements for Layer Storage

According to Leung and Sutanto [LS99], a “good data model must take into account
the semantic richness of the underlying information, and should be applicable to a wide
range of application domains”.

This particularly applies to Illustration Layer data for which a wide range of storage
techniques exists. However, not all of them fulfill criteria that make them applicable to
serve the purpose addressed in this work. The most important of those criteria are:

• Accessibility. Typically, a certain message shall be communicated with an illus-
tration, which is facilitated by the descriptive metadata included in the Illustration
Layer. The layer with its sublayers must hence be stored so that it can be used in
its entirety and at will.

• Compactness. With an increasing number of sublayers, the diversity and amount
of the data to be handled increases, as well. Reducing the number of layers to the
essential and compactly storing them eases their handling.

• Low Storage Costs. What can be assumed when adding an Illustration Layer to
its Background Layer is that the illustration’s storage costs increase proportional to
the size of the Illustration Layer. However, techniques which yield lower storage costs
than those which would result from adding the two layers are preferred.

• Compatibility. Allowing to explore any illustration using common software is hard
to accomplish, even though this is desired. However, alone Background Layer data
compatibility with established graphics file formats is better than an illustration’s
complete incompatibility.

The perfect “illustration file format” that satisfies all these criteria does not exist. However,
there exists software with which very complex and interactive illustrations can be gener-
ated. But to enable end-users to explore those illustrations, the installation of specific
software is required.

On the other hand, graphics file formats established that allow for storing descriptive
metadata. Unfortunately, the diversity of the metadata supported is only a fraction of the
diversity an Illustration Layer may include. And as soon as the metadata’s complexity
increases, specific software for its interpretation is necessary.
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2.2.2 Survey and Classification of Storage Techniques

This paragraph addresses existing techniques which can be employed to store Background
and Illustration Layer. The aspect of eventually enabling an end-user to interact with
the illustration is disregarded at the moment because it basically depends on the software
system that handles the illustration.

Individual
Data Files

(e.g., text or image files)

Data layer storage

Separated Storage

DB Management
Systems

(e.g., rel. database)

Authoring
Tool Data

(e.g., )Macr. Flash

Integrated Storage

Background
Layer++

(e.g., file header)

Descriptive
Representations

(e.g., )SVG

Hybrid Storage
Combination of and techniquesIntegrated        Separated Storage

Figure 2.4: Classification of layer storage techniques.

Depending on whether the individual layers are stored separately or included within the
same data file structure, the two alternatives, which are distinguished in this work, are
Integrated Data Storage and Separated Data Storage. A third alternative referred to as
Hybrid Data Storage uses elements of both Integrated and Separated Data Storage (see
Fig. 2.4).

Integrated Data Storage

Illustrations whose entire data is included within a single data file are classified in this
category. Further subdivision yields illustrations that were created using Authoring Tools,
illustrations whose Illustration Layers become part of their Background Layers (referred to
as Background Layer++), and illustrations the contents of which are Descriptively Repre-
sented.

• Authoring Tool Data. Software such as Macromedia Flash (e. g., [RD04]), Tool-
Book (e. g., [Sum04]), or MS PowerPoint (e. g., [Wem03]) can be employed to create
interactive illustrations which are highly complex. The final illustration can then be
stored as a single data file (Macromedia Flash: file.swf, MS PowerPoint: file.ppt,
ToolBook: file.tbk). However, displaying and interacting with those illustrations
requires specific software.

• Background Layer++. The concept of Background Layer++ refers to storage
techniques that integrate Background and Illustration Layer. In this regard, a number
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of graphics format specifications provide a certain amount of space for metadata
storage. The graphics file format JPEG2000, for example, allows to include metadata
elements (XML boxes) in JPX files (e. g., [Joi04a, JW04]). Other file formats provide
private tags (TIFF, described in [Ado92]) or private text chunks (PNG, specified in
[Joi04b]). In the medical domain, the DICOM standard [DIC04] is widely-used for
handling, storing, and transmitting patient-relevant data.

• Descriptive Representations. The data of illustrations classified in this category
is basically stored as a sequence of well-confined textual descriptions. The Extensible
Markup Language (XML) can be considered as the most popular standard under-
lying those descriptions. Examples are Scalable Vector Graphics (SVG) [Wor03] as
a specification for handling 2D graphics and graphical applications using XML, or
Extensible 3D (X3D) (e. g., [GC04]) as a 3D file format that facilitates delivering 3D
data and other information.

In contrast to the concept of Background Layer++, descriptive languages focus de-
scriptions in words rather than pixel representations. However, even raster graphics
can be formed so that they can be included in Descriptive Representations (e. g.,
[AT04]).

Separated Data Storage

Separated Data Storage refers to storage techniques for illustrations whose layers are not
included within a single data file. Besides the basic principle of handling Individual Data
Files, the Background and Illustration Layer can also be represented in Database Manage-
ment Systems.

• Individual Data Files. A simple example are Web pages which include text and
image data, and which were generated using Dynamic HTML (e. g., [Goo02]) or
Synchronized Multimedia Integration Language (SMIL) [Wor05]. These languages
not only allow to structure the data appropriately, they also provide concepts for
interaction.

However, the difference to Descriptive Representations is that DHTML or SMIL were
not designed to include graphic data as such. Instead, they include links that point
at data files which are stored separately.

• DB Management Systems. An illustration’s layer data can also be regarded as a
collection of data items which are in relation to each other. Those data items and their
interrelations can be managed by a Database Management System (DBMS) (e. g.,
[GSG+02, Hal01]). Employing DBMSs, the entire data can be efficiently processed
and compactly stored on a device. Examples for DBMSs are Microsoft Access, DB2,
Oracle, or SQL Server.
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Hybrid Data Storage

Image data and textual descriptions are typical elements of an illustration. When those
elements are included within the same data file, the storage technique is said to be an
Integrated Storage technique. However, other data associated with that illustration can be
media such as auditory or movie data which is included in separate files. Since such an
illustration comprises elements of both Integrated and Separated Storage, its method for
storing the layers is called Hybrid Data Storage.

2.2.3 Layer Storage Exemplified

Germany

Cap.:  Berlin
Pop.:   82.4 mill.
Area:  357021 km²

Figure 2.5: Map of Germany and its neighboring countries. The image to the right hand
side illustrates the display of an Illustration Layer component, triggered by the mouse
cursor position.

Illustration example

A common example for an explorable illustration is an image which is divided into regions.
For each region, descriptive metadata can be requested which is invisible by nature. Such an
example is depicted in Figure 2.5. With no interaction on user side, solely differently colored
regions are displayed which represent Germany and its neighboring countries. However,
once the mouse cursor reaches a region, the associated metadata is displayed.

In terms of layers, Figure 2.5(left) shows the Background Layer whereas a single Illus-
tration Layer component is included in Figure 2.5(right), in addition to the Background
Layer. The Illustration Layer consists of the regions’ contour coordinates, the textual data
to be displayed, interrelations between contours and texts, and interaction details.

Storage techniques

To illustrate a first technique, the example’s Illustration Layer data was structured ac-
cording to the Relational Database example dealt with in [RSV02] (see Fig. 2.6). The
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technique hence serves as an example for a DB Management System which can be queried
for metadata display (for more details, refer to [RSV02]).

Country

Name Capital Population Boundary Area

Germany Berlin 78.5 B1 357021
France Paris 58 B2 543965

... ... ... ... ...

Boundary

ID Contour

B1 C1
B2 C2
B2 C3
... ...

Contour

ID Order Point

C1 2 P1
C1 1 P2
C1 3 P3
C1 ... ...
C2 1 P4
C2 ... ...
... ... ...

Point

ID x y

P1 452 1000
P2 365 875
P3 386 985
P4 296 825
P5 589 189
... ... ...

Figure 2.6: Relational representation of descriptive metadata such as names of coun-
tries, their boundaries, and statistical data.

Illustration Layer data can also be expressed according to XML specifications, as is
illustrated in Figure 2.7. Further formatting as to syntax specifications defined by im-
age data files such as JPEG2000 then allows to include the metadata within the image
representation.

A last example is illustrated in Figure 2.8. It shows the creation of the illustration by
exploiting the authoring tool Macromedia Flash. Upon background image setup, sensitive
regions (invisible buttons) need to be generated, their behaviors must be defined, and it is
necessary to specify what should happen in certain events. Finally, the illustration can be
stored in various formats, for example, the executable file that displays what can be seen
in Figure 2.8(right).

2.2.4 Concluding Remarks

The techniques addressed so far were chosen to demonstrate the diversity of methods which
are available to store Background and Illustration Layer. However, they are still a subset
of all existing techniques.

A technique not addressed so far is digital watermarking. Associated with the concept of
Background Layer++, it can be classified as Integrated Storage technique (refer to Fig. 2.4).
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<Point ID=’P1’> <Contour ID=’C1’>
<x>452</x> <y>1000</y> <Points>P2 P1 P3 ...</Points>

</Point> </Contour>

<Point ID=’P2’> <Contour ID=’C2’>
<x>365</x> <y>875</y> <Points>P4 P5 ...</Points>

</Point> </Contour>

<Point ID=’P3’> <Contour ID=’C3’>
<x>386</x> <y>985</y> <Points>P5 ...</Points>

</Point> </Contour>

... ...

<Boundary ID=’B1’> <Country>
<Contours>C1</Contours> <Name>Germany</Name>

</Boundary> <Capital>Berlin</Capital>
<Boundary ID=’B2’> <Population>78.5</Population>
<Contours>C2 C3</Contours> <Boundary>B1</Boundary>

</Boundary> <Area>357021</Area>
<Boundary ID=’B3’> </Country>
<Contours>C4 C5</Contours> <Country>

</Boundary> <Name>France</Name>
<Boundary ID=’B4’> <Capital>Paris</Capital>

... ...

Figure 2.7: The illustration’s descriptive metadata expressed using XML syntax.

Besides analyzing traditional watermarking techniques, the subsequent sections will pro-
pose novel watermarking techniques that serve the purpose of storing the two layers of
which an illustration consists.

2.3 Digital Watermarking

Digital Watermarking, as it was defined by Cox et al. [CMB02], “is the practice of hiding
a message about an image, audio clip, video clip, or other work of media within that work
itself”. As a consequence of message (Watermark) encoding, this work is imperceptibly
altered.

The first time at which electronic watermarking was mentioned has been dated back
to the year 1954 [CM02]. Since then, more than 50 years have past, and many fields of
electronic (digital) watermarking are researched these days. However, interest in digital
watermarking rapidly increased not until the 1990’s. This basically resulted from copyright
concerns which were induced by the spread of computer technology and the increasing
popularity of the World Wide Web.
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Figure 2.8: The authoring tool Macromedia Flash provides a wide range of functionality
to create explorable media.

2.3.1 Digital Watermarking—A Subdiscipline of Information Hiding

Information Hiding is “a general term encompassing a wide range of problems beyond that
of embedding messages in content” [CMB02]. According to Bender et al. [BGML96], it is
a class of processes employed to embed data into various forms of media with a minimum
amount of perceivable degradation added to the media.

The diagram in Figure 2.9 shows that the discipline of information hiding, in fact, en-
compasses many different subdisciplines, even though the diagram includes only a part
of the original diagram presented by Petitcolas et al. [PAK99]. The diagram’s key
subdisciplines are Covert Channels, Steganography, and Copyright Marking.

Covert Channels

The term Covert Channels refers to “communication paths that were neither designed
nor intended to transfer information at all” [PAK99]. Typically, there is no relationship
between the channels and the messages sent through those channels. No person other than
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Information Hiding

Covert Channels Steganography Copyright Marking

Robust
Copyright Marking

Fragile
Watermarking

Fingerprinting Watermarking

Imperceptible
Watermarking

Visible
Watermarking

Figure 2.9: Information hiding overview. Digital watermarking is one of many different
subdisciplines.

the sender and the recipient are aware that a covert message is being communicated.

Steganography

Steganography, derived from the Greek words steganos (covered) and graphia (writing), is
“the art of concealed communication” [CMB02]. The existence of messages communicated
is secret to persons other than sender and recipient. But in contrast to covert channels,
steganographic messages are in relationship with the channels they are sent through. More
detailed information about steganography can be found, for example, in [AP98, JJ98,
MLC00].

Copyright Marking

The term Copyright Marking refers to techniques that add copyright messages, unique serial
numbers (Fingerprinting), or other verification notices to media. Key requirements for
copyright marking are that the embedded data is secure and withstands potential attacks.
However, in contrast to covert channels and steganography, the existence of communicated
messages is not necessarily concealed.

The diagram in Figure 2.10 categorizes subdisciplines of information hiding according to
whether a message is communicated secretly or overtly and whether a message is in relation
with its communication channel.

Apparently, covert channels and steganography are in no relation to the work at hand
since those techniques primarily aim at secret message communication. The difference be-
tween the remaining techniques, that non-secretly embed data, consists in whether there is
a relationship between the message to be communicated and the Cover Medium being the
medium into which the message is encoded. However, since Overt Embedded Communica-
tion is defined as “known transmission of auxiliary, hidden information that is unrelated
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to the signal in which it is embedded” [CMB02], digital watermarking is the subcategory
that best conforms with what the work at hand aims at.

Nevertheless, even digital watermarking has a number of subcategories which are char-
acterized by their properties specific to certain applications. The following paragraph
itemizes a selection of those applications and properties.

Information Hiding

Existence Hidden

steganography

CM Independent

Existence Hidden Existence Known

CM Dependent CM IndependentCM Dependent

covert channels watermarking overt embedded
communications

Figure 2.10: Four categories of information hiding, according to Cox et al. [CMB02].
Information hiding strategies are differentiated by means of communication secrecy and
the relationship between the Cover Medium (CM) and the communicated message.

2.3.2 Applications and Properties of Digital Watermarking

Three main application fields of digital watermarking, identified by Kutter and Petit-
colas [KP99], are: (1) data monitoring, (2) copyright protection, and (3) data authentica-
tion. Each of these application fields requires embedded watermark messages to withstand
criminally intended attacks. An unauthorized person, for example, must neither be able
to remove a watermark from its cover medium nor must the person be able to alter the
watermark so that its recovery fails.

Beside those security applications, a fourth application field comprises watermarks that
convey object-specific information or captions [MB99]. These watermarks add value to
media from which a consumer benefits. Hence, security aspects can be rendered almost
unnecessary.

Watermarking properties

Basically, watermarking properties concern the process of watermark embedding and de-
tection. The most important properties with respect to this work are introduced in the
following, characterized according to Cox et al. [CMB02].

• Fidelity refers to the perceptual similarity between the original medium and the
medium with the watermark embedded. In this regard, imperceivable or invisible
means that a consumer notices neither the presence of embedded data nor any mod-
ifications introduced to the medium because of watermarking. Those watermarking
techniques are also referred to as transparent watermarking techniques.
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• Data Payload or Capacity indicates the amount of data encoded as watermark
within the cover medium. For a medium, the capacity can range from a few bits to
megabytes, which depends on the application.

• Blind Detection means that the original, unwatermarked medium is not required
for watermark recovery. Systems that implement blind detection are also referred
to as public watermarking systems. Informed Detection, on the other hand, is
realized by private watermarking systems. Here, the original medium is essential for
watermark recovery.

• Robustness refers to whether an embedded watermark can be detected and decoded
after applying signal processing operations. Such operations can be, for example,
spatial filtering, lossy compression, printing and scanning, and geometric distortions
such as rotation, translation, cropping, or scaling.

In contrast to robust watermarking, fragile watermarking (see Fig. 2.9) particularly
aims at data authentication. Here, the damage or loss of an embedded watermark
signalizes data corruption.

Another property relevant to this work is the Efficiency of watermark encoding and
decoding. Also, for some applications, it may be needful to completely remove embedded
watermarks and to restore the original medium (e. g., [FGD02]), which is referred to as
Invertibility.

The three basic requirements—high fidelity, robustness, and high capacity—demanded by
many applications [CM02] compete with each other. When the energy of a watermark
is increased to improve its robustness, the watermark’s transparency decreases, and vice
versa. Similarly, high capacity conflicts with high fidelity and robustness. Hence, in most
cases, a tradeoff is searched that still complies with the application demands.

2.3.3 Digital Watermarking Techniques

The basic concept behind watermarking can be described using Costa’s words [Cos83]:
“[...] imagine a sheet of paper covered with independent dirt spots of normally distributed
intensity. [...] The writer knows the location and intensity of the dirt spots, but the reader
cannot distinguish them from the ink marks applied by the writer.”

But what disables the reader to detect the dirt spots? The Human Visual System (HVS)
is an imperfect signal detector [SKT98]. This means that only a fraction of the entirety
of signals that arrive at the HVS are perceived by a person. In this regard, the effect of
Masking plays a prominent role since it is a reason for why weaker signals are invisible to
humans when other signals with certain characteristics are present (for further reading,
refer to, e. g., [DVML02, RBH99]).

Digital watermarking from a distance

Wu and Liu [WL03] consider digital watermarking as a form of communication by which
the watermark is the signal to be transmitted. According to Cox et al. [CMB02], the signal
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is communicated through a transmission channel of which the cover medium is one part.
Once the watermark message (signal) has been converted into a form which is compatible
with the data structure of the cover medium, it can be inserted into that medium. The basic
system components for watermark insertion and recovery are illustrated in Figure 2.11.

Watermark decoding
algorithm

Output signal

Watermark insertion

Watermark embedding
algorithm

Input signal

Watermark key

Original
cover medium

Watermark key

Original
cover medium

Watermarked
medium

Watermark recovery

Figure 2.11: General watermarking system. The input signal is inserted into the cover
medium using a specific algorithm and, optionally, a watermark key. For watermark
recovery, the watermarked medium as well as the two optional components—key and
original medium—serve as input.

Generally, a watermark message is inserted by slightly modifying the original cover
medium, which is done with respect to the watermark itself. To retrieve the embedded
message, the modifications introduced to the original cover medium need to be detected
and appropriately interpreted, with or without involvement of the original medium or
watermark keys.

Watermarking techniques can be classified in techniques that operate in two domains:
the Spatial Domain and the Transformed Domain. In the Spatial Domain, the watermark
message is embedded directly into the data representation of the cover medium. Trans-
formed Domain techniques, on the other hand, transform the representation of the original
cover medium prior to the watermark insertion. Such a transformation can, for example,
result from applying a Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) or a Discrete Wavelet Trans-
form (DWT). After watermark insertion, the medium is transformed back to its initial
representation.

The subsequent paragraphs aim at surveying spatial and transformed domain techniques
for 2D vector graphics, 3D model data, and 2D raster graphics.

Watermarking for 2D Vector Graphics

Vector Graphics are images which are represented by geometric primitives such as points,
lines, or curves. Typically, they feature low storage costs, lossless geometric transforma-
tions, and high quality printouts.

These are exactly those features demanded by Geographic Information Systems (GIS).
GIS data facilitates representing real world objects such as roads, rivers, or land use by
means of geographical coordinates, topology, and other characteristics. Huber [Hub02]
describes a number of techniques for embedding messages in GIS data. One of these tech-
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niques adds points to the graphic, which are positioned along the graphic’s line segments.
Message data is then represented by means of distances between subsequent points. An-
other approach for encoding data in GIS data was introduced by Voigt and Busch [VB02].
They modify geographical coordinates according to Pseudo-Noise-sequences that represent
the watermark bits. A more recent approach by Voigt et al. [VYB04] suggests to embed
the watermark by altering or leaving certain coefficients which result from applying the
DCT.

Text documents can also be treated as vector graphics. Concerning document water-
marking, Brassil et al. [BLMO95] proposed a technique which can be applied to both the
rasterized representation of a document as well as the document’s format file that includes
content and layout. The authors suggest to embed watermark messages by vertical line
shiftings, horizontal word shiftings, or by changing features such as the lengths of character
strokes.

Solachidis and Pitas [SP04b] embed watermarks in lines, representing contours in an
image, by slightly modifying their vertex coordinates. To enhance robustness, the water-
mark is encoded in the magnitude of the lines’ Fourier descriptors. Another transformed
domain approach was introduced by Ohbuchi et al. [OUE03]. They first compute a vertex
mesh by treating all vertices as connected point set. The watermark is then encoded by
altering low-frequency coefficients which result from applying a mesh spectral analysis to
rectangular submeshes. This approach indicates that watermarking techniques, which were
developed to be applied to 2D vector graphics, can be employed for 3D geometric data, as
well.

Watermarking for 3D Geometric Models

3D Geometric Models are data representations of objects which are intended to be rendered
as images. According to Foley et al. [FvDFH96], such models can contain a spatial layout,
shape information (i. e., the geometry), other attributes that affect the appearance of the
model components, information about connectivity (i. e., the topology), and application-
specific data such as descriptive texts.

Ohbuchi et al. [OMA97] were the first to present their work in the particular field
of watermarking 3D data. In [OMA98], they itemize various attributes which can be
exploited for watermark insertion. These include, for example, the shape (polygonal mesh
topology and geometry), shape attributes such as colors and texture coordinates, textures,
and animation parameters. One of their proposed techniques first searches for sets of
four adjacent triangles (so-called MEPs). The watermark is then embedded by slightly
modifying the ratios between edges and heights for each triangle of a MEP.

Benedens [Ben99] proposed a technique that primarily aims at robustness to point
randomization, mesh altering operations, and polygon simplification. To this end, similar
surface patch normals are grouped into distinct sets (so-called bins). Thereafter, a single
data bit can be encoded into one bin by moving the bin’s mean normal within a certain
range. Another approach that directly modifies the geometry of a model was introduced by
Harte and Bors [HB02]. They compute non-intersecting bounding volumes and embed
the watermark message by moving vertices with respect to their enclosing volumes. Mao
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et al. [MSI01] proposed a technique that does not affect the appearance of the original
mesh. To this end, they add new vertices to triangles, one vertex per edge. Watermark
encoding is realized by adapting the ratio between the length of the original edge and the
length of the edge segment which is defined by a triangle vertex and the added vertex.
There are numbers of other approaches which can be classified in the spatial domain (e. g.,
[ADME02, ME04]).

Kanai et al. [KDK98] were the first to propose a technique which is based on decom-
posing the original mesh by applying a wavelet transform. They encode data by modifying
wavelet coefficient vectors. To increase the robustness of embedded watermarks, Praun
et al. [PHF99] suggested to convert the original mesh into a multiresolution representation
which consists of a coarse base mesh and a sequence of refinement operations. For those
refinement operations that affect the model most, basis functions are defined which serve
for watermark insertion. An improved technique was introduced by Yin et al. [YPSZ01].
They employ a multiresolution analysis to generate Burt-Adelson mesh pyramids. The
watermark message is embedded in the coarser levels of those pyramids. In doing so, a
watermark is resistant to multiresolution operations. There are many other approaches
that operate in the transformed domain (e. g., [OMT02, UCB04]).

A completely different approach was presented by Garcia and Dugelay [GD03]. They
encode a watermark in the texture of a 3D model. With their technique, they aim at
protecting images synthesized from the model. For watermark recovery, applied render
operations are reversed.

Watermarking for 2D Raster Graphics

A 2D Raster Graphic is represented as matrix of pixel values each of which defines a
color value at a specific position within the matrix. Typically, watermarks are embedded
by directly modifying pixel values (spatial domain techniques) or by modifying an im-
age’s representation after a certain transformation (e. g., wavelet transform) was applied
(transformed domain techniques). Furthermore, techniques can be classified according to
whether watermark encoding affects the whole image or only certain regions, and according
to whether perceptual models were included.

There exist various techniques that directly modify the Least Significant Bits (LSBs) of
an image’s color channels. Tirkel et al. [TRvS+93] were amongst the first to propose
a technique for embedding a watermark into a gray tone image. An earlier approach by
Kurak and McHugh [KM92] can also be regarded as a technique that directly modifies
the LSBs in an image. They hide an image (the watermark) within the cover image
by interchanging the cover image’s least significant bits and the watermark image’s most
significant bits. Another approach that directly modifies the bits of the blue color channel
was presented by Kutter et al. [KJB97]. Here, the position of the pixel to be changed
depends on a secret key. The modification introduced to that pixel is—with respect to the
pixel’s luminance—either additive or subtractive, which depends on the bit to be embedded.
Lie and Chang [LC99] proposed a technique that also embeds a watermark by modifying
the LSBs of a pixel, but they include the HVS. The number of LSBs per pixel that are to
be modified is determined by a mapping function which was designed according to human
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visual sensitivity to contrast.
To enhance robustness, the watermark should resemble the image to be protected [RDB96].

The assumption is that damaging the watermark would also damage the image, perceivably.
Hence, the location of the watermark should correlate with the most important features of
the image. In this regard, Kutter et al. [KBE99] refer to watermarking techniques that
consider perceptually significant features in images as Second Generation Watermarking
Schemes. These are in contrast to those schemes that embed data within the whole im-
age, irrespectively of certain features such as edges, corners, or textured areas. In this
context, the phenomenon that image regions of non-regular and highly changing lumi-
nance are able to mask other signals—which is referred to as Contrast, Noise, and Entropy
Masking [WBT97]—can be exploited. Entropy, as a measure of a signal’s information
content, was included in various watermarking techniques (e. g., [vDD02, KS04]). Van
Droogenbroeck and Delvaux [vDD02], for example, subdivide an image into equally
sized blocks, compute the entropy of each block, and embed the data according to the
determined entropies.

Transformed domain techniques aim at focusing perceptually significant features in im-
ages, as well. The majority of them embeds a watermark after applying a Discrete Co-
sine Transform (e. g., [KZ95, CKLS97, HAPG00]) or a Discrete Wavelet Transform (e. g.,
[XBA98, BBP01, MU01]). As a side-effect, the watermark’s robustness to image compres-
sion operations is also increased since those operations include such transformations (e. g.,
JPEG [Wal92] or JPEG2000 compression [SCE01, TM02]).

With regard to the capacity of a watermark, Barni et al. [BBRP99] analyzed how many
bits can be reliably hidden in an image using a transformed domain technique. Secu-
rity aspects focused, they found that the capacity strongly depends on the image energy
(i. e., the variance of the transformed domain coefficients) and the watermark strength.
Gorodetski et al. [GPSS01] addressed both high capacity and robustness to common
image distortions. They use a Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) transform to compute
a SVD image layer in which the singular values correspond to the image’s luminance. The
watermark is then embedded by slightly modifying the singular values, which has no per-
ceivable effect. With their technique, the authors can encode one bit in each RGB color
channel of a block which results from image segmentation.

Watermarking for 2D Raster Graphics confined to regions

Basically, there are two reasons for why watermark encoding is confined to certain regions:
(1) to increase robustness and fidelity (Feature-Based Techniques) and (2) to assign a
certain amount of data which is in semantic relation to that particular region (Content-
Based Techniques).

Concerning Feature-Based Techniques, Su et al. [SWK99] state that a watermark is more
protected when it is embedded within the most important regions of an image referred to
as the Regions Of Interest (ROI). With their proposed technique, they can encode a small
amount of data by modifying wavelet coefficients, which is done with respect to the afore
selected ROI. Nikolaidis and Pitas [NP01] discuss a watermarking technique that em-
beds watermarks so that they withstand attacks such as compression, filtering, or cropping.
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To this end, regions—identified according to salient spatial features—are approximated by
ellipsoids whose bounding rectangles are then employed for watermark encoding. A tech-
nique that focuses data encoding in images with spacious regions homogeneously colored
(e. g., cartoon images or maps) was introduced by Masry [Mas05]. The author embeds
watermark messages into the boundaries that divide adjacent regions.

As regards Content-Based Techniques, Boulgouris et al. [BKM+02] presented a tech-
nique with which they aim at indexing images to be retrieved from databases. To this end,
two types of watermarks are embedded, one that comprises segmentation data, the other
contains indexing data. The concept introduced by Rytsar et al. [RVEP04] is focused on
providing metadata (short text labels) for specific image regions. After interactive region
selection, the regions can be augmented with the metadata.

2.4 The Concept of Illustration Watermarking

The general purpose of watermark encoding is to prevent a medium’s intellectual content
from being copied, distributed, or modified without permission. On the other hand, already
a number of approaches exist that focus providing descriptive metadata that adds value to
a medium, as the previous section revealed (e. g., [BKM+02, RVEP04]).

This section introduces the concept of Illustration Watermarking which is related to
the idea behind Alattar’s Smart Images [Ala00]. Smart Images are printouts of digital
images which were augmented with data such as Web pointers or contact information using
a watermarking technique. These printouts are intended for distribution. The encoded
data can then be extracted by digitizing (scanning) a copy and applying the decoding
method. However, in contrast to Smart Images, which can be associated with the class of
hybrid techniques (see Sect. 2.1.3), Illustration Watermarking is intended to be applied to
digital-only media.

2.4.1 Digital Watermarks as Carriers of Descriptive Metadata

In Section 2.2.2, several techniques were surveyed which can be used to store a computer
graphic such that its descriptive metadata can be displayed on demand. To this end, Back-
ground and Illustration Layer must be separated and appropriately stored. The technique
of encoding data in media by means of digital watermarks lends itself to store Background
and Illustration Layer because of the following characteristics:

• Watermarks are capable of storing a certain amount of data.

• Watermarks are imperceivable to the naked eye when transparent techniques are
employed.

• The watermarked medium already includes Background and Illustration Layer, which
indicates compact data storage.

• Watermarks can be locally confined so that Illustration Layer components can be
linked with certain regions of the cover medium.
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Illustration Watermark definition

The term Illustration Watermark refers to a digital watermark with certain properties. Its
purpose is to add value to a medium from which an end-user benefits. In this regard, Illus-
tration Watermarks are intended to provide information that enables end-user interaction
with the watermarked medium (see [SIDS03]). Both the information eventually displayed
and the information that provides guidelines for interaction are represented as Illustration
Watermarks and are defined by the author of the watermarked medium. The procedure
of embedding Illustration Watermarks into a cover medium is referred to as Illustration
Watermarking.

2.4.2 Properties of Illustration Watermarks

Illustration Watermarks can be considered as traditional digital watermarks with specific
properties. On an abstract level, a traditional watermark is a portion of data which is, in
some way, encoded within its cover medium. The same applies to Illustration Watermarks,
except the demand that they must be in semantic relation with the content of the medium.
The purpose of traditional watermarks, on the other hand, is basically to prevent the
watermarked medium from being affected by criminal activities. Thus, those watermarks
must withstand criminally intended attacks, an aspect which can be disregarded in case of
Illustration Watermarking.

Section 2.3.2 addressed various properties associated with digital watermarking. In the
following, those properties which are most relevant to the concept of Illustration Water-
marking are itemized:

• High Fidelity. Illustration Watermarks are imperceivable and hence, encoded using
transparent watermarking techniques.

• High Data Payload. The data amount to be embedded depends on the size of the
Illustration Layer.

High fidelity and embedding the Illustration Layer in its entirety take the highest
priorities, if need be, at the cost of the watermark’s robustness.

• Robustness. Robustness to transformations such as compression or geometric dis-
tortions is desired (see [VD05]). However, due to the challenge of balancing the
opposed properties (high fidelity, high data payload, and robustness), robustness is
only hard to achieve.

• Blind Detection. Illustration Watermarks are recovered without the need of the
original unwatermarked medium.

Besides those properties, Illustration Watermarks are generally embedded into those
parts of the cover medium with which they are associated. This approach saves to store
information regarding the interrelation between cover medium parts and their correspond-
ing watermarks. Furthermore, a part of the cover medium and its watermark are closely
connected with each other. Thus, the watermark remains attached, even when the cover
medium part is being separated from the original medium.
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2.4.3 Classification of Illustration Watermarking

How can Illustration Watermarking be classified in the context of other information hiding
techniques?

The diagram in Figure 2.9 is not applicable for classification since Illustration Water-
marking—as a subdiscipline of digital watermarking—is in no relation with Copyright
Marking as the diagram would imply.

Data storage

Metadata Non-Metadata

Existence known Existence hidden

Separated data
storage

Watermarking

Illustration
Watermarking

Copyright
marking, …

Steganography… …

Figure 2.12: Classification of Illustration Watermarking in the context of other data
storage techniques.

The diagram in Figure 2.10, on the other hand, characterizes Watermarking in a way
that conforms better with the characteristics of Illustration Watermarking. It hence served
as pattern to design the diagram in Figure 2.12 which shows Illustration Watermarking in
the context of other data storage techniques.

2.5 Comparison of Techniques for Data Layer Storage

Various techniques were introduced which can be exploited to store the two layers of which
an illustration consists. Those techniques are in part highly diversified, which however is
in accord with the diversity of application fields that exist.

Illustrations, for example, can be augmented with short text labels or they can be ac-
companied by complex documents or auditory data. Other application-specific aspects
concern the manner in which an end-user can interact with an illustration or who is to be
addressed (e. g., Web community or single student).

This section aims at comparing the introduced techniques. In this regard, the proposed
concept behind Illustration Watermarking will be related to the established techniques.
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2.5.1 Integrated and Separated Data Storage

Needless to say that all concepts addressed can be exploited to generate illustrations with
dynamic contents. However, Authoring Tools are by far more complex than the other
concepts because they already include both a user interface for illustration design as well
as methods for interpreting and displaying the data of an illustration. In this section, solely
the data representation is considered. In case that aspects beyond data representation are
addressed, it is assumed that appropriate software exists that, for example, can interprete
and display the data of an illustration.

Authoring Tools

Authoring Tools can be used to generate highly complex illustrations. However, in most
cases, the data file format they use is very specific and requires appropriate software.

+ Data file format allows for storing complex illustrations.

+ Various types of data can be associated with an illustration.

+ Compact data storage allows for close connection of the data layers.

– Tool-specific data file formats.

– The higher the complexity, the more specific software is necessary.

– Often commercial products high in price.

Background Layer++

Including Illustration Layer data in the Background Layer serves the purpose of closely
linking the two layers. However, due to the demand for adapting the Illustration Layer
data so that it conforms to the format specifications defined by the Background Layer, the
Illustration Layer complexity may be limited.

+ Compact data storage allows for close connection of the data layers.

+ Established and widely-used data file formats can be employed.

+ Background Layer data can be visualized even if the Illustration Layer data cannot
be extracted.

– Potential complexity limitations imposed by Background Layer data specifications.

– Lack of standardized definitions for Illustration Layer storage (file formats have their
own specifications).

– Interpretation of included Illustration Layer data requires specific software.
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Descriptive Representations

Descriptive Representations allow for straightforward editing. In principle, the respective
format specifications are standardized. However, similar to the concept of Background
Layer++, the underlying file structure defines the complexity of expressions. The direct
inclusion of rasterized data is typically not supported.

+ Compact data storage allows for close connection of the data layers.

+ Established and widely-used data file formats can be employed.

+ Data file specifications are standardized. Some formats even provide concepts for
specifying interaction rules.

+ Straightforward layer editing.

– Illustration Layer data is limited to data that can be expressed in terms of standard-
ized text.

– Not designed for the inclusion of raster graphics or auditory data.

– Standardization often involves large data files with much overhead.

Individual Data Files

When illustration components are distributed across multiple data files, they can be shared
by other illustrations. Thus, modifying a single component affects all illustrations that in-
clude this component, which can save work. On the other hand, a modified component
may now have become invalid for a particular illustration. Also, managing several data
files can be laborious and their propagation is typically user-unfriendly. Besides, coordi-
nating separately stored components can be intricate and hard to realize. For example:
show the text (text file X) when the mouse cursor enters the image region (image file Y )
characterized by a particular polygon (defined in file Z).

+ Any digital medium can be associated with the illustration.

+ Illustration components can be shared by other illustrations.

– Managing several data files is more laborious than handling a single data file.

– Component coordination with the objective of defining interrelations and enabling
interactivity is intricate.

– Illustration components may get lost.
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DB Management Systems

Database Management Systems are efficient in extracting specific pieces of data from huge
data amounts. Those systems are also excellently qualified for handling interrelations
between data items. Potential problems concern the access to the database itself. For
instance, the database server can be shut down or temporarily inaccessible due to other
reasons. Rights management can also be an issue in this regard.

+ Any digital medium can be associated with the illustration.

+ Illustration components can be shared by other illustrations.

+ Efficient access to data and interrelations according to well-formulated queries.

– Problems as to accessibility can occur.

– Illustrations cannot be distributed as compact media.

– DB Management Systems require considerable administration effort.

The brief evaluations of the differing data storage concepts reveal that each concept has
its individual characteristics some of which make them particularly applicable for certain
tasks.

For example, illustrations augmented with many different types of media, interrelated
and demanding high storage capacities, are potential applications for Database Manage-
ment Systems. However, many illustrations are solely accompanied by short text labels
and descriptions, which makes Integrated Storage techniques applicable. In case that highly
complex interaction tasks are necessary to explore an illustration, Authoring Tools can be
the best alternative. Nevertheless, as long as Illustration Layer components are compat-
ible with Background Layer structures provided for metadata storage, concepts such as
Background Layer++ and Descriptive Representations have numerous advantages.

2.5.2 Illustration Watermarking—One Concept of Many

Illustration Watermarking follows the concept of Background Layer++ and shares most
of its characteristics. However, distinctions must be made with regard to aspects such as
the robustness of assigned metadata or the types of metadata that can be included. In
case of Illustration Watermarking, for example, embedded metadata can currently get lost
when the watermarked medium is transformed in some way. On the other hand, Illustration
Watermarking allows to encode any type of binary data, which is not necessarily facilitated
by other Background Layer++ concepts.

Table 2.1 shows Illustration Watermarking in comparison with the concepts discussed
in the previous sections. The first part includes properties (accessibility, compactness,
storage costs, and compatibility) which were addressed in Section 2.2.1 that dealt with
basic requirements for data layer storage. The second part is particularly important with
regard to Illustration Watermarking.
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Author. Backgr. Descr. Indiv. Illustr.
Tools Layer++ Repres. Files DBMS Waterm.

Accessibility ++ ++ ++ + + ++
Compactness ++ ++ ++ −− − ++
Storage costs ++ + − ◦ + +
Compatibility −− + ++ + ◦ ◦

Fidelity ++ + ++ ++ ++ +
Capacity ++ ◦ ++ ++ ++ −

Robustness ◦ ◦ ++ ++ ++ −−
Data variety ++ ◦ − ++ ++ ++

Data mapping ++ + − −− −− ++
Splitting −− ◦ − − − +

++ highly applicable ◦ neutral −− not applicable

Table 2.1: Concepts for data layer storage in comparison with Illustration Watermark-
ing.

Discussion of the table’s first part

Several properties were already addressed in the previous Section 2.5.1. In case of Individual
Data Files and DBMSs, problems regarding accessibility can arise when single data files
were displaced or access to the database is denied. The positive and negative ratings in
Table 2.1 as to an illustration’s compactness can be attributed to the manner in which
Illustration Layer components are stored, which significantly differs between Integrated and
Separated Storage techniques.

Regarding storage costs, Descriptive Representations were negatively rated because
(1) it is costly to represent, for example, pixel data in terms of text and (2) XML-based
structures can be used to express many different issues, but it also takes many words. The
latter aspect also applies to techniques with which event handling is specified and stored
in words.

Compatibility can be characterized as follows: the more Illustration Layer components
can be extracted without the need for specific interpretation software, the higher is the
compatibility of a technique. Hence, techniques such as SVG (Descriptive Representation)
which are based on standardized specifications for expressing diversified kinds of informa-
tion are of high compatibility. On the other hand, Authoring Tools generally create very
specific data structures which require very specific software for handling.

Discussion of the table’s second part

Regarding the first property (fidelity), none of the concepts except for Illustration Wa-
termarking affects the view of the illustration because of enriching the illustration with
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descriptive metadata. In case of Illustration Watermarking, fidelity and capacity are
strongly interrelated to each other. The more data is to be embedded, the higher is the
risk of introducing perceivable modifications.

A major disadvantage of Illustration Watermarking is its lack of robustness to modi-
fications introduced to a watermarked medium. Since most of the other concepts (except
for Authoring Tools) clearly separate Background and Illustration Layer, modifying the
Background Layer has no influence on metadata extraction.

Data variety refers to the types of information items which can be associated with
an illustration. For Descriptive Representations, for example, metadata is limited to data
which can be expressed by means of standard text. Illustration Watermarking, on the other
hand, sets no limits because any data is embedded according to its binary representation.

It should be possible to link parts of the Background Layer with their corresponding
Illustration Layer components (data mapping). Authoring Tools allow for assigning data
to specific parts of the illustration. The same applies to Illustration Watermarking because
metadata is directly embedded within those parts of the Background Layer with which it
is associated. The remaining concepts allow for linking Background and Illustration Layer
components, as well, but indirectly. Parts of the Background Layer must be explicitly
defined and stored before they can be assigned with metadata.

In this regard, problems can emerge when parts of the Background Layer which are
associated with metadata are to be copied to a different location (splitting) since region
information must be copied, as well. Only specific software can handle both splitting of
the illustration and preserving the descriptive metadata. Illustrations, on the other hand,
which have their descriptive metadata embedded as Illustration Watermarks can be split—
without the loss of metadata—as long as a watermarked region of the Background Layer
is selected entirely.

2.6 Summary

To store illustrations with dynamic contents which can be controlled by end-users, the
components which allow for such interaction must be identified. In this regard, this chap-
ter started with dividing illustrative media in two layers: the Background Layer and the
Illustration Layer. The Illustration Layer contains the whole data which is necessary for
interaction. This includes the information to be displayed on demand as well as the manner
in which this information can be provided to the end-user. After identifying those compo-
nents, requirements for their appropriate data representation were itemized and discussed.
Various existing techniques were introduced and analyzed in this regard. In addition, a
new concept (Illustration Watermarking) was introduced which is related to digital water-
marking and which is intended to coexist with other techniques. Finally, the presented
techniques were compared and evaluated in terms of their assets and drawbacks.
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3 Illustration Watermarks for Geometric
Data

The work at hand proposes various Illustration Watermarking techniques for both geo-
metric data as well as for rasterized data. This chapter addresses techniques which can
be applied to geometric data. Geometric data is represented as a sequence of descriptive
expressions. The manner in which the data can eventually be visualized allows geomet-
ric data to be subdivided into two classes. The first class comprises 2D vector graphics
which are displayed as static images. 3D geometric models, on the other hand, which
are associated with the second class are designed such that varying views are facilitated.
This is enabled by adding the third dimension to the geometry representation as well as
by including display variables such as camera parameters (e. g., varying points of view) or
illumination models (e. g., varying numbers, shapes, and positions of light sources).

In this regard, Section 3.1 analyzes vector graphics and proposes techniques for encoding
watermarks into those graphics. Thereafter, 3D geometric models are explored and poten-
tial watermarking techniques are introduced in Section 3.2. Finally, Section 3.3 contains
concluding remarks.

3.1 Illustration Watermarks for Vector Graphics

Vector graphics, briefly introduced in Section 2.3.3, are typically displayed as static images.
Their view is defined by the data representation. It includes expressions that specify how
shapes (e. g., lines, polygons, or texts) are to be drawn in two-dimensional space.

<svg xmlns=’’http://www.w3.org/2000/svg’’
xmlns:xlink=’’http://www.w3.org/1999/xlink’’>
<g>
<polygon points=’’50,0 97,35 79,91 20,91 2,35’’
stroke=’’black’’ fill=’’blue’’/>

<polygon points=’’50,0 79,91 2,35 97,35 20,91’’
stroke=’’black’’ fill=’’yellow’’/>

</g>
</svg>

Figure 3.1: Example for a SVG document taken from [Cag02]. Its interpretation yields
the graphic on the right hand side.

To enable discussing watermarking techniques, the basic structure of the data represen-

37
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tation of a vector graphic must be analyzed. In so doing, those features of a vector graphic
can be revealed which can be exploited for watermark insertion.

3.1.1 Basic Structure of Vector Graphic Representations

Vector graphics are represented descriptively which means all the elements of a graphic
that are to be drawn are specified as a sequence of expressions. The basic structure is
similar for all graphics, irrespective of the data file format. Generally, it starts with format
specific notes. The subsequent part then includes expressions concerning the drawing, for
example, colors, line styles, fill options, and geometries.

Figure 3.1 shows the data representation of a SVG document [Wor03] the interpretation
of which is displayed in the figure’s right hand side. The same result can be achieved by
employing the stack-based PostScript language [Ado99]. The corresponding data represen-
tation is shown in Figure 3.2. Even though it seems to differ considerably from the SVG
representation, its core information is the same.

%!PS-Adobe

newpath
50 91 moveto
97 56 lineto
79 0 lineto
20 0 lineto
2 56 lineto

closepath
gsave

0 0 1 setrgbcolor fill
grestore

0 0 0 setrgbcolor stroke

...

...

newpath
50 91 moveto
79 0 lineto
2 56 lineto
97 56 lineto
20 0 lineto

closepath
gsave

1 1 0 setrgbcolor fill
grestore

0 0 0 setrgbcolor stroke

showpage

Figure 3.2: Example for a PostScript document the visualization of which equals the
graphic shown in Fig. 3.1.

To develop Illustration Watermarking techniques, characteristic data representation fea-
tures must be identified which are shared by established vector graphic specifications. Em-
bedding watermarks in those features prevents watermark data damage or loss, particularly
with regard to potential file format conversions after a graphic has been watermarked.

The two examples for data representation depicted in Figures 3.1 and 3.2 reveal two
characteristic features which can be considered for watermark insertion. These are color
values, split in their RGB components, and point coordinates of line segments. Those
features are essential for representing a vector graphic and thus, are part of any vector
graphic specification.

The watermarking approaches which are described in the following section are based on
modifying those data representation features.
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3.1.2 Approaches for Illustration Watermarking

The proposed techniques addressed in this section were introduced in [SIDS03]. Basically,
those techniques were applied to line-drawings—a class of vector graphics—which are a very
common drawing technique for illustrations (e. g., [Hod03]). To enhance communicating
their contents, those drawings are often augmented with text labels and captions. They
are thus a major application for Illustration Watermarking.

Figure 3.3: Embedding watermarks into a silhouette that is computed from a 3D model
according to the selected view. The techniques used for watermarking produce either
graphics that are undistinguishable from their original pendants or graphics visibly mod-
ified (e. g., stylized lines).

The line-drawings being focused consist of line segments which can be stored according
to vector-oriented file format specifications such as the PDF file format.

Figure 3.3 shows a line-drawing and two watermarked versions of it. Those watermarked
line-drawings result from applying two classes of algorithms: (1) algorithms that do not in-
troduce perceivable changes to the cover graphic and (2) algorithms that introduce changes
which appear as certain styles assigned to the line segments.

Imperceivable Illustration Watermarks

A selection of existing watermarking techniques for vector graphics was overviewed in
Section 2.3.3. The two techniques which are described in this paragraph roughly follow the
concept presented by Huber [Hub02]. They were developed with the objective of visually
leaving the original graphic unchanged. To this end, new vertices are inserted which are
positioned along the line segments of a graphic. The techniques differ in their manner of
selecting the positions for the vertices to be inserted.

(I) Vertex insertion

The first technique subdivides line segments before a new vertex is inserted in each sub-
segment.

• Subdivision. The graphic’s line segments are subdivided according to the number
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of watermark bits to be embedded. The shorter the subsegments which result, the
greater can be the amount of encodable data.

• Insertion. For each computed subsegment, a new vertex is inserted the position of
which is chosen relative to the start point of the subsegment. The distance between
start point and new vertex indicates which bit of the current byte of the watermark
message is set.

Figure 3.4(b) illustrates the subdivision after which each line segment Lj (j = {1, ...,M}
with M = number of line segments) consists of NLj vertices. The magnification shows
potential positions for the new vertex. Each of these positions, from which only one will
be used, represents one bit of the current byte.
P̃i,j is defined as vertex to be inserted between Pi,j and Pi+1,j (i = {1, ..., NLj}). When

P̃i,j equals Pi,j , bit 0 is set; when P̃i,j is positioned in the middle between Pi,j and Pi+1,j ,
it sets bit 4. The following equation specifies how the position of P̃i,j can be computed.
Note that bit ranges from 0 to 7 for bit representation. Since solely set bits are encoded,
the start of the subsequent byte is signalized by setting bit to 8. An example for encoding
the character ′a′ is illustrated in Figure 3.4(c).

P̃i,j = Pi,j +
bit

8
· (Pi+1,j − Pi,j) (0 ≤ bit ≤ 8) (3.1)

Bit 0
1

4

2
3

5
6

7
Next Byte

P

P

P
P

P1

2

3

4

5

~
P  = P11

~
P2

P + 5/8  (P - P )  =2 3 2

~
P3

P + 6/8  (P - P )  =3 4 3

~
P  = P45

‘a’  =  01100001^

Original polyline Subdivision of each line
segment and calculation
of Bit-Point-Position

Encoding the character ‘a’

Line segment
L1

L2
L3

L  = {P , P , P , P , P , P , P , P , P }
1 2 1 3 2 4 3 5 4

~ ~ ~ ~
1

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 3.4: The line segments of the original polyline (a) are subdivided, which results
in line subsegments (b). In between a subsegment’s end points a new vertex is inserted
the position of which relative to the subsegment’s start point defines a bit of the data
stream to be encoded. As an example, the character ’a’ is encoded (c).

The proposed technique is a blind watermarking technique. Hence, neither the original
graphic nor any encoding details are necessary for watermark recovery.
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For decoding, the vertices of each line segment are traversed and analyzed. When a vertex
is—according to its coordinates—located between consecutive points, but follows them in
the sequence of a line segment’s point representations, it encodes watermark information.
Determining the distance to the corresponding start point can then be used to extract the
encoded bit information. To this end, the coefficient c (c = bit/8) needs to be computed:

c =
P̃ − Pi,j

Pi+1,j − Pi,j
(3.2)

bit = floor(c · 8 + 0.5) (floor: greatest integral value) (3.3)

Figure 3.5(b) shows an example for applying this technique to a graphic. The magnifi-
cation demonstrates that the watermarked graphic cannot be visually distinguished from
its original depicted in Figure 3.5(a).

(II) Line segment length

The second technique encodes data by varying the lengths of line segments. In contrast to
the first technique, line subdivision does not serve for increasing the number of subsegments
available for the data insertion within the second step, it rather serves for direct data
insertion.

According to a certain base length l, which should be at least about a magnitude smaller
than the length of the shortest line segment present, subdivision proceeds as follows:

1. The length lLj of the current line segment is determined, and its first vertex is added
to FP . FP is the array that will contain all vertices that result from line subdivision.
The current length of the subdivided line segment lcur equals 0.

2. The new length l̃ is calculated according to the bit position to be encoded (only set
bits are considered):

l̃ =
1
8
· (bit+ 1) · l (0 ≤ bit ≤ 7) (3.4)

l̃ = l +
1
8
· l (next byte) (3.5)

If l̃ + lcur is less or equal to lLj , a new vertex is added to FP . Its position on the
original line segment has distance l̃ from the last point of FP . Thereafter, l̃ is added
to lcur and Step 2 is repeated.

As soon as lcur + l̃ is greater than the segment’s total length lLj , no further data can
be embedded into this segment.
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Coded graphic
(Vertex insertion)
Encoded bytes: 188
# Line segments: 1644

Coded graphic
(Line segment length)
Encoded bytes: 14480
# Line segments: 109564

Original graphic

Encoded image(a) (b) (c)

Figure 3.5: Two examples for line graphics into which data was encoded. The graphic
in (b) was coded by adding vertices in between line subsegments. The graphic in (c) was
coded by adapting the subsegments’ lengths. Here, the number of line subsegments was
enough to encode the dithered image in the corner down right (255x247 pixels).

3. Finally, the end point of the original line segment is added to FP and Steps 1 to 3
are iterated for subsequent line segments.

The graphic in Figure 3.5(c) was watermarked using this technique. It contains, amongst
other data, an image (1 bit depth) of size 255 x 247 pixels. The large number of line
subsegments enables embedding such high data rates.

When decoding the embedded data, the base length l has to be known, which is a
disadvantage. Therefore, the subdivision step was slightly modified. The length l is now
encoded within the first line segment by setting its length to l. Extracting encoded bits
can then proceed after the length l̃ of each subsequent line segment has been determined:

bit = floor

(
l̃ · 8
l

+ 0.5

)
− 1 (3.6)

Perceivable Illustration Watermarks

The techniques which are described in this paragraph introduce perceivable changes to a
graphic. Besides data insertion, applying those techniques can result in interesting drawing
styles that give new meaning to a graphic.
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(III) Angled lines

Replacing line segments by strokes with specific characteristics can both conceal informa-
tion and assign certain attributes to a graphic.

P

P2

1

v u1

v2
1

~
ß =       ( v  ,  u )  =  ß + t

t: according to encoded bit

ß: const. given angle

Subdivided polyline Polyline replaced by strokes

Figure 3.6: After subdividing the original polyline, its line subsegments are replaced by
strokes whose orientations vary according to the information they carry. By changing
the attributes of these strokes, new characteristics can be assigned to the graphic.

The proposed technique starts with subdividing the original line segments. But in con-
trast to the previous techniques that replaced a line segment by subsegments, the end
points of subsegments now serve as start points of strokes differently aligned. To encode
the watermark message, the angles β̃ between strokes and the original line segment are
adapted, which is illustrated in Figure 3.6.

Given an angle β, the new angle β̃ is computed by adding a bit-specific amount to β.
After determining β̃ and ~u, which is the vector between Pi and Pi+1, the vector that defines
the direction of the stroke (e. g., ~v1 in Figure 3.6) can be computed as follows:

(
vi,jx

vi,jy

)
=

(
cos β̃ · ~ujx − sin β̃ · ~ujy

sin β̃ · ~ujx + cos β̃ · ~ujy

)
(3.7)

Adjustable attributes which can be assigned to strokes and which thus affect the ap-
pearance of the whole graphic, are the length of a stroke and the space between adjacent
strokes (see Fig. 3.7). Furthermore, the angle β can be assigned an arbitrary value.

The technique becomes a blind watermarking technique as soon as β, the angle which is
essential for data decoding, is encoded as the orientation of the first stroke. The vectors ~uj

can be quickly computed by subtracting the start points of subsequent strokes. Calculating
the angles between ~uj and vi,j can then be used to extract the encoded data.

(IV) Line attribute variations

Watermarks can also be embedded by modifying line attributes such as color or line width
(see Fig. 3.8). In gray-level graphics, for example, the gray tones can be adjusted with
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Original graphic Coded graphic
(Angled lines)
Encoded bytes: 556
# Line segments: 2463
ß = 60°, line segment length: 0.05

Coded graphic
(Angled lines)
Encoded bytes: 421
# Line segments: 1816
ß = 60°, line segment length: 0.1

(a) (b)

Figure 3.7: Two examples for graphics that are composed of strokes instead of line
segments. Besides carrying information, the strokes also influence the appearance of
the graphic according to their attributes chosen. The viewer gets the impression that
an artistic line style was assigned, which distracts from the real purpose: embedding
watermarks.

respect to the bits of the watermark message. As an example, a new gray tone G̃ (G is the
base gray tone) can be computed as follows:

G̃ = a · 1/8 · (bit+ 1) +G− b (0.0 ≤ G ≤ 1.0) (3.8)

Parameter a affects the amount to which new values diverge from G and parameter b
shifts the new gray tone such that it does not exceed its thresholds (0 ≤ G̃ ≤ 1). These
parameters should be chosen such that the difference between G̃ and G is minimal, but not
zero. The graphic in Figure 3.8(a), for example, was generated using Equation 3.9. The
start of a new byte can be indicated by setting G̃ equal to G.

G̃ = 0.5 · 1/8 · (bit+ 1) +G− 0.2 (G = 0.5) (3.9)

3.1.3 Evaluation of the Proposed Techniques

Even though the proposed techniques are only a fraction of what is feasible with regard to
metadata insertion, already an evaluation of these few reveals significant differences.

The most important aspects analyzed concern the amount of data that can be embedded,
the storage costs required, perceptibility, and whether the watermarked graphics are robust
to transformations such as translation, rotation, or scaling.
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Coded graphic
(Line color)
Encoded bytes: 157
# Line segments: 1219

Coded graphic
(Line width)
Encoded bytes: 63
# Line segments: 510

(a) (b)

Figure 3.8: Data is encoded by modifying line attributes. In (a), the color values of
the line segments are distributed around the original color according to the bits to be
encoded. In (b), the line widths of the line segments vary. Note that in both graphics
the attribute variations are overstated for better illustration.

Data payload and storage costs

The encodable data amount depends significantly on the number of line segments available.
Line subdivision can thus enhance data payload. However, at the same time, it has to be
noted that the insertion of new vertices during subdivision also raises the storage costs.

Size of PDF file
(in KB)

Encoded
bytes

10.000

5.000

7.500

0

2.500

500 1.000 1.500 2.000

15.000

Vertex insertion

Line length

Angled lines

Line color

Figure 3.9: Storage costs related to the encodable data amount.

Table 3.1 presents measured values for each proposed technique. Besides the number
of line segments before and after subdivision, other important values are the numbers of
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encoded bytes and the resulting data file sizes.
It is evident that an increasing number of line subsegments yields an increase in both

data payload and storage costs. The highest data amount can be embedded using the Line
length technique. This is due to the fact that bit levels define subsegment lengths. In
consequence, encoding low-level bits (less significant bits) involves generating quite short
line subsegments.

The diagram in Figure 3.9 illustrates that the Line length technique is also the most
efficient technique, whereas the Line color technique yields the largest PDF files. Further-
more, for each technique, a nearly linear correlation between the embedded amount of data
and the resulting file size can be observed.

Regarding the Line length technique, a disparity can be observed at the origin of the
diagram. In comparison with the other techniques, the Line length technique creates more
subsegments, but the encodable data amount remains the same. This can be explained
with the insertion of very short line segments which are shorter than the subsegment that
would encode the lowest bit. This is necessary when the next bit to be encoded demands
a subsegment length that would exceed the length of the original line segment.

Algorithm # Lines # Lines Encoded Size of coded bytes / file
(subdivided) bytes PDF file size (%)

71 1226 157 35.0 KB 0.44
Vertex 76 7135 1490 236.9 KB 0.61

insertion 79 67358 15113 2.2 MB 0.66
68 633878 143255 21.1 MB 0.65
71 7437 134 129.1 KB 0.10

Line 76 15537 2127 267.5 KB 0.78
length 79 104010 22200 1.7 MB 1.25

68 938895 211037 15.7 MB 1.28
71 1226 276 45.4 KB 0.59

Angled 76 7135 1614 259.2 KB 0.61
lines 79 67358 15236 2.4 MB 0.61

68 633878 143376 22.4 MB 0.61
71 1226 157 42.7 KB 0.36

Line 76 7135 1490 394.1 KB 0.37
color 79 67358 15113 3.9 MB 0.37

68 633878 143255 36.8 MB 0.37

Table 3.1: Comparison of the proposed techniques.

Perceptibility

The proposed techniques were classified in whether or not they may visually affect the view
of the graphic to which they were applied. However, the only technique that definitively
changes the appearance of a graphic is the Angled lines technique. The technique that aims
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at altering the attributes of line segments (e. g., color and line width) does not necessarily
cause perceivable changes when it is parameterized accordingly.

Even though introduced changes are imperceivable when visualizing a graphic, they can
easily be detected by analyzing the data representation of the graphic.

Robustness

To evaluate the robustness of the introduced techniques, several geometric transforma-
tions were applied. The basic procedure in this regard started with importing a graphic,
represented as PDF file, into a software tool such as CorelDRAW. The graphic was then
transformed in terms of translation, scaling, and rotation, before it was exported according
to EPS and PS file specifications. Finally, the result was converted back into the PDF file
format.

The data which was encoded using the Angled lines and Line color algorithms could be
decoded after applying the aforementioned transformations.

The two remaining techniques had problems during decoding. The first problem was
that the latter of two identical consecutive vertices was removed by CorelDRAW’s export
function. This problem could be solved by multiplying the vertex with a factor, for exam-
ple 0.9999, so that a nearly exact copy of the preceding vertex results. Numerical roundoff
errors caused by internal system conversions in CorelDRAW were a second problem. In-
cluding small error tolerances during decoding could solve this problem, as well.

3.2 Illustration Watermarks for 3D Geometric Data

3D geometric data (3D models), introduced in Section 2.3.3, can be regarded as exten-
sion to 2D vector graphics dealt with in the previous section. Such data also consists of
mathematical expressions and other descriptive elements that define how the data is to be
visualized. But in addition, 3D models typically include data such as camera parameters
and coordinates in three dimensions which allow for interacting in 3D with what results
from interpreting the information provided. Thus, the Background Layer no longer ap-
pears as a static image, but as an image that permanently changes its view with respect
to certain instructions triggered, for example, by end-user input. Adjusting the camera,
for instance, enables an end-user to view the model data from different directions or to
move through a virtual scene composed of individual 3D models each of which can consist
of various 3D objects (e. g., the components of an engine).

However, displaying model components by interpreting geometric and material descrip-
tions is one aspect. Another aspect concerns the display of information that cannot be
extracted from such a visualization alone. Textual descriptions for particular 3D objects,
auditory explanations, or images that indicate how the virtual data may look like in real-
ity are only a few examples for descriptive metadata that can enrich 3D model data (see
Fig. 3.10).

This section addresses techniques which can serve the purpose of integrating descriptive
metadata into the data representation of a 3D model.
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Figure 3.10: 3D model data can be augmented with descriptive metadata such as texts,
images, or auditory data. Such metadata can reveal information beyond the information
provided by the visualization of the model.

3.2.1 Basic Structure of 3D Models

Many 3D file format specifications exist that allow for including data whose interpretation
yields, in the final stage, rasterized images. The interpretation is done by so-called 3D
render engines. Examples for established file formats are 3ds (3D Studio MAX), iv (Open
Inventor), obj (Alias Wavefront), or vrml (Virtual Reality Modeling Language).

The basic data components which are necessary to render (rasterize) a 3D model are
the same for all file formats. These comprise information about the model’s geometry and
material as well as information regarding light sources and viewing in terms of camera
parameters. Since those data components are shared by the majority of file formats, they
should be addressed by techniques for watermark insertion.

In the following, the Open Inventor file format serves as example for illustrating potential
watermarking techniques.

3D toolkit Open Inventor

Open Inventor is a platform independent 3D toolkit designed by Silicon Graphics, Inc.
that facilitates the development of interactive applications for 3D model data [Wer94].

In Open Inventor, 3D scenes are represented as directed, acyclic graphs which can be
stored as data files. The structure of those scene graphs—the elements of which are called
nodes—is hierarchic, that is, specific group nodes can have one or more other nodes sub-
ordinated. Scene graphs are traversed top-down and left-to-right, starting from the root
node. Figure 3.11(left) shows an example for a scene graph the interpretation of which can
yield an image such as the one depicted in Figure 3.11(right).

Open Inventor enables the inclusion of metadata by inserting a specific node (SoInfo)
into the scene graph. In Figure 3.11, Metadata is such a node. However, including metadata
that way has disadvantages:
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Light source

Root

Transformation Material Geometry

i
Metadata

Figure 3.11: Open Inventor scene graph (left) that includes basic elements which are
required for rendering (right). In addition, it has an element that can store metadata
as ASCII text.

1. Only textual information can be specified using the SoInfo node. Other data such as
images and auditory data can solely be referenced by means of links.

2. The concept behind nodes that can store metadata is very specific to Open Inventor.
File format conversions may thus yield metadata loss.

Nevertheless, the scene graph in Figure 3.11 has other components which are more quali-
fied for data insertion. These are material properties (e. g., colors, textures, shininess, etc.)
and geometric data (e. g., coordinates of vertices, textures, and normals). The following
sections propose watermarking techniques that make use of those model components.

3.2.2 Textures with Information Embedded

Each model component can be assigned at least one image as texture that affects the
appearance of the rendered model. In case that a rendition shall appear with no texture
effects, a texture can be set transparent. Hence, the texture becomes part of the model,
but no part of the visualization.

In this context, a watermark message can be stored in two ways:

1. Watermarked Texture. Typically, a texture is stored as 2D raster graphic. Wa-
termarks can thus be embedded by applying a watermarking technique to the raster
graphic. Examples were given in Section 2.3.3 and will be given in Chapter 4.

2. Data Texture. A watermark message can also be represented directly as the colors
of a texture. Since a Data Texture is generally set transparent, it can consist of
arbitrarily colored pixels. Due to potential data rates of 24 bits per pixel, Data
Textures are a very efficient approach for storing descriptive metadata.

In terms of Open Inventor’s scene graph, texture images can be included straightfor-
wardly at any position in the graph. To assign a texture to a particular model component,
the texture image must be positioned before the component’s geometric specifications.

Figure 3.12 shows two textures. The first texture (a) (Watermarked Texture) was as-
signed to a component of the model and hence, influences its appearance. The second
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texture (b) (Data Texture) is a transparent texture, which means its alpha channel was set
accordingly. This texture represents a sound file (mp3 file of size 553 KB). To this end,
the sound file’s binary data was converted into the RGB color values of which the texture
consists.

Figure 3.12: Embedding Illustration Watermarks in a model’s textures: (a) texture
that represents the material of a model component; it was watermarked by employing
a watermarking technique for 2D raster graphics; (b) texture, generated according to
specific metadata, does not affect the appearance of the rendered model.

Drawback: separation of model and metadata

Many 3D file formats support the inclusion of one or more (transparent) texture images.
Thus, embedding data in textures is not only a powerful technique to augment a 3D model
with descriptive metadata, it is also compatible with various data format specifications.

However, in most cases, texture images are stored separately from the model description.
Interconnections between model components and textures are realized by links. In terms
of the classification introduced in Section 2.2.2, the proposed technique is a technique for
Separated Data Storage (Individual Data Files) which is associated with several drawbacks
itemized in the section.

3.2.3 Data Storage via Carrier Objects

The approach addressed in this section results from collaboration with Silvio Lange
[SL05]. The proposed technique embeds data by watermarking specific structures which
are then smoothly integrated with the cover model. Thus, model and descriptive metadata
become an entity instead of separated data items.

The basic idea behind this approach is to insert Carrier Objects (3D objects that carry
the data to be embedded) into the 3D model that consists of polygonal surfaces. The
two main steps in this regard are: (1) Carrier Objects are generated with respect to the
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data to be encoded and (2) the Carrier Objects are placed inside the original model using
cross-sections. Figure 3.13 outlines the basic steps.

Figure 3.13: Starting from a model or a component of it and a data stream to be
encoded (a), Carrier Objects are generated and watermarked (b). At the same time,
cross-sections are computed (c) which are used for placing the Carrier Objects inside the
model (d). The (transparently) rendered 3D model that contains the (strongly magnified)
Carrier Objects is shown in (e).

Carrier Objects as Illustration Watermarks

Carrier Objects are 3D polygonal objects that will contain the descriptive metadata spec-
ified. To this end, their various geometric and topological properties can be modified.

Each Carrier Object can hold data whose amount depends on the complexity of the
Carrier Object (e. g., number of its polygons). In Figure 3.14, four examples for Carrier
Objects are illustrated. The Carrier Object in Figure 3.14(a) is the Primary Carrier Ob-
ject (PCO). All Consecutive Carrier Objects (CCO) (Figure 3.14(b)-(d)) are positioned,
transformed, and assigned attributes with respect to the PCO.

Characteristics of the Primary Carrier Object

The Primary Carrier Object does not store any portion of the watermark data stream, but
it is of high importance with regard to the Consecutive Carrier Objects. Its geometry and
topology serve as patterns when Consecutive Carrier Objects are encoded and decoded.

To facilitate data recovery, the primary object features specific characteristics. It has,
for example, a single triangle TP that does not share any of its edges with another triangle
(see Fig 3.14(a)). In addition, the ambient colors of the triangle’s vertices are coded:
their least significant bits of the blue color channels, which are unset by default, are set.
Furthermore, TP has exactly one edge EP whose end points V ∗

P and V ∼
P are specifically

coded: the second bits of their ambient colors’ blue channels are set. V ∗
P is the origin of

the local coordinate system. To ease its detection during the decoding, it is coded, as well.
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Figure 3.14: Primary (a) and Consecutive Carrier Objects (b)-(d). The Consecutive
Carrier Objects were watermarked by modifying certain material properties and by ap-
plying various transformations (e. g., scaling, rotation, vertex displacements). The ob-
jects’ corresponding local coordinate systems are shown in the bottom row.

The Consecutive Carrier Objects

Ohbuchi et al. [OMA98] itemized several embedding targets for 3D polygonal models,
e. g., shape, shape attributes, or animation parameters. Each of these targets can be used
for watermarking a single 3D object. For the approach described in this section, a subset
of those targets is exploited for watermarking a single 3D object—a Carrier Object—as
well. However, the difference is that the 3D model to be watermarked will, likely, contain
numbers of Carrier Objects.

Comparable to what Ohbuchi et al. suggested, a Carrier object’s embedding targets are:
its transformation, geometry, topology, and material. In this regard, it is differentiated
between attributes which are applied to the entire Carrier Object, its triangles, or its
vertices. Hence, some attributes depend on the number of vertices of which an object
consists (the object’s complexity).

Embedding target: (1) Transformation

The transformation of a Carrier Object affects the entire object. Transformations include
rotation, translation, and scaling (see Fig. 3.14(b)-(d)).

• Rotation: An angle is typically measured in radian (0-2π). Any floating-point number
less than 5.24288 and in the range of 0-2π (with 5 decimal places at most) can be
expressed using 19 bits. Those 19 bits can be used for data embedding (difference
between primary object’s orientation and current object’s orientation). Carried to
the 3 axes, 57 bits can be stored by an object’s rotation.
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• Translation: Using 5 places, a non-negative number (uvwxy) less than 65536 can be
expressed using 16 bits. When the position of the Carrier Object i (posCi) is given,
its new position along axis x can, for example, be computed by multiplying posCix

with 1.0uvwxy. Hence, for each axis, a total number of 48 bits can be coded.

• Scaling: Consecutive Carrier Objects can be scaled down with regard to the primary
object. Hence, values between 0 and 1 using 5 decimal places can be specified, which
allows a total of 48 bits to be coded.

Embedding target: (2) Geometry

Operations such as modifying vertex positions are geometric transformations. The amount
of data which can be inserted per object depends on the number of vertices being available.
Similar to object translation, a total number of 48 bits can be embedded per vertex.

In Figure 3.14, for each Carrier Object a triangle is marked whose vertices may not
be altered. The reason for this limitation is that these triangles will be compared to the
primary object’s triangle during data recovery. Hence, for watermarking, a number of 3
must be subtracted from the total number of Carrier Object vertices.

Embedding target: (3) Topology

Depending on whether the vertices of a triangle are sorted clockwise or counter-clockwise, 1
bit of data can be embedded per triangle. Generally, the vertex order affects the orientation
of a triangle’s normal and hence, its shading. However, since Carrier Objects are not
intended to influence the appearance of the rendered model, this aspect can be disregarded.

Embedding target: (4) Material

Specific material properties can be applied to every single vertex. These include ambient,
diffuse, specular, and emissive colors as well as the shininess of an object. Each of the
color properties can hold 32 bits (RGBA), the shininess property is specified using 8 bits.
Thus, a total number of 136 bits can be coded per vertex. However, since the three least
significant bits of the ambient colors’ blue channel are reserved for triangle, edge, and
origin identification, the total number of codable bits per vertex is 133 bits. Note that in
case of a transparent model the materials’ alpha channels should be set to 0 (translucent
Carrier Objects), which decreases the encodable data amount accordingly.

Overview: data payload

According to the numbers of bits which can be coded per attribute (see Table 3.2), the
total number of bits (nbits) which can be inserted into a Carrier Object can be determined
using Equation 3.10. It depends on the Carrier Object’s number of vertices (nvert) and
triangles (ntria).

nbits = 153︸︷︷︸
(1)

+(nvert − 3) ∗ 48︸ ︷︷ ︸
(2)

+ntria︸ ︷︷ ︸
(3)

+nvert ∗ 133︸ ︷︷ ︸
(4)

(3.10)
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The number of Carrier Objects (nobjs) which are required for encoding a specific amount
of data (ndata, in bits) can be determined using Equation 3.11. To encode, for example, 1000
bytes (8000 bits) by exploiting a simple cube as Carrier Object (8 vertices, 12 triangles),
the equation yields a number of 7 Carrier Objects.

nobjs = ceil

(
ndata

nbits

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

CCO

+ 1︸︷︷︸
PCO

(3.11)

Attribute Applicable to Capacity

Transformation (1) 153 bits per object

Rotation whole object 57 bits per object
Translation 48 bits per object

Scaling 48 bits per object

Geometry (2) vertices 48 bits per vertex

Topology (3) triangles 1 bit per triangle

Material (4) 133 bits per vertex

colors vertices 125 bits per vertex
shininess 8 bits per vertex

Table 3.2: Amount of data which can be encoded within a Carrier Object.

Placing Carrier Objects inside the model

Carrier Objects are geometric objects composed of triangles which are to be merged with
the original 3D model so that model and Carrier Objects form an entity. In this regard,
heed must be taken of placing the Carrier Objects because they may not intersect with
the surface of the model. It is assumed that the model is a hole-less surface model that
consists of triangles.

Carrier Object positioning basically comprises two steps: (1) the model is successively
intersected with a plane, which yields model vertices that will form a connected area within
the plane, and (2) using a scanline technique, appropriate positions within the planes’
connected areas are searched.

Computation of connected areas

Figure 3.15(left) illustrates a single cross-section (plane) in x-y direction at position zP .
The small (red) dots on the right hand side symbolize intersections of model edges and
plane.

Once the intersections have been determined, the vertices need to be connected appro-
priately. To this end, two vertices Vi and Vj are connected if and only if the edges Ei and
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Figure 3.15: Left: Cross-section of a model at position zP and its intersections. Right:
Positioning of Carrier Objects within a cross-section by exploiting scanlines.

Ej belong to one and the same triangle in the original model. Ei and Ej are the edges
whose intersections with the cross-section yielded Vi and Vj .

Placing Carrier Objects within a cross-section

For placing Carrier Objects within the connected area of a cross-section, a scanline tech-
nique is used (see Figure 3.15(right)). The increment by which a scanline is moved as well
as the distance to be chosen between adjacent Carrier Objects located on the same scanline
depends on the Carrier Objects’ sizes.

Carrier Objects may not intersect with the polygonal mesh of the model. To verify
this important aspect, each object’s bounding sphere is tested with regard to potential
intersections. Figure 3.15(right) illustrates the positioning of Carrier Objects for three
scanlines.

Data recovery

Data recovery takes place in two steps: (1) the Primary and Consecutive Carrier Objects
are searched and (2) the embedded data is decoded.
The unique characteristics of the Primary Carrier Object addressed before facilitate its
detection. These include the triangle TP , its normal, and the edge EP (see Fig. 3.14). Those
characteristics can then be used to compute the local coordinate system which, afterwards,
serves for detecting the Consecutive Carrier Objects and for decoding the embedded data
(see [SL05] for more details).

Figure 3.16 illustrates an example for which a watermark stream was embedded within
a 3D model (vase of flowers). The watermark stream consists of further model components
(water, flower) which can be displayed at will after decoding.
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Figure 3.16: Example for a watermarked 3D polygonal model. The data is coded inside
the rim of the vase. The first two illustrations show the mesh of the vase with and
without Carrier Objects included. The image on the right hand side shows the data
encoded (models of water and flower, 2.4 MB).

3.2.4 Discussion

Two Illustration Watermarking techniques were introduced which are different from the
bulk of traditional watermarking techniques most of which directly modify the polygonal
mesh (e. g., [Ben99, HB02, MSI01], see Sect. 2.3.3). The proposed techniques do not alter
the original mesh.

The first technique exploits the textures associated with a model. Both Watermarked
and Data Textures provide considerable space for descriptive metadata storage, in partic-
ular, when considering that each model component can be assigned at least one texture.
However, the separation of model and textures can be associated with disadvantages.

The second technique adds Carrier Objects to the original model. Since those objects
are structured the same as the model, model and objects form an entity after their inte-
gration. Also, due to the inclusion of each Carrier Object’s local coordinate system during
data recovery, the watermarked model is robust to common geometric transformations
(translation, rotation, scaling). A drawback is that with an increasing amount of data to
be encoded, the number of Carrier Objects increases, as well, which may raise the time
required for model rendering. For comparison, an amount of 1 MB of encoded data yielded
a performance of 8 fps on a PC with 900 MHz and 256 MB RAM (100,000 bytes of coded
data yielded 70 fps). However, varying the complexity of Carrier Objects—increase in
their complexity yields a decrease in their number—revealed interesting results. When
embedding 1,000 bytes, less complex Carrier Objects (8 vertices) yielded lower rendering
costs than complex Carrier Objects (100 vertices); but when embedding an amount of
100,000 bytes, rendering with complex objects was more than twice as fast as rendering
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with less complex objects. An effect which can be attributed to internal hard- and software
optimizations.

3.3 Concluding Remarks

This chapter addressed Illustration Watermarking techniques for graphics descriptively
represented. In contrast to traditional watermarking techniques, which are still not robust
to all imaginable attacks [Her02], Illustration Watermarking aims at transparently embed-
ding the highest possible amount of data while robustness to criminally intended attacks
is disregarded.

For most of the techniques suggested, transparency can be verified by analyzing the
changes which are introduced to the cover medium in consequence of data insertion. A line
as part of a vector graphic, for example, is still rendered the same regardless of whether
or not the line was subdivided into line segments. Also, the Carrier Objects inside a 3D
geometric model remain invisible to a viewer. Watermarks embedded within the texture of
a 3D model, on the other hand, can introduce detectable changes to the texture which is a
2D raster graphic. The extent of those changes strongly depends on the technique which
was chosen and the amount of data which was encoded. The subsequent chapters will shed
light on those aspects.
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4 Illustration Watermarks for Raster
Graphics

The computer graphics dealt with in this chapter are—in contrast to the graphics addressed
in Chapter 3—directly represented as matrices of pixel values each defines a color value
at a specific position in its matrix. In this work, those graphics are referred to as Raster
Graphics. Raster graphics are widely-used in the digital world, even though they are
linked with several drawbacks such as lacking scalability or high storage costs in case of
high quality. Often, raster graphics are generated by directly assigning colors to pixel
matrices [BS95]. Examples are images taken by digital cameras, images digitized from
paper documents, or even images which were created by directly painting on a digital
device.

This chapter first analyzes the general structure of raster graphics and potential limita-
tions associated with that structure in Section 4.1. It then introduces the basic procedure
of embedding Illustration Watermarks in those graphics in Section 4.2. In Section 4.3,
novel watermarking techniques are introduced that analyze image features for the water-
mark insertion. After this, Section 4.4 describes a technique that operates in the Wavelet
domain, before Section 4.5 summarizes this chapter.

4.1 Raster Graphics—Their Characteristics and Limitations

According to Watson [Wat93], raster graphics are the most conventional method of rep-
resenting images digitally. Using this technique, an image is stored in a 2D array of pixels
each represents the intensity (or color) of the image at a point.

Mathematically, a pixel P is a tuple (SP , IP ) with SP being the extent of P in the
screen plane (position and shape) and IP being the color intensity [Fiu89]. The shape of a
pixel is typically square (computer monitors) or rectangular (televisions). A pixel’s color
is specified according to the color space in use. Examples are the RGB color space (three
bytes per pixel, one for red, green, and blue, respectively) or the HSV color space (Hue,
Saturation, and V alue).

Image quality

Besides the number of pixels of which an image consists (image resolution), the image
quality strongly depends on the storage capacity which is available for each pixel. The
higher the number of bits per pixel, the more color nuances can be stored and hence, the
higher can be the quality of the image. In terms of images showing real world scenarios,
high quality images appear more realistic than images of lower qualities.

59
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The colors of an image are mostly represented in the RGB color space which requires
a color depth of 24 bits per pixel. Decreasing the color depth of an image may involve
image quality loss, even though not necessarily visible. Gray level images are typically
represented by 8 bits per pixel, which allows to express 256 different gray scales for each
pixel.

Image compression

The storage capacity demanded by an image can exceed the data space which is available
on a device, in particular when the image is of high resolution. There exist various tech-
niques with which an image’s memory requirements can be reduced, which results in image
compression. In general, image compression techniques can be divided in lossy (transfor-
mation is not invertible, e. g., JPEG compression) and lossless compression (transformation
is invertible, e. g., Huffman coding). The latter is enabled due to redundancies in certain
representations.

Color Quantization (e. g., [GP90, Hec82]) is an example for a lossy compression technique
by which a set of representative colors is chosen from the pool of all colors an image contains.
For each pixel in the image, a color from the reduced set of colors is then selected that
best fits the pixel’s original color. Typically, the set of colors is referred to as Color Look-
up Table which contains a maximum of 256 RGB colors. Hence, each pixel’s new color
can be represented by an 8 bit pointer that refers to an item in the color table. Color
Cell Compression [CDF+86] is a technique that goes even one step further. It allows to
represent a pixel’s 24 bits color value by no more than approximately 2 bits.

Why are image quality and image compression important with regard to Illustration Wa-
termarking?

The Human Visual System (HVS) is extremely sensitive to color variations and able to
distinguish about 10 million colors under optimal viewing conditions [ST97]. Those abilities
call for digital images of high qualities, which, on the other hand, involves high memory
requirements. However, the more bits are available per pixel, the more color shades can
be stored and hence, slight color changes introduced to individual pixels can be less easily
detected by a viewer, which is a precondition for watermark encoding.

But often, high storage capacities are undesired, which results in compression techniques
appliance. However, in conjunction with digital watermarking, lossy compression can dam-
age the data encoded as Illustration Watermark. Lossless compression, on the other hand,
ensures the preservation of the encoded data, which is at the expense of high compression
rates. But even the latter class of compression techniques allows to considerably reduce an
image’s memory requirements.

4.1.1 File Structure of Raster Graphics

The data representation of raster graphics typically includes two main parts: the File
Header and the actual Image Content in terms of color data (see Fig. 4.1).
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The file header consists of information which is necessary to identify the image file format
and to interpret the color data of the image so that it can be displayed correctly. This
comprises, for example, the image dimensions, the color model, or information about the
compression technique that was applied (see [Dig00]). Furthermore, the file header can
include information about the image (descriptive metadata).

Figure 4.1: Basically, the data representation of a raster graphic comprises a file header
and the image content which is represented by a matrix that consists of pixels with
specific color values assigned.

Typically, file header data is directly followed by the color data defining the content
of the image. It consists of an array of color values which are arranged as a 2D matrix
according to the information specified in the file header. In case of the RGB color model,
each color value is represented by three bytes, one for each color channel: red, green, and
blue.

Widely-used raster graphic file formats are JPEG (Joint Photographic Experts Group),
PNG (Portable Network Graphics), TIFF (Tagged Image File Format), BMP (BitMaP),
or GIF (Graphics Interchange Format). Further reading on graphics file formats and their
data representations can be found, for example, in [BS95, MvR96, Mia99].

As to Illustration Watermarking, the second part of a raster graphic’s data representa-
tion—the information specified in terms of color data—is exploited for data encoding. In
contrast to file header data, the color data of an image does not vary between different
image file formats that use the same color model. Hence, encoded data survives file format
conversions as long as the color information is not reduced or modified in any other way
during the conversion.
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4.1.2 Static Raster Graphics Made Dynamic

A raster graphic is, in principle, displayed as a static image. In this regard, it cannot
be distinguished from images in printed media. However, the fact that a user can utilize
a device such as a computer mouse and its displayed cursor to trigger events affecting
the actual visualization is definitively an extension to what printed media permit. The
information which is necessary to turn a static raster graphic into a dynamic medium can
be stored as Illustration Watermark within the graphic itself.

Interaction with raster graphics that may have dynamic elements can serve various pur-
poses. For example, images can be augmented with information (image enrichment) which
is hidden by nature but can be requested on explicit user demand. Images with such
dynamic contents can range from images which are interactively explorable to images in
which layered elements can serve purposes such as dynamic highlighting or motion.

The author of a dynamic image may also assign diversified information elements which
are solely intended for specific end-users or which are shown only within specific presenta-
tion contexts (user or context dependent visualizations). An example for context dependent
visualizations are images of an electronic consumer product which must provide other in-
formation for production than for advertising. By exploiting the technique of Illustration
Watermarking, these presentation styles can be included in the same image.

4.1.3 Concluding Remarks

Raster graphics are optimized for presentation on raster displays. They are not optimized
for interacting with them. The necessary information to identify image regions that rep-
resent image objects or to visualize image objects, which are occluded by others, in their
entireties does not exist.

Even though a few image format specifications allow for the inclusion of descriptive
metadata, often limited in extent and form, the manner of how the data is represented
considerably differs between those specifications. This complicates metadata handling for
software that deals with varying image file formats.

However, applications for interactive or dynamic raster graphics exist, as selective ex-
amples had shown and will show in the course of this work. Illustration Watermarking is a
powerful technique which is capable of providing the information necessary to overcome the
limits associated with raster graphics being static in their original purpose of use. In the
following, spatial as well as transformed domain techniques (see Sect. 2.3.3) are proposed
that allow encoding considerable data rates imperceivably to turn static raster graphics
into dynamic media.

4.2 Content-Based Spatial Domain Watermarking

Illustration Watermarking is a content-based digital watermarking technique, which means
data is encoded only into those image regions with which it is semantically associated.
Hence, the data remains attached to its image region even if the region gets separated
from the image.
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This section describes the basic components necessary to create images with dynamic
contents by exploiting Illustration Watermarks. To this end, one of the most frequently
used watermarking techniques is analyzed and its implementation for the purpose of Illus-
tration Watermarking is discussed.

4.2.1 The Watermarking Pipeline

The basic components which are necessary for Illustration Watermarking with regard to
raster graphics are:

• The Original Cover Image (Fig. 4.2(a)) being the image into which the data
will be encoded. The image which results from encoding (watermarked image) will
slightly differ from the original image.

• The ID-Buffer (Fig. 4.2(b)) is a 2D raster graphic which has the same size as the
cover image. Its depth of 8 bits per pixel allows to specify up to 256 different regions,
each with a unique color. One of these colors is reserved as background color. The
individual regions, which must not intersect one another, mark those regions within
the cover image to be watermarked.

• A Watermark Stream (Fig. 4.2(c)) is the data to be encoded into a specific region
of the cover image. Each image region which is associated with a marked region
within the ID-buffer has its own watermark stream. The watermark stream can
include binary data items of varying types (e. g., text data item, image data item,
etc.). Its size is limited by the number of pixels available in the corresponding image
region.

Figure 4.2: Data can be encoded into specific regions of the original image by using
an ID-buffer which serves as reference for identifying those regions. The watermarked
image, which results from applying a watermarking technique with adapted parameters,
can be explored by mouse cursor movement.
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Figure 4.2 illustrates Illustration Watermarking with an example image. Image (a)
shows a rendering of a model of a human liver and a small circular region labeled with
an i indicating that further information is available. The ID-buffer (b) has two regions
differentiated by color. Overlaid on the original image (d), the ID-buffer regions correlate
with a part of the liver and the information symbol. The regions of the original image
marked by the ID-buffer are intended to be modified for data insertion.

Two types of data (c) are to be inserted: a text message and a part of another image
(part of the liver transparently rendered). These data items are each included in separate
watermark streams linked with regions in the ID-buffer. Before data insertion starts, it is
verified that the data amount does not exceed the space a region provides. If verification
succeeds, data encoding can commence by choosing a watermarking technique that modifies
the colors of the cover image without introducing perceivable artifacts.

Figure 4.2(e) shows the watermarked image that allows for exploration. The transparent
rendering that appears once the mouse cursor reaches the according region enables a viewer
to look inside the liver, which reveals an otherwise occluded tumor. Moving the cursor over
the information symbol triggers a text box to be displayed.

4.2.2 Images Scaled Down to Bit Level

In many digital watermarking approaches, data is embedded by modifying specific color
bits, often the least significant bit (LSB) of a color channel. Since the human visual system
is least sensitive to the blue color—assuming that only red, green, and blue components
are present (RGB color model)—this color channel is mostly targeted for data insertion.
However, several approaches include other color channels, as well, and exploit more bits
than only the LSB.

Why is it possible to alter individual bits without the introduced changes being perceivable
to a viewer?

When a regular image (e. g., a photograph with structured information) is split into its
bit-planes (see the ape’s face in Fig. 4.3), it oftentimes can be observed that the lower bit-
planes (in Fig. 4.3 bit-planes 1 to 3) contain unstructured information which is perceived
as noise. Replacing noise by watermark stream data, which is typically also perceived as
noise, has no influence on the appearance of the image.

But how about images such as cartoon images which have large evenly colored areas?
Their lower bit-planes appear less noisy than those of photographs. An extreme example
is illustrated in Figure 4.3. The original image has eight areas with different gray levels
on its right hand side (the numbers denote the levels). These areas appear uniform within
the bit-plane images, which is in contrast to the noisy regions in the rest of these images.

What would be the effect of encoding a watermark stream that introduces noise into evenly
colored regions?

The images in Figure 4.4 aim at illustrating the effect of encoding data into gray level
images. The image into which data was encoded consists of two types of subimages each
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Figure 4.3: A gray level image, composed of an ape’s face and eight different gray levels,
is split into its bit-planes. Black indicates that a single bit is set at a specific position
within a bit-plane.

of which is shown three times. The subimage types are in high contrast to each other: (1)
eye section of the ape in Figure 4.3 and (2) white image (RGB: 255, 255, 255).

Into each copy of the two subimage types, differently structured watermark streams
(Fig. 4.4(a) to (c)) were encoded, limited to areas marked by the word “DATA”. The
watermark streams consist of: (a) a sequence of the number “51” expressed as bytes, (b)
a sequence of the string “data”, and (c) a sequence of random characters. The watermark
streams were only encoded into the first four bits (bit-planes 1–4) of each pixel located
within the marked regions. Hence, number “51”, for example, induced the according bits
in bit-planes 1 and 2 to be set whereas the bits in bit-planes 3 and 4 were unset.
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Figure 4.4: Bit-planes of a watermarked image. The original image is composed of two
image types (ape’s eye section and white area) each appears three times. Into each of
the six subimages, a watermark stream was encoded, varying from line (a) to line (c)
and limited to regions marked by the shape of “DATA”. The three types of watermark
streams are: (a) a sequence of “51” expressed as bytes, (b) a sequence of the string
“data”, and (c) a sequence of random characters.

What information can be extracted from Figure 4.4?

The introduced modifications due to data insertion can solely be detected within the white
subimages. Thus, signals transmitted through the texture of the ape’s eye section seem to
inhibit the perception of watermark signals, which indicates that image texture consider-
ably affects watermark perception.

But also the structure of the watermark stream affects its perception, as can be seen
in the white subimages. The regions into which the sequence of “51” was embedded
(Fig. 4.4(a)) are more eye-catching than the regions with the random watermark stream
encoded (Fig. 4.4(c)). This is due to the strong concentration of the watermark signal in
bit-planes 3–4, which is in contrast to the scattered watermark signal consisting of random
characters. It thus can be stated that an increase in contrast between the watermarked
region and the rest of the image within a bit-plane image yields watermark detection to
happen more spontaneous.

As to the ape’s eye section, when analyzing bit-planes 1–4, the embedded watermark
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stream appears differently strong. While the random watermark stream (line (c)) perfectly
merges with the bit-plane images, the two remaining watermark streams (lines (a) and (b))
are silhouetted against them. This aspect, however, seems to have no effect on watermark
perception in the watermarked gray level image.

Figure 4.4 already reveals that the texture of an image has a significant effect on whether
changes introduced to an image in the course of watermark encoding can be detected. But
it does not provide any indication of how influential this effect with respect to differently
textured images is.

Also, it is obvious that modifying bits within the lower bit-planes influences the appear-
ance of an image less strong than altering bits of higher order. However, the question of
up to which bit-plane data can be imperceivably encoded is still unanswered.

4.2.3 A Basic Illustration Watermarking Approach

As it was described in Section 4.2.1, content-based Illustration Watermarking requires at
least three components: the cover image, an ID-buffer, and the data to be embedded. The
regions into which the data is to be encoded are identified with the ID-buffer. The question
of how those regions can be identified during watermark recovery must be answered as well
as questions regarding watermark stream preparation and the watermarking technique
itself.

The Illustration Watermarking techniques which are described in this chapter are applied
exclusively to images whose color information is specified according to the RGB color
model. For each pixel, up to 24 bits (8 bits per color channel) can thus be exploited for
watermarking, which yields each pixel to serve as metadata container. Needless to say that
modifying each of the 24 bits would result in perceivable image artifacts, as the previous
section revealed. Consequently, only a selection of these bits—typically the bits in the
lower bit-planes—is exploited.

What is the information that needs to be coded beside the actual watermark stream?

Three types of information are essential:

1. Clear marks that enable identifying a region into which a watermark stream was
inserted.

2. The shape and extent of a watermarked region.

3. The parameters of the watermarking technique specified, which can vary depending
on the space provided by a region or the size of the watermark stream.

Outlines and seed points

In a watermarked cover image, a coded region is separated from uncoded or other coded
regions by a closed outline. This outline whose coordinates are computed according to
the marked region provided by the ID-buffer defines shape and extent of the watermarked
region.
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A pixel becomes part of the outline when it features two attributes: (1) at least one of
its four direct neighboring pixels is part of the region to be watermarked and (2) at least
one of its four direct neighboring pixels is not part of that region. For outline identification
in the watermarked image, each of its pixels is marked by setting the LSB of its blue color
channel to 1 whereas the LSBs of all other pixels are unset.

An alternative to directly marking a region’s outline by altering the corresponding pixel
colors would be to encode the geometry that describes an outline (e. g., circle or rectangle
attributes, individual points of a polygon, etc.). This technique would allow for overlapping
regions, which is not permitted by the technique which was actually chosen. However, a
drawback of this technique would be the considerable amount of additional data to be
coded, particularly when the region is defined by a polygon consisting of many points.

In addition to its marked outline, each region has one prominent pixel: the Seed Point. The
seed point and its neighboring pixels have specific characteristics with which a watermarked
region can be identified during decoding. One of these characteristics is the position of
the seed point, which is chosen with respect to the outline. When PS(x, y) is a potential
position of a seed point and CS is the color of its corresponding region in the ID-buffer,
the following criteria must be fulfilled:

• PS ’s corresponding position in the ID-buffer must have color CS which is different
from the ID-buffer’s background color.

• PS is not part of an outline.

• The pixels at positions (x− 1, y) and (x, y − 1) (northwest) are part of an outline.

When a position for a seed point is searched, the image is scanned top down and from
left to right. The first position that fulfills the criteria is chosen. Both the position of the
seed point and an ID which is assigned to the seed point and its neighboring points enable
a clear identification of the seed point.

In addition, there are two other purposes a seed point serves: (1) it stores information
about the watermarking technique which was employed by encoding a specific ID in its
color channels and (2) its position within a region’s outline defines the inside of the outline
so that the remaining pixels of the watermarked region can easily be found.

Embedding the watermark stream

The data to be embedded, which can consist of various data items (e. g., text, image or
auditory data), is preprocessed so that it fits into a single binary data stream. This data
stream is then compressed, which yields the final watermark stream.

The watermarking procedure itself comprises the identification of the pixels to be modi-
fied using the ID-buffer as well as the selection and use of an appropriate watermarking
technique with which the whole watermark stream can be encoded.

Data encoding starts with identifying the pixels in the cover image which are located
inside a marked region within the ID-buffer. For these pixels, up to the four least significant
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bits in each color channel are then replaced by bits of the watermark stream. The number
of bits eventually used is adapted to the data space needed. Thus, at most 11 bits per pixel
can be modified. The 12th bit, which is the LSB of the blue color channel, is reserved for
outline identification.

During data encoding, the blue color channel has the highest priority while the green
channel has the lowest. These priorities are based on findings about the human visual
system which is least sensitive to blue and most sensitive to green [Gol96]. To insert, for
example, six bits per pixel, three bits are replaced in the blue channel (including the bit for
outline identification), and two bits are replaced in the red and green channels, respectively.

Recovering the encoded data

The described technique is a blind watermarking technique which means that the original
image is not required for data recovery.

The watermark decoding starts with locating seed points which can be clearly identified
due to their specific characteristics. Once a seed point has been detected, the remaining
pixels of the associated region—enclosed by its outline—can be retrieved. For recovering
the data embedded in those pixels, the watermarking technique which was applied must
be known. The according information is provided by the ID encoded in the seed point.
Finally, the data bits are extracted from the pixels’ colors and added to the watermark
stream which contains the descriptive metadata of the region.

4.3 Techniques that Include Image Texture

The watermarking technique which was described in the previous section does not consider
the texture of an image. The technique rather encodes the same amount of data into each
pixel, provided that the pixel correlates with a marked region in the ID-buffer. However,
Figure 4.4 indicated that the texture of an image has significant influence on watermark
perception. This section hence introduces techniques that analyze image features previous
to data embedding so that the encodable data amount can be adapted for each pixel.

4.3.1 Human Color Vision and RGB Color Space

Within the human eye, an image results from light which is focused onto the retina by the
eye’s lens. Humans can see light with wavelengths between approximately 400 nm (violet)
and 700 nm (red) [MF97]. The greater the amplitudes of light waves, the brighter they
are perceived. A human eye has about 5 million cones which are responsible for color
vision. There are three types of cones each of which has its maximum response to light at
a certain wavelength: short wavelength cones (about 419 nm), medium wavelength cones
(about 531 nm), and long wavelength cones (about 558 nm) [Gol96]. Our peak sensitivity
is to light with a wavelength of about 560 nm, which corresponds to yellow-green light.
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RGB color space and its limitations

Mathematically, colors can be specified by positively weighted sums of the primary colors
red, green, and blue (RGB color space). CRT (Cathode Ray Tube) displays exploit phosphor
dots of these colors. Since those displays are the primary target, the RGB representation
is most common these days [ST97].

However, the RGB color space is not the perfect color representation with respect to
human color vision. On different devices, for example, the color gamut can vary which
means the RGB color space is device-dependent. That is, instead of the color model, the
output device defines what exactly is meant by “red”, “green”, or “blue” [FvDFH96]. Also,
only a small range of all the colors humans can perceive can be expressed by means of RGB
components. Furthermore, the manner in which colors are specified—namely in terms of
its red, green, and blue components—is not in accord with human nature.

Another important drawback is that the RGB color space is not perceptually uniform.
This means in one particular part of the color space, the colors at two points a certain
distance apart can be distinguished. After moving the points to a different position within
the color space, the colors at those new points can be indistinguishable, even though the
distance between the points was kept.

Figure 4.5: Images (a) and (b) show representations of the RGB color space (const.
blue=0) whereas images (c) and (d) are visualizations of the CIELAB color space (const.
L=62). The white area in the CIELAB representation indicates that this region, in fact,
has CIELAB color values but they cannot be expressed as RGB values demanded by the
display. In both types of color representation, images (b) and (d) were subdivided into
blocks of equal sizes. The color in each block represents the averaged colors covered by
the block.

CIE XYZ color model

Several color models have been developed that take into consideration human vision (e. g.,
HSV or HLS color model). In this context, the International Commission on Illumination
(CIE) established three standard primaries referred to as X, Y , and Z, which are based on
human perception. Their CIE XYZ color model is device-independent and its primaries can
be combined to match any color a human is capable to see. According to the CIE model,
color is described by a luminance primary Y (defined to match the luminous-efficiency
function of the human eye [FvDFH96]) and the curves of the two primaries X and Z,
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which were obtained from experiments with humans involved.
CIE L*a*b* (CIELAB) is a non-linear transformation of the CIE primaries, which almost

results in a perceptually uniform color space. Color differences can thus be specified as
Euclidian distances [Sto03]. The components of the three-dimensional CIE L*a*b* model
represent the color’s luminance (L, L = 0 yields black, L = 100 yields white), its green/red
part (a, negative value indicates green, positive value indicates red), and its blue/yellow
part (b, negative value indicates blue, positive value indicates yellow).

Figure 4.5 shows two images of a particular face of the RGB color cube and two images of
a slice of the CIE L*a*b* color shape. For each of these two types of color representation,
the left hand side image ((a) or (c)) shows a standard visualization of the respective color
model. The right hand side image ((b) or (d)) shows a visualization in which the image
was segmented into blocks of equal sizes whose colors represent the averaged colors covered
by a block.

At first view, it can be observed that the RGB block-representation (b) contains several
blocks which seem to have equal colors. These blocks accumulate in certain regions (e. g.,
green region in the upper part) whereas other regions consist of almost only well-confined
blocks. This illustrates that even though the color differences are mathematically equal,
the perceived differences are far from being equal.

A second observation which can be made is that the space covered by the CIE L*a*b*
representation is considerably smaller than the space taken by the RGB representation,
even though CIE L*a*b* includes all the colors a human can see. This is due to the
fact that the RGB representation comprises many colors which are perceived the same.
These visually redundant colors can hence be mapped onto a single color defined by the
CIE L*a*b* color model. Figure 4.6 illustrates this aspect. It consists of three images
which seem to be equally colored. However, the colors they contain differ in terms of their
RGB components.

The watermarking technique which is described in the following section exploits those color
redundancies by including the CIE L*a*b* color model. This technique was developed by
Michael Specht [Spe06], a student I supervised in the course of my research.

4.3.2 Watermarking Approach based on the CIELAB Color Model

When a watermarking technique directly modifies the least significant bits of a color chan-
nel, it firstly resets those bits to 0, which reduces the color space by an amount that
depends on the number of bits involved. Modifying two bits of each color channel, for
example, subdivides the RGB color space into small cubes of size 4×4×4. Consequently,
instead of 16,7 mill. colors, only 262,144 classes of colors can be differentiated. Each of
these 262,144 classes covers 64 colors (equals a capacity of 6 bits per pixel). Which of
these colors eventually replaces the original color in the cover image is determined by the
watermark stream. The assumption behind this approach is that each of the 64 colors is
perceived the same.

A similar approach can be applied to the CIE L*a*b* color space. But its advantage
over the RGB color space is that already the non-subdivided CIE L*a*b* representation
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Figure 4.6: Various RGB color values (perceived as the same blue color) can be assigned
to classes of CIELAB colors (the more classes, the less elements): (a) 855 different RGB
colors (class unit sizes: 1×1×1, 224 CIELAB color classes), (b) 1630 different colors
(class unit sizes: 1×2×2, 222 CIELAB color classes), and (c) 5943 different colors
(class unit sizes: 2×4×4, 219 CIELAB color classes).

allows to encode data, as Figure 4.6(a) demonstrates. When 855 different RGB color values
can be mapped onto a single CIE L*a*b* value, about 9.74 bits of the watermark stream
(log2855) can be embedded. However, since for each CIE L*a*b* value the number of
corresponding RGB values can vary, the amount of data which can be encoded per pixel
varies, as well.

Similar to the RGB color space, the amount of encodable data can be increased by
subdividing the CIE L*a*b* color space. Since humans are less sensitive to variations in
color compared to changes in luminance [Gol96], the CIE L*a*b* space can be subdivided
into class units of size 1×2×2 (L×a×b), which corresponds to 256 levels of luminance and
128 color levels for a and b, respectively. Note in this context that due to their varying
ranges—from -100 to 100 and from 0 to 100 (see Sect 4.3.1)—a subdivision requires to
normalize each component of the color space to an 8 bit range.

Nevertheless, studies revealed that humans are by far not able to distinguish 256 levels
of luminance, which allows for further subdivision (e. g., 2×4×4, which yields 219 color
classes, see Fig. 4.6(c)). Hence, expanding a CIE L*a*b* color class so that it contains
more elements results also in an increasing number of RGB color values which can be
mapped onto a particular class element.

Description of the technique

The technique aims at encoding a watermark stream into a RGB color image by taking
advantage of the CIE L*a*b* color space which is well adapted to human perception. To
this end, the RGB color space is subdivided into classes each of which corresponds with one
or more CIE L*a*b* colors. The number of elements in each class can vary (see Fig. 4.7(b)).
During this preprocessing step, a look-up table is generated which is employed during data
encoding.

Before data encoding can start, the watermark stream is divided into blocks of equal
sizes. In practice, a block size of 1024 bytes emerged as acceptable compromise between
avoiding capacity loss and decreasing efficiency. For illustration, the block size in Figure 4.7
was chosen to be 8 bits.

For watermarking, the image is scanned top-down and pixel by pixel. Once information
regarding the watermarking method (e. g., ID, block size, etc.) has been encoded into the
first pixels, embedding the watermark stream proceeds according to Algorithm 1. The
task is to find the new color C̃p which will replace the color of the current pixel Pcur. This
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Algorithm 1 Determining the new color C̃p for a pixel which will represent a portion of the
watermark stream.

1: Bcur ⇐ First block of watermark stream
2: Pcur ⇐ First pixel
3: while Bcur 6= End of watermark stream do
4: NBcur ⇐ Decimal number represented by Bcur

5: while NBcur > 0 do
6: Cp ⇐ Color of Pcur

7: ClassC ⇐ CIE L*a*b* class of RGB colors which contains Cp

8: SClass ⇐ Class size of ClassC

9: I
C̃p

⇐ NBcur modulo SClass // (index of new color C̃p in ClassC)
10: NBcur ⇐ NBcur / SClass // (integer division)
11: Pcur ⇐ Next pixel
12: end while
13: Bcur ⇐ Next block of watermark stream
14: end while

new color is identified with its index I
C̃p

when it is assumed that all class elements are
consecutively numbered in the range of 0 to SClass − 1.

To enable identifying the end of the current data block during watermark recovery,
it can be required to include pixels in addition to those already representing the block.
This is necessary when multiplying all the sizes of those classes which are associated with
previously coded pixels yields a number less than 28192 in case of 1024 bytes block size
(handling numbers of this size is enabled by specific libraries such as the GNU Multiple
Precision Library). The color to be chosen for such a pixel is the first element of its
corresponding class.

Figure 4.7 illustrates the technique with an example. After the watermark stream was
subdivided into 1 byte blocks, the decimal numbers represented by the first two bytes
are 127 and 96. The first pixels to be watermarked are magnified and labeled with
c0, d2, c5, f0, d5, d3, and g4. Their colors can be assigned to certain classes (b) whose ele-
ments were selected by exploiting the CIE L*a*b* color space.

The particular example takes six pixels to encode the first 16 bits of the watermark
stream. As a result, the first byte can be represented by c1, d2, and c2:

127 mod 9 = 1 (c1)
(127/9) mod 6 = 2 (d2)
(14/6) mod 9 = 2 (c2)

(2/9) = 0 (completed byte encoding)

For watermark recovery, the encoding procedure must be reversed. The required param-
eters are the class sizes and color indices, which can be retrieved from the watermarked
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Figure 4.7: The watermark stream to be encoded is split into byte blocks (a). Portions
of byte blocks are then represented by certain colors (c) which are elements of classes
consisting of similar RGB colors (b). These colors are determined according to the
decimal numbers represented by each byte (see Alg. 1).

image and the color look-up table. Since the look-up table can be created independently
from the original image, the technique can be characterized as a blind watermarking tech-
nique. Decoding the first three pixels in reverse order yields the first byte encoded:

0 ∗ 9 + 2 = 2 (c2) (size: 9, index: 2)
2 ∗ 6 + 2 = 14 (d2) (size: 6, index: 2)

14 ∗ 9 + 1 = 127 (c1) (size: 9, index: 1)

The end of a data block can be determined by multiplying the class sizes of those classes
that include the colors of the pixels to be decoded, as it was described earlier.

Results and discussion

Figure 4.8 shows three images (from left to right): the original image, an image in which
the least significant bits were modified, and an image to which the technique described in
this section was applied. In contrast to the second image in which clear color shades in the
sky region can be perceived, the right hand image can hardly be distinguished from the
original image. The disturbing color shades in case of the image watermarked using the
LSB technique result from modifying bits without considering aspects of human perception.

The proposed technique fulfills several criteria in regard to Illustration Watermarking.
First of all, a considerable amount of data can be embedded invisibly. Compared to the
LSB approach described in Section 4.2.3, the watermarked images are of higher qualities,
i. e., it is hard to distinguish between original and watermarked image by viewing, even
when large amounts of data are encoded (9 bits/pixel and more).
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Figure 4.8: Comparison of differently watermarked images. The left image is the origi-
nal image with no data embedded. The second image was watermarked using the tech-
nique described in Sect. 4.2.3 (9 bits/pixel encoded, 3 bits in each color channel). The
last described technique was used to embed on average 9 bits/pixel into the right image.

Due to its lack of adaptivity to image features, the LSB approach allows to predetermine
the exact amount of data which can be embedded into a certain region, which the dynamic
approach presented in this section does not. Here, the amount of encodable data strongly
depends on which colors are present in the cover image and on their respective class sizes.
However, once determined, the capacity can be adjusted by altering the class sizes.

Besides its higher computing time in comparison with the LSB approach, another impor-
tant drawback with respect to Illustration Watermarking is that the proposed technique
embeds the watermark stream into the whole image instead of certain regions. To enable
region-based watermarking, a potential solution is to reserve the first color in each color
class for outline identification. In doing so, the color of a pixel which is part of the region’s
outline can be replaced by the first element of its corresponding color class. Consequently,
this color cannot be employed for watermark stream encoding. The indices of class ele-
ments must hence be shifted, which yields index 0 to be associated with the second element.
The decrease in encodable data capacity, which is linked with region-based watermarking,
can be tolerated.

4.3.3 Approach based on Entropy and Color Analysis

The approach proposed in this section was developed in collaboration with Andrea
Unger. The basic idea behind this approach is to generate a Capacity Map that indicates—
for each color channel of a pixel—the number of bits (at most 4) which can be replaced by
bits of the watermark stream.

The technique involves analyzing an image’s information content and its color intensities.
Both subtasks are not new in the context of digital watermarking (see Sect. 2.3.3). Van
Droogenbroeck and Delvaux [vDD02], for example, suggested to compute the entropies
of pixel blocks to determine the numbers of bits to be modified. Lie and Chang [LC99],
as a second example, derive a threshold function from intensity values which is then used
for watermark encoding. However, both techniques were developed to be applied to gray
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level images. Also, both techniques were used in separate approaches, combining them is
new.

The basic ideas behind the two techniques can be exploited to develop an Illustration
Watermarking technique. But for this purpose, they need to be adapted so that they can
be combined and so that they are applicable to color images.

Entropy inclusion

The entropy of an image, which is the average number of bits required to represent a
sequence of color values, gives hints for the image’s information content. High entropy, for
example, indicates that an image provides a lot of information and has high variance in
color tones. It also means that there is a considerable chance that the weaker signals of a
watermark stream to be embedded get masked by other signals within the image (for more
details regarding masking, see Sect. 2.3.3).

Illustration Watermark insertion is typically limited to certain image regions. Thus, the
entropy of solely those regions is of interest. But even within those regions, the entropy
can vary to a considerable amount. Hence, image regions to be analyzed are scaled down
to pixel blocks of size 8× 8.

E = −
K−1∑
i=0

Hp(i) log2 Hp(i) (4.1)

The entropy E of a selection of pixels (each color channel is examined separately) can
be computed using Equation 4.1. i is the potential range of color values (K = 16 in case
of 4 bits to be considered) and Hp(i) are the probabilities for the presence of those color
values.

Since in this approach a maximum of 4 bits can be replaced in a color channel during
watermarking, only the 4 most significant bits can be considered for entropy computation.
This is to ensure that equal entropies are computed before and after watermark insertion.
Algorithm 2 determines which bits can be replaced depending on computed entropies.
Cap = 7, for example, means that at most three bits can be replaced. The entropy
thresholds were chosen according to the work presented by van Droogenbroeck and
Delvaux [vDD02] and according to informal test results.

Effects of color saturation

The number of bits of a color channel which can be replaced by watermark bits signifi-
cantly decreases when the cover image has a homogeneous texture and when entropy is
the parameter which is deciding. But even homogeneous textures, which have the same
low levels of entropies, can conceal encoded watermarks differently strong, as Figure 4.9
illustrates.

The figure shows six classes of colors which have at least one color channel highly sat-
urated whereas the remaining channels have a value of 0 assigned. Each of the depicted
color squares contains a circle whose color was slightly altered with respect to the color of
its enclosing square. The amount to which a particular color channel was altered is 15.
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Algorithm 2 Determining watermark bit capacities depending on computed entropies. Note that
only the four most significant bits of a color channel serve for entropy computation.

1: for all pixel blocks of size 8× 8 do
2: if entropy > 2 then
3: Cap⇐ 15
4: else if entropy > 1 then
5: Cap⇐ 7
6: else
7: Cap⇐ 3
8: end if
9: end for

The figure reveals several interesting aspects the most important of which are:

• Regarding colors red, green, and blue, changing the green color channel in case of
green (Green − ∆Green pair) is more perceivable compared to pairs Red − ∆Red
and Blue−∆Blue. This can, most likely, be attributed to the special sensitivity of
the human visual system to green tones.

• For each color class, altering the highly saturated color channel(s) is most perceivable.
Thus, red, green, and blue are more suited for watermark insertion than yellow, cyan,
and magenta.

• Altering color channels which are unsaturated (value of 0) has no effect on color
perception.

Figure 4.9: Perception of slight color variations with respect to differently saturated
colors. Each square has a circular region whose color was altered by a certain value.
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The itemized observations result from perception. However, it is well-known that the RGB
color space is not qualified for analytically modeling aspects which are in relation to human
perception. Primarily, this is due to the fact that the RGB color space is non-uniform (see
Sect. 4.3.1). Hence, the observations figured out can only be implemented by exploiting a
different color space model, such as CIE L*a*b*.

Combining RGB and CIE L*a*b* color model

Watermark data is embedded in colors represented as RGB components. But to implement
aspects which are based on human perception, a different color model—in this approach
the CIE L*a*b* color model—must be employed. Hence, both RGB and CIE L*a*b* color
model must be combined in some way.

In this regard, the basic goal can be formulated as follows: Given a color C from the
original image, a new color Ĉ is searched which is perceived similar to C and which is
capable of storing a considerable amount of data. For this purpose, two demands—with
respect to color space—should be met:

1. In RGB color space, for each color channel, the distance between C and Ĉ should be
maximum. This allows for embedding the largest possible amount of data because
the distance defines the range within which the value of a color channel may vary
during watermark insertion.

2. In CIE L*a*b* color space, the distance between C and Ĉ should not exceed a
certain predefined value that defines the extent to which differences in perception are
acceptable.

The new color Ĉ can be found by firstly determining all colors which have certain distances
∆RGB to C in RGB color space. These colors are then converted into the CIE L*a*b*
space to verify that they are still perceived similar to the original color.

During the decoding process, the original color C is unknown since some of its bits may
have been replaced by watermark bits. Nevertheless, there are unchanged bits, at least the
first four (most significant bits). Thus, solely those four bits can be included when Ĉ is
searched. Consequently, 4096 color classes exist, each with 4096 elements sharing the four
most significant bits of their color channels.

Searching Ĉ proceeds as follows: A color C is assigned to its class that contains all
colors differing in their channels’ four least significant bits (see Fig. 4.10(a)). Next, to
ascertain similarity in perception, each of these colors is compared with each other in the
CIE L*a*b* color space.

Figure 4.10(b) illustrates color selection with the red color channel. Its four most sig-
nificant bits, referred to as K, are the same as those of all other class colors’ red channels.
The remaining bits, referred to as bi and vj , are those of interest. Two colors, with Rl and
Rm being their red channels, are compared by varying bi to emulate potential red channel
values of C, and by varying vj to emulate potential bit replacements because of watermark-
ing. Considering that C is unknown, the purpose of comparing all feasible color variations
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Figure 4.10: (a) A particular pixel’s color is classified according to the four most sig-
nificant bits of its color channels. (b) The red color channel serves as example for
illustrating which bits will remain unchanged and which bits will be varied to determine
perceivable similarities between two colors.

is to determine the worst perception scenario (within the predefined limits), which yields
each channel’s capacity in the end.

As to comparison in CIE L*a*b* color space, testing positive for all bit elements of one
of the following four groups results in the according capacity, synonymous with Ĉ. For
example, a capacity of 4 bits (Cap = 15) requires that b1 is set to 0 and v1 is set to 1. Then,
all colors which can be expressed by varying b2, b3, b4 are compared (in CIE L*a*b* color
space) with all color which can be expressed by varying v2, v3, v4. If all these comparisons
yield values within the predefined limits, the capacity is 4 bits. Note that testing must
be done for all color channels instead of solely the red channel, which is done here for
illustration.

1. Capacity of 4 bits. b1 = 0, v1 = 1. The remaining values b2, b3, b4, v2, v3, v4 are
combined in all variations.

2. Capacity of 3 bits. If previous test fails. b2 = 0, v2 = 1, b1 = v1. The values
b1, b3, b4, v1, v3, v4 are combined in all permitted variations.

3. Capacity of 2 bits. If previous tests fail. b3 = 0, v3 = 1, b1 = v1, b2 = v2. The
values b1, b2, b4, v1, v2, v4 are combined in all permitted variations.

4. Capacity of 1 bit. If previous tests fail

In the worst case scenario, about 16.7 million conversions into CIE L*a*b* space and
comparisons are necessary. However, the color classes will never change and hence, their
capacities are constant values. Thus, capacities need to be determined only once and can
then be adequately stored (e. g., as look-up table).
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Figure 4.11: Left: Colors indicate data storage capacities depending on color channel
saturations (red and green according to arrow colors, blue according to captions). Green
color, for example, signalizes that most bits can be included in the green color channel.
Right: Colors were classified according to their channels’ four most significant bits.

Figure 4.11(a) shows capacities depending on color channel intensities in RGB color space.
The blue color channel was incremented by a value of 16, whereas for both red and green
the whole range of 256 values was included in capacity determination. Capacities are
expressed in terms of colors. Saturated red color, for example, indicates that most bits of
the original pixel’s red color channel can be replaced for watermarking, whereas the bits
of the blue and green color channels should remain almost unchanged.

What can be learned from the individual graphics is that with an increasing color channel
intensity this particular channel’s capacity decreases. A channel intensity is denoted by the
green and red arrow, and the caption in case of blue. The graphics further show that there
are smooth transitions between adjacent color (capacity) values. Figure 4.11(b) shows the
same scenario, but instead of including every green and red color tone, capacities for color
classes are depicted. This scenario corresponds with the 4096 color classes addressed in
the previous descriptions.

Capacity Map generation

The previous paragraphs described two techniques with which capacity values for a selec-
tion of pixels in case of entropy analysis and for individual pixels in case of color intensity
analysis can be determined. Those capacity values, which serve as guiding values, are
computed for each color channel. They can range from 0 to 15, which corresponds to a
maximum codable data amount of 4 bits per channel. Capacity values are stored in a
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Capacity Map which is a 2D raster graphic of the same size as the cover image whose pixel
values represent the capacity values.

To generate the Capacity Map, the differing capacity values which result from applying
the two techniques need to be adequately combined. The goal in this regard is to determine
the highest possible amount of data which can be encoded. Algorithm 3 shows how the two
techniques were integrated. At first, the entropy of a pixel block is computed, which yields
a first capacity suggestion. Thereafter, for each pixel of the block, a second capacity value is
determined which results from color intensity analysis. The capacity values recommended
by both techniques are then compared to determine the pixel’s final suggested capacity.

Algorithm 3 Determining the capacity Capp of a pixel p by combining those capacities suggested
by entropy and color intensity analysis.

1: for all pixel blocks of size 8× 8 do
2: for each color channel, compute block’s entropy and store results in capentropy[k] with

k = {red, green, blue}
3: for all pixels p of the block do
4: for each color channel, determine pixel’s capacity according to perceptual aspects

and store results in capperception[k]
5: for all color channels k of pixel p do
6: if capentropy[k] > 2 ‖ capperception[k] = 15 then
7: Capp,k ⇐ 15
8: else if capperception[k] ≥ 7 then
9: Capp,k ⇐ capperception[k]

10: else if capentropy[k] > 1 then
11: Capp,k ⇐ 7
12: else
13: Capp,k ⇐ capperception[k]
14: end if
15: end for
16: end for
17: end for

Figure 4.12 includes three images: the original, the watermarked, and an image that repre-
sents the Capacity Map with normalized color values as capacities. In the capacity image,
dark regions indicate low storage capacities whereas bright regions allow for embedding
high bit rates.

Watermark retrieval

The described technique is a blind method. To retrieve the encoded data, the Capacity
Map must be computed from the watermarked image. Since only the four most significant
bits of a color channel, which were not modified during the watermarking procedure, were
included in generating the Capacity Map, it is ensured that the Capacity Map computed
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Figure 4.12: The original image (left) has been watermarked (center) according to the
determined Capacity Map (right). On average, 7.8 bits were encoded per pixel; in terms
of each individual color channel, 2.7 bits (red), 2.66 bits (green), and 2.5 bits (blue) were
embedded.

from the watermarked image is identical to the Capacity Map computed from the original
cover image.

However, the Capacity Map served only as guideline to suggest potential data encoding
rates. The number of bits eventually inserted into the color channels of a pixel was de-
termined depending on the size of the watermark stream to be embedded. Hence, besides
those pixels used as region identifiers (compare with Sect. 4.2.3), four other pixels located
at the beginning of a region were exploited to store the size of the watermark stream using
a predefined watermarking scheme. Analyzing those reserved pixels enables to detect a
watermarked region as well as to decode the amount of encoded data, which together with
the Capacity Map suffices to decode the watermark stream contained in that particular
region.

4.4 Wavelet Transform Based Approach

In this section, a transformed domain approach is discussed which is based on the Discrete
Wavelet Transform (DWT), a technique widely-used in recent watermarking approaches.
Many authors state that watermarks embedded using the DWT are more robust compared
to those embedded using techniques such as the Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) (e. g.,
[GE04, MU01]).

When the wavelet transform is applied to a signal (e. g., a 2D image), the signal is split
up into different time-scale representations (signal’s frequency content local in time). These
representations can then be subject to further studies. Xia et al. [XBA98], for example,
state that edges in an image are typically well-confined to the high frequency subbands
which result from DWT appliance. Large coefficients in those subbands, which indicate
edges, can thus be exploited for watermark insertion.

The wavelet transform Twav
b,a of a signal f results from the inner products 〈f, ψb,a〉, with ψb,a

being translated and dilated versions of the mother wavelet ψ. The parameters b and a are
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termed as translation and dilation parameters, respectively. In case of the discrete wavelet
transform, the values of a and b are restricted to discrete values with a 6= 0. The wavelet
transform is specified in Equation (4.2). Further readings concerning formula derivation,
wavelet properties, etc. can be found, for example, in [Dau95, GC99, Kai94].

Twav
b,a (f) = |a|−1/2

∫
f(t)ψ

(
t− b

a

)
dt (4.2)

A widely-used wavelet function is the Haar function, which was also employed for the
watermarking approach proposed in this section. In the following, the decomposition of an
image and its reconstruction is illustrated using the Haar wavelet.

4.4.1 Image Decomposition using Haar Wavelets

The basic idea behind the wavelet transformation is to approximate an arbitrary function
by linear combinations of wavelets, in this section Haar wavelets. The Haar wavelet is
defined by the following function:

ψH(x) =


1 : 0 ≤ x < 1/2

−1 : 1/2 ≤ x < 1
0 : Otherwise

(4.3)

Parameters for a and b (see Eq. 4.2) are chosen such that a = 2m and b = 2mn
(see [Dau95]). Hence, a scaled and translated Haar wavelet can be described as:

ψm,n(x) = ψH (2−mx− n) (4.4)

When it is assumed that a given function f is piecewise constant on intervals between
l 2−J0 and (l+1) 2−J0 , the constant values f0

l represent f on these intervals (see Fig. 4.13).
Each f0

l can be expressed as a sum of f1
k and δ1k or as a difference between them, alternately.

f1
k is an approximation to f0

2k and f0
2k+1, and δ1k is the difference between f and the

function’s approximation:

f1
k =

1
2

(f0
2k + f0

2k+1) (4.5)

δ1k = f0
2k − f1

k =
1
2

(f0
2k − f0

2k+1) (4.6)

To compensate the difference between f and f1
k using Haar wavelets, the width of the

mother wavelet must be adapted so that its new width is twice as large as 2−J0 (m =
−J0 + 1, see Eq. 4.4). Furthermore, the wavelet has to be moved to the position that
corresponds to the approximated segment of the function. Thereafter, the Haar wavelets
can be scaled by linear combinations with δ1k (see Fig. 4.13). The function f can thus be
represented as the sum of f1

k and the scaled and translated Haar wavelets.
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Figure 4.13: A part of a given function f is represented by its piecewise approximations
f1

k and adapted Haar wavelets (δ1k ψv) (according to [Dau95]).

Image decomposition

The 2D wavelet transform can be expressed as a number of 1D transformations afore
addressed [Par97]. Hence, when the input signal is an image represented as a 2D matrix
of pixel values, the 1D wavelet transform can first be applied to each row, which yields a
transformed matrix. Thereafter, the wavelet transform can be applied to each column of
the transformed matrix. Similar to the wavelet transform in 1D, the result is the input
image split up into two equal parts, typically low frequencies (the approximations) and
high frequencies (the details). Since the low frequency signal can still contain details in
which a user is interested, it can be subject to further decompositions. The number of
decompositions applied to a signal is referred to as decomposition levels.

In Figure 4.14, a 1-level wavelet decomposition is applied to an image, more precisely,
to four pixels (p0

i ) representing RGB color channel values. The second scheme in the
figure illustrates applying the wavelet transform to the image’s rows, which results in low-
frequency (p1

k) and high-frequency (d1
k) subbands. Finally, the third scheme illustrates the

computation of the resulting 1-level decomposed image. The reverse transformation of the
decomposed image is illustrated in Figure 4.15.

Figure 4.16 shows the result of applying a 2-level wavelet decomposition to an image.
Here, the low-frequency subband was decomposed a second time. Since edges and regions
with varying details can easily be detected in the middle- and high-frequency subbands
(HL,LH,HH), these subbands are typically considered when watermarks are to be em-
bedded using a DWT-based approach. To this end, a selection of the values in each subband
(called wavelet coefficients) are modified.

In the following, a watermarking technique is discussed that modifies a selection of coeffi-
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cients in the low- and high-frequency subbands (LH1, HL1, and HH1 in Fig. 4.16) which
result from applying a 1-level wavelet decomposition. The coefficients are selected accord-
ing to previously specified regions which are those regions associated with metadata, and
according to coefficient magnitudes. The proposed technique is similar to the technique
discussed by Su et al. [SWK99]. They also embed watermarks by modifying wavelet coef-
ficients with respect to afore selected regions. However, since the authors aim at security
aspects, they try to increase the robustness of the encoded watermark by altering solely
those coefficients which have specific characteristics (e. g., whose magnitudes are higher
than certain thresholds), which restricts them in terms of capacity.

4.4.2 Region-Based Watermarking Technique

Applying the wavelet transform to a signal f results in T (f) which is a transformed version
of the signal. The original signal can then be reconstructed by applying the inverse wavelet
transform (see Fig. 4.15). However, when the transformed signal is modified during the wa-
termarking, which yields T̂ (f), a new signal f̂ can result upon inverse transform appliance.
In terms of image watermarking, the goal is hence to minimize the difference between f
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HL1

HH1LH1

HL2

HH2
LH2

LL 2

Figure 4.16: The original image (left) is wavelet transformed using a 2-level decomposi-
tion (center). The transformation results in low-, middle-, and high-frequency subbands
(LL, HL, LH, and HH).

(cover image) and f̂ (watermarked image), while, at the same time, a considerable amount
of data is encoded.

Typically, a subset of the series of wavelet coefficients is considered for watermark insertion.
High-frequency coefficients, for example, provide information about prominent features in
an image (e. g., edges), which makes them particularly applicable for watermarking. But
in case of Illustration Watermarking, a fixed amount of data is to be inserted, limited
to certain image regions. Selecting solely the most significant coefficients may hence not
suffice to embed the whole data amount, which requires to include other coefficients, as
well. Also, due to the fact that watermarks are embedded only into certain regions which
were selected according to content instead of determinable features, it is necessary to mark
those regions. In other words, it must be possible to determine for each pixel whether it
stores a portion of the watermark stream.

Another important aspect to be considered is that the valid range of RGB color channel
values is between 0 and 255. Transforming the signal f into a wavelet representation,
modifying a selection of coefficients, and applying the inverse transform can yield invalid
RGB color values, which is to be prevented.

Algorithm description

After the image has been decomposed, watermark insertion proceeds in three steps:

1. For each subband to be coded, a Capacity Map (comparable to the Capacity Map
introduced in Sect. 4.3.3) is generated which indicates how many bits of a coeffi-
cient can be replaced by watermark stream bits. In these maps, all positions of
coefficients Cmin which correspond to the region to be watermarked are marked. In
addition, among those coefficients, all coefficients Cmax with a magnitude higher than
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Figure 4.17: Left: The original image has a certain region which is associated with
data to be coded. This region is highlighted in each subband image. Right: Capacity
Maps are overlayed on their corresponding subband images. Dark values indicate lower
codable data rates than brighter values within the region.

a specified threshold are specifically marked. These latter coefficients are those which
indicate abrupt changes (edges) in the image. The threshold has to be carefully cho-
sen so that a coefficient does not change its state after watermarking (e. g., from Cmin

to Cmax). This is done by setting the threshold to the maximum value which can be
expressed by those bits to be coded. For example, in case of a maximum of 4 bits to
be encoded into a coefficient, the threshold would be 15.

Figure 4.17(right) shows the Capacity Maps overlayed on their corresponding subband
images. Capacity values are provided for each individual coefficient. The brighter a
value in the Capacity Map which is here confined to the region to be watermarked,
the more bits can be embedded.

2. For data insertion, the absolute values of coefficients that are marked in the Capacity
Map are modified. Embedding data into those coefficients is then equal to embedding
data into RGB color channel values by replacing their bits with watermark bits.
During the data insertion, coefficients marked as Cmax are modified stronger than
those marked as Cmin, which yields variations between the amounts of encoded data.

In Figure 4.18, the encoding of the character ’a’ is illustrated using a constant ca-
pacity level of 2 bits per coefficient. Assuming that the coefficients crk, c

g
k, and cbk

correspond to the red, green, and blue color channels, respectively, the two LSBs of
crk and cgk, and the second bit of cbk are replaced by character bits. Note that the
LSB of a coefficient that corresponds to the blue color channel is reserved for region
identification so that it cannot store watermark data.
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Figure 4.18: Example of how the character ’a’ can be encoded into five coefficients.

3. After watermarking a particular coefficient at a certain position in each of the three
subbands, the inverse wavelet transform is emulated to verify that the modified RGB
color channel is still valid (i. e., between 0 and 255). If it exceeds its limits, the
according original color channel value has to be adapted, i. e., it is increased or
reduced accordingly. Thereafter, the corresponding coefficients and Capacity Map
values have to be recalculated and watermarking is repeated.

Watermark retrieval

Just as the other techniques described in the previous sections, the wavelet domain tech-
nique is a blind technique. After decomposing the watermarked image, the coefficients
that represent the four subband images are equal to those coefficients the watermarking
procedure yielded. The subsequent step is to generate the Capacity Map. Even though the
watermarked coefficients differ from the original (unmodified) coefficients which were used
to generate the Capacity Map during data insertion, both computed Capacity Maps are
equal. The reason is no coefficient changed its state (Cmin or Cmax) during data insertion
since the threshold was appropriately chosen. Once the Capacity Map has been generated,
watermarked regions can be identified and the encoded data can be extracted.

4.4.3 Results and Discussion

Results

Figure 4.19 shows two example images and the associated ID-buffer which is used for both
images. The first image (Trees, Fig. 4.19(left)) was chosen because it contains two regions
that considerably vary in their entropies. The marked region in the ID-buffer covers those
regions to similar parts. The second image (Color-Pattern, Fig. 4.19(center)), which is
computer-generated, consists of four uniformly colored regions.

The results of encoding different data rates into the first example image (Trees) are illus-
trated in Figures 4.20 and 4.21. The first image in each figure shows the decomposed image
with the corresponding Capacity Maps overlayed. The second image is the watermarked
image for which data encoding was confined to a circular region marked in the ID-buffer.
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Figure 4.19: Example images (left and center) and their associated ID-buffer (right).

Depending on the magnitude of a coefficient, two different bit rates were encoded. The
first bit rate Bitsmin was encoded into all coefficients inside the marked region whose mag-
nitudes were below the specified threshold. The second bit rate Bitsmax was encoded into
the remaining coefficients of a region. The third image in each figure is a scaled image that
illustrates the difference between the original and the watermarked image. Due to the high
bit rates chosen in the watermarked image in Figure 4.21 (Bitsmin = 3 and Bitsmax = 4
yield an average bit rate of 6.83 bits/pixel), the coded region is clearly perceivable.

Figure 4.20: Left: Decomposed image with Capacity Maps overlayed. Center: Water-
marked image. Bitsmin = 1 and Bitsmax = 3 yield an average encoded bit rate of
2.77 bits/pixel (total number of encoded bits: 130209). Right: Scaled difference between
original and watermarked image (the darker a pixel value, the higher the difference).

In Figures 4.22 and 4.23, the watermark stream was embedded into the second example
image (Color-Pattern). Because of its low entropy, modifications introduced during water-
marking can be detected faster than in images with high entropies. Consequently, already
low encoded bit rates are perceivable.

Numerical differences between the original and watermarked images are summarized in
Table 4.1. It can be seen that the changes introduced to the Color-Pattern image influence
the image texture far more than the equivalent modifications introduced to the Trees image.
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Figure 4.21: Left: Decomposed image and Capacity Maps. Center: Watermarked im-
age. Bitsmin = 3 and Bitsmax = 4 yield an average encoded bit rate of 6.83 bits/pixel
(total number of encoded bits: 320448). Right: Difference image.

Figure 4.22: Left: Decomposed image and Capacity Maps. Center: Watermarked im-
age. Bitsmin = 1 and Bitsmax = 3 yield an average encoded bit rate of 2.29 bits/pixel
(total number of encoded bits: 107697). Right: Difference image.

Several PSNR values of less than 40 indicate that the capacity limit was reached, which is
confirmed by the image in Figure 4.23. Setting Bitsmin to 2 in this particular case results
in the PSNR value of 37.45 and clearly perceivable artifacts.

Drawback of this technique

Figure 4.24(a) shows a 2x2 pixels subregion of the cover image and its four values f0
k which

represent an arbitrary color channel. Applying the wavelet transform yields the subregion’s
coefficients (b) whose inverse transformation results in those values depicted in diagram (c).
When the coefficients are left unchanged, the inverse transformation results in the original
cover image: f0

k = f̂0
k . Assuming, on the other hand, the coefficients were modified, the

inverse transformed image is most likely different from the original image.
In contrast to watermarking techniques that operate in the spatial domain, applying a

wavelet domain technique can affect more bits in the cover image than those which were
actually modified in the transformed representation. The reason is changes can sum up
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Figure 4.23: Left: Decomposed image and Capacity Maps. Center: Watermarked im-
age. Bitsmin = 2 and Bitsmax = 3 yield an average encoded bit rate of 4.52 bits/pixel
(total number of encoded bits: 212271). Right: Difference image.

Image #bits/pixel MaxDiff MSE PSNR
(Bitsmin/Bitsmax)

2.29 (1 / 3) 30 2.37 44.39
2.32 (1 / 4) 56 5.03 41.12

Color-Pattern 4.52 (2 / 3) 30 11.69 37.45
4.54 (2 / 4) 56 14.44 36.54
6.77 (3 / 4) 54 58.69 30.45

2.77 (1 / 3) 23 1.25 47.17
2.49 (1 / 4) 39 1.43 46.57

Trees 4.76 (2 / 3) 15 2.07 44.98
4.66 (2 / 4) 34 2.14 44.82
6.83 (3 / 4) 43 8.99 38.59

Table 4.1: Deviations of the watermarked images from their originals (MaxDiff: max-
imum difference between color channel values of the original and watermarked image,
MSE: Mean Squared Error, PSNR: Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio).

during the inverse transformation, as the following example illustrates.
The values f̂0

1 and f̂0
4 are determined as follows:

f̂0
1 = (c1 + c3) + (c2 + c4) and f̂0

4 = (c1 − c3)− (c2 − c4) (4.7)

When each middle- and high-frequency coefficient is modified by one of the positive
values w2, w3, w4, the maximum differences between f0

1 and f̂0
1 and between f0

4 and f̂0
4 are:

f̂0
1 = (c1 + (c3 + w3)) + ((c2 + w2) + (c4 + w4))
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Figure 4.24: Four color channel values of an image subregion (a) are transformed, which
yields the coefficients in (b). These are then inverse transformed (c).

= (c1 + c2 + c3 + c4) + (w2 + w3 + w4)
= f0

1 + (w2 + w3 + w4) (4.8)

f̂0
4 = (c1 − (c3 + w3))− ((c2 + w2)− (c4 − w4))

= (c1 − c2 − c3 + c4)− (w2 + w3 + w4)
= f0

4 − (w2 + w3 + w4) (4.9)

When a spatial domain technique is used, the bits of a RGB color channel are directly
affected. Consequently, the maximum change of a color value correlates with the number
of bits modified. In contrast, encoding the same amount of data into a coefficient using a
wavelet domain technique can affect the original color value by the data rate encoded into
that coefficient plus the data rates encoded into the two remaining coefficients involved,
as Equations 4.8 and 4.9 show. Hence, encoded data rate and introduced color change do
not correlate, which can have a negative effect on the watermark’s transparency.

Discussion

Many proposed techniques embed watermarks into the wavelet transformed representa-
tion of the original image. This representation allows to select prominent image features
(e. g., edges and regions with noise) which can be modified without introducing perceivable
changes. In addition, those techniques are said to be more robust than others.

However, to embed watermarks which are to be robust to image modifications, solely
those coefficients can be altered which were selected according to specific characteristics
(e. g., high magnitude). Also, less significant bits cannot be modified since these are the
bits soonest affected when image operations are applied which can result in watermark
data loss. Both the selection of solely specific coefficients and the manner in which these
coefficients can be modified limits the amount of data which can be embedded. In case
of content-based approaches such as Illustration Watermarking, the number of encodable
bits decreases even more because coefficient selection is limited to certain regions. These
restrictions and the drawback addressed in the previous paragraph are incompatible with
the requirements demanded by Illustration Watermark insertion, in spite of a potential
increase in robustness.
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4.5 Summary

This chapter introduced several techniques for embedding Illustration Watermarks in 2D
raster graphics. It started with a standard technique that simply replaces the least sig-
nificant bits of a color channel value with bits of the watermark stream. This technique
does not consider image texture characteristics, which results in a constant number of bits
inserted in each pixel. However, since the inclusion of those characteristics during the
watermarking can improve the transparency of the introduced changes, techniques were
developed which make use of a color space which conforms better with human perception
and which analyze the image texture prior to data insertion. Finally, a watermarking
technique based on the Wavelet transform, which is widely used in the traditional water-
marking domain and which primarily aims at security aspects, was adapted so that it can
be exploited for Illustration Watermarking.
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5 Evaluation of Illustration Watermarking
Techniques for Raster Graphics

Illustration Watermarking aims at imperceivably embedding descriptive metadata into a
cover medium so that it can be explored by an end-user. The efficiency of a watermarking
technique in terms of whether changes introduced to a cover medium because of data
insertion can thus only be assessed by end-users instead of software (experimental vs.
analytical method [AD86]).

To evaluate a selection of the techniques proposed in the previous Chapter 4, a user
study was conducted—in collaboration with Andrea Unger and Thomas Vogel (see
[SUS+06])—which should primarily give information about:

• the number of bits per pixel which can be embedded without introducing perceivable
changes,

• the effects of inserting equal numbers of bits into different types of images, and

• whether there are noticeable differences between the employed watermarking tech-
niques.

Hypotheses

During the study, participants were shown three types of images varying in their informa-
tion contents (entropy levels). Besides their differing characteristics, the displayed images
differed in their amounts of encoded data and the method which was used for data encoding.
We assumed that the image with the highest level of entropy would conceal encoded data
most. We also assumed that with an increasing amount of encoded data, changes would
be detected easiest. The third assumption we made was that the technique described in
Section 4.3.3 would conceal encoded data most effectively.

This chapter starts with a description of the study in Section 5.1. Thereafter, Sec-
tion 5.2 presents the results of the study which are discussed and summarized in Sec-
tions 5.3 and 5.4.

5.1 Description of the Study

This section describes aspects concerning the general setup and design of the study. This
includes, in particular, introducing the images which were chosen for evaluation and de-
scribing the actual task participants were ask to perform.

95
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5.1.1 Participants and Experimental Setup

112 voluntary participants (36 female, 76 male), aged between 19 and 52 years, took part
in the study. The study was conducted in a research lab at the local computer science
department.

During the study, a standard PC (MS Windows XP) with a high-resolution flat panel
monitor (IBM T221: 22.2 inch viewable diagonal image size, 3840 x 2400 maximum res-
olution, 204 ppi) was employed (see Fig. 5.1). A standard computer mouse served for
interaction. The software used was implemented in PureBasic. It basically asked for per-
sonal data, displayed an image for a particular time, and registered and logged mouse
events triggered by the participant.

Figure 5.1: Participant who performs the task.

Though there are various parameters which may have influence on a participant’s viewing
conditions, it was tried to minimize parameter disparities between participants. For exam-
ple, each participant performed the task at the same workstation with the same monitor.
Also, the room was darkened to avoid differing lighting conditions and reflections on the
display.

5.1.2 Watermarking Techniques

Three watermarking techniques discussed in the previous chapter were chosen for evalua-
tion:

• General LSB technique (LSB). This technique was introduced in Section 4.2.3.
It basically replaces up to the four least significant bits of a color channel value with
watermark stream bits. The sequence in which bits are included complies with human
sensitivity to color bands (see Sect. 4.3.1). Cover image features such as its texture
are not involved during watermarking.

• Adapted LSB technique (LSB Ext). The adapted LSB technique was discussed
in Section 4.3.3. It first computes a Capacity Map by analyzing the entropies of pixel
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blocks and by comparing colors in the RGB and CIELAB color space. The values of
the Capacity Map then indicate how many bits can be imperceivably inserted into a
certain pixel’s color channels.

• Wavelet transform based technique (Wave). This technique was introduced in
Section 4.4.2. It embeds watermark data into wavelet coefficients which result from
applying the wavelet transform to the cover image. The amount of data inserted into
a coefficient depends on the coefficient’s magnitude.

The LSB technique was included because it can be used to embed considerable data
amounts, which is an important feature with respect to Illustration Watermarking. How-
ever, since it does not consider aspects of human perception, improving this technique
may yield better results. The adapted technique LSB Ext incorporates human perception
characteristics during watermarking. It is therefore expected that the LSB Ext technique
will outperform the basic LSB technique.

The Wave technique serves as example of those techniques that insert watermark data
into the transformed representation of a cover image. In doing so, these techniques mainly
aim at preventing watermarks from being damaged when image operations are applied.
High capacity is, in contrast to what Illustration Watermarking aims at, only a secondary
aspect. How well the Wave technique will perform in comparison with the two other
techniques will be clarified by the study.

5.1.3 Selection of Images

The three images in Figure 5.2 are the original images whose watermarked copies were
presented during the study. These images will be referred to as Pattern image, Landscape
image, and Flowers image.

Figure 5.2: The original uncoded images which were selected for evaluation: Pattern
image (left), Landscape image (middle), and Flowers image (right).

The Pattern image is computer-generated and consists of stripes of alternating colors.
In contrast to the Pattern image, the Landscape image is a photograph taken with a digital
SLR camera (Nikon D100). Parts of its content such as the sky and green plants can
be found in many photographs. The Flowers image is also a photograph taken with the
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digital camera. It features high diversification in information content and includes almost
no regions of same colors.

Reasons for this choice

One of the reasons for selecting those images is that a proper evaluation of how many
bits can be imperceivably encoded demands for including both computer-generated and
real-world images. Klein [Kle93] states in this regard that simple stimuli (in this scenario
caused by the computer-generated image) should be used in addition to complex ones
(caused by the real-world images). This is due to the fact that complex images are much
harder to analyze than images that provide only little information. The author further
specifies two advantages of using special (computer-generated) images: (1) vision models
can be easier applied to simple stimuli and (2) it is possible to isolate specific image features,
which eases the study of a particular technique.

In this regard, the Pattern image was designed such that it contains large regions of same
colors, which should facilitate the detection of image modifications. The colors were se-
lected with respect to the observations discussed in Section 4.3.3. Regarding their capaci-
ties, the colors—white (RGB: 255,255,255) and green (RGB: 0,255,0)—allow for encoding
differing amounts of data. Due to its two unsaturated color channels red and blue, con-
siderably more data can be inserted into the green color (10 bits per pixel are suggested
by the Capacity Map) than into white (6 bits per pixel suggested), which is illustrated in
Figure 5.3(a).

Figure 5.3: The Pattern and the Landscape image with their Capacity Maps.

However, since Illustration Watermarking is basically envisioned as a technique that is
to be applied to photographs, the Landscape image and the Flowers image were selected as
real-world images. These two photographs differ in their entropies. The Landscape image
can be divided in two regions: a sky region which has an almost smooth texture and a
ground region which is high in contrast. This image is particularly well suited for evaluating
the LSB Ext and the Wave technique since these techniques consider image characteristics
during data encoding provided by their Capacity Maps. These maps suggest to encode
lower data rates into the sky region than into the ground region (see Fig. 5.3(b)). The
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Flowers image will presumably allow to encode the highest amount of data. The reason
is its high-contrast texture which can conceal slight modifications introduced during the
watermarking. Figure 5.4(b), which shows the Capacity Map, confirms this assumption.

Figure 5.4: The Flowers image and its Capacity Map which results from combining
the Capacity Maps yielded by entropy and color analysis. Note that color analysis
alone would yield lower data capacities, which is indicated by the darker colors in the
corresponding Capacity Map.

5.1.4 Watermark Insertion

A specific amount of data (capacity level) was embedded into each image which was shown
to a participant during the evaluation. The data encoded was a random byte stream whose
length was adapted according to the data amount to be inserted.

Data encoding was limited to one circular region in each image. These regions were
selected randomly in case of the Flowers image. For the two other image types, the
regions were selected almost randomly, which means the regions were chosen so that they
covered a borderline in the image. The borderline divides sky and ground in the Landscape
image, and green and white in the Pattern image. All regions had the same size. Region
locations differed between image types as well as between capacity levels. They did not
differ between images of the same type which had the same data amount encoded using
one of the techniques.

The amount of data which was inserted into a pixel ranged from 3 bits to 12 bits (capacity
levels). In case of Capacity Map use, varying capacity levels could be suggested for the
pixels of a region. The capacity level for a pixel was hence chosen in a way that the
averaged capacity level for all pixels approximately corresponded to the level demanded.

The three variables—image type, capacity level, and watermarking technique—yield 90
different images to be evaluated. However, to prevent participants from getting tired of
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viewing all these images, the number of images was reduced. Images with clearly visible
artifacts caused by watermarking were omitted as well as images with no degradation
detectable even though the original image could be employed for comparison and the
location of the watermarked region was known. In this way, the number of images to be
presented to a participant could be reduced to 54 images. Figures 5.5–5.7 show for each
technique those images included in the study which were watermarked with the lowest and
highest capacity levels.

Figure 5.5: Image parts which were watermarked using the LSB technique. The upper
row shows evaluated images which have the lowest amount of data encoded, the lower
row shows images with the highest data amount encoded. The circular region into which
the watermark stream was inserted is located in the center of an image.

5.1.5 Task Description

At the beginning, participants were asked to answer a pre-study questionnaire including
questions about their gender, age, and visual impairments. Thereafter, the task was ex-
plained and demonstrated with an example. Each participant was told that the images
to be shown would have a circular region which had been modified to a certain degree.
Finally, the actual task, the completing of which took about 12 minutes, started.

The basic task was to analyze watermarked images and to find the regions into which a
certain amount of data was encoded. To this end, 54 images were successively presented
to the participant. Each image was shown for at most 10 seconds. During this time, the
participant should find the modified region and select it with the mouse cursor. Once the
mouse button was pressed, the next image appeared, regardless of whether or not a region
was selected correctly. A region was considered to be hit when the mouse click happened
while the cursor position was inside a watermarked region. If no region could be detected
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Figure 5.6: Image parts which were watermarked using the LSB Ext technique.

Figure 5.7: Image parts which were watermarked using the Wave technique.

within the 10 seconds, which means no mouse click occurred, the next image appeared
automatically.
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Reasons for design decisions

During performing the task, the participants were asked to pay their complete attention
to analyzing the images. It was hence taken heed that a participant was neither distracted
by an incident nor by a person. Also, a participant’s concentration was not necessarily
constant throughout the task duration. To compensate for this inhomogeneity, the sequence
in which images were shown was random and varied between participants.

A former study had shown that setting no time limits caused participants to spend dif-
ferent times on analyzing images presented. Consequently, task completing times differed
noticeably between participants, which was no acceptable basis for the study analysis. In
this study, the maximum time for which each image was shown was hence limited to 10 sec-
onds. During pre-tests, this time span emerged to be appropriate to detect perceivably
modified image regions. However, task completing time was also limited to emulate a more
realistic scenario in which a user typically does not spend much time on searching for image
artifacts.

Another aspect which the former study revealed to be disadvantageous was that, though
the image sequence was random, showing same image types consecutively was not avoided.
Differences between those images could thus be detected easily. This aspect was prevented
in this study. In addition, a black image was shown for a moment between two images.

5.2 Study Results

During the study, a log file recorded data such as personal data (age, gender, colorblind-
ness), image ID and its capacity level, region detection, and time passed until selection.
Analyzing this data revealed information about technique efficiency, image type influence,
capacity level limits, etc.

The diagram in Figure 5.8 shows for each image type the total number of correctly selected
regions depending on data amounts encoded. The techniques which were employed for
watermark insertion are not distinguished in this diagram. Consequently, 336 correct
selections (112 participants and 3 techniques) is the maximum which can be achieved
for a capacity level. The Pattern image is obviously the type of image which concealed
embedded data worst, whereas the texture of the Flowers image masked introduced changes
most effectively. It even caused participants to not detect 118 watermarked regions in
case of 12 encoded bits per pixel. These observations correlate with the entropies of the
images: the higher an image’s entropy, the more data can be embedded (HPattern = 1,
HFlowers = 7.39). In case of the Landscape image, two regions have to be differentiated:
the sky region (HSky ≈ 3.22) and the ground region (HGround ≈ 7.23). Since both regions
were involved in each watermark insertion, the Landscape image concealed encoded data
worse than the Flowers image.

The diagrams in Figures 5.9–5.11 allow to draw conclusions from analyzing the effects of
watermarking technique, image type, and capacity level on correct region detection. Each
diagram shows that the Wave technique is associated with most correct selections, which
indicates that this technique is most ineffective. The diagrams also show that, in most cases,
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Figure 5.8: Correctly selected regions for all techniques, separated according to type of
image and capacity level.

the LSB Ext technique performs better than the standard LSB technique. Regarding the
effects of technique and image type on region detection, One-Way ANOVA (Analysis of
variance) yields that both variables have a similar influence: F2,6,tech = 2.453, p = 0.167
(technique type) and F2,6,img = 2.655, p = 0.149 (image type).
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Figure 5.9: Numbers of correctly selected regions in the Pattern image.

A selection of times which passed until participants selected a region are shown in Fig-
ure 5.12. These times can give hints about the degree to which a particular watermarked
region was visible: a low time value, for example, can indicate that a watermarked re-
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Figure 5.10: Numbers of correctly selected regions in the Landscape image.
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Figure 5.11: Numbers of correctly selected regions in the Flowers image.

gion was easily detectable. The diagram only considers the LSB and LSB Ext technique
since these techniques performed better than the Wave technique. The Pattern image was
chosen because it has the lowest entropy compared to the other images so that image tex-
ture was less influencing. What can be gathered from the diagram is that elapsed times
decreased with increasing capacity levels and that, for each capacity level, participants
needed more time to make a selection when the LSB Ext technique was used. The mean
times for both techniques and the four selected capacity levels confirm this observation:
MeanLSB = 5.78 sec and MeanLSB Ext = 7.19 sec.
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5.3 Discussion

The study has clearly shown that the Wave technique is inapplicable as Illustration Wa-
termarking technique. This can basically be attributed to pixel modifications which can
cumulate during coefficient watermarking (discussed in Sect. 4.4.3). The study has also
shown that even though both the LSB and the LSB Ext technique can be employed to em-
bed respectable data rates, the LSB Ext technique outperformed the basic LSB method.

One of the primary questions which should be answered by the study was how many
bits can be imperceivably embedded into a pixel. Since the LSB Ext technique was the
technique that performed best, its results are analyzed to suggest potential capacity limits.
The diagram in Figure 5.9 shows the number of correct selections participants made for the
Pattern image which has the most homogeneous texture and which hence is best qualified
to evaluate artifact visibility. The diagram reveals that at least 5 bits can be inserted per
pixel. But even up to 8 bits would be possible since only 1 participant detected the region
with this capacity level encoded (results for lower capacity levels: 6 bits: 2 participants,
7 bits: 4 participants).

There are two reasons which suggest raising the capacity limit. First, Illustration Wa-
termarking is a technique that aims at embedding descriptive metadata into media which
typically provide more information than the Pattern image does. Real-world images such
as the Landscape or the Flowers image are hence rather addressed. They allow for embed-
ding data rates of 8 or 9 bits per pixel. The second aspect is that the participants knew
about modified regions they should search for. They were thus highly motivated to find
those regions. A viewer, on the other hand, who simply looks at an image and who does
not search for artifacts, would presumably be less likely to detect modified regions.
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5.4 Summary

In this chapter, a user study was described which was conducted to research a selection of
techniques which can be employed to embed Illustration Watermarks in raster graphics.
To this end, each of the 112 voluntary participants was asked to look at images which had
a certain region with watermarks embedded. The participants should find and select those
regions which varied in position and degree of change. Besides technique evaluation, the
influence of image type should be explored and an answer should be found to the question
of how many bits can be imperceivably inserted into a pixel’s color channel values.

The most important results this study revealed are:

• The Wave technique can only be used to insert very low data rates. The basic LSB
technique can be employed to insert considerable data rates. The LSB Ext technique
performed best.

• Image texture had a significant effect on watermarked region detection. The higher
the entropy of an image, the more the watermark signal was superimposed by the
signal of the original texture.

• At least 5 data bits can be inserted per pixel by employing the LSB Ext technique.
Taking into consideration image texture, a capacity of 8 bits and more is possible.

As to the hypotheses which were stated at the beginning of this chapter, each of the three
hypotheses was confirmed:

Hypothesis 1: The image with the highest entropy conceals encoded data most.
The Flowers image has the highest entropy (H = 7.39) compared to the other images

involved. The diagram in Figure 5.8 clearly shows that participants detected less water-
marked regions when this type of image was presented. But also the Landscape image
(H = 7.24) caused participants to fail detecting watermarked regions considerably more
frequently than the Pattern image (H = 1). This indicates that images with high entropies
conceal encoded data more than images with lower entropies.

Hypothesis 2: Detection of watermarked regions is easier when the amount of encoded
data increases.

The diagram in Figure 5.9 reveals that only a capacity level higher than 5 bits caused
participants to detect watermarked regions in case of the LSB and LSB Ext technique.
When 10 bits or more were encoded, almost each participant was able to detect every
watermarked region. The increasing detection rates with increasing capacity levels can be
observed in the other diagrams in Figures 5.8, 5.10, and 5.11, as well.

Hypothesis 3: The LSB Ext technique conceals encoded data most effectively.
The diagrams in Figures 5.9–5.11 show that images which were coded using the LSB Ext

technique concealed watermark data best in most cases. Only in 22.0 % of all selections
that participants could make the correct region was detected (LSB: 26.1 %, Wave: 63.1 %).



6 Interaction with Embedded Data

Embedding descriptive metadata in digital media serves the purpose of providing infor-
mation in addition to the information that is shown by nature. The previous chapters
described various techniques which can be employed to store the metadata associated with
a medium. However, the device that eventually displays the content of a medium is limited
in space. Its resolution defines the number of pixels which can be exploited to present the
information conveyed by the medium. But in contrast to, for example, printed media,
digital media have the advantage that their contents can be dynamically adapted accord-
ing to the demands an end-user has. For this reason, the information included in the
Illustration Layer can be displayed temporarily at will. But many challenges exist in this
regard. These comprise, for instance, the manner in which Metadata-Related Information
can be provided. Such information indicates which parts of the medium are associated
with metadata and what about is its content. Another challenge is to adequately display
the metadata.

In this chapter, aspects that are associated with Illustration Layer data display are
analyzed and discussed. Section 6.1 provides in this regard a brief overview of basic aspects
which are important with respect to systematic information display. Thereafter, Section 6.2
introduces techniques which can serve to provide Metadata-Related Information. Aspects
concerning the actual metadata display including the presentation of an experimental study
which was conducted are addressed in Section 6.3. Finally, Section 6.4 summarizes this
chapter.

6.1 Introductory Considerations

The descriptive metadata included in the Illustration Layer is invisible by nature. Even
when an end-user knows that there is other information available, questions about the
metadata and how it correlates with the medium remain. Without information about the
metadata, a user has to spend a great deal of time searching the information that is of
interest, while not knowing if at all it exists.

6.1.1 Metadata-Related Information

Two basic aspects facilitate gathering the expected information. The first is to guide the
viewer to those regions of the medium for which metadata is available. This can be done by
either highlighting all regions which are associated with metadata or by directing a viewer
selectively to those regions the metadata behind which corresponds with the viewer’s inter-
ests, provided that these had been specified before. The second aspect concerns information
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about the type and content of the metadata. Some users, for example, may solely be inter-
ested in textual metadata whereas others want to hear sounds which are in relation to the
medium. Information about its content can reveal details such as whether a text describes
what can be seen or whether it describes how the medium was generated and by whom. In
this research, the term Metadata-Related Information refers to location- and content-
related information which concerns the metadata of a medium. For its adequate display,
aspects regarding a viewer’s Visual Attention play a prominent role.

6.1.2 Visual Attention

What happens, in short, when viewing an image? According to Yantis [Yan98], viewing
starts with early vision (other authors call it low-level vision) by which the retina and
early cortical areas respond to patterns of light and dark that vary over space and time.
On this stage, visual input might be perceived as a pattern similar to what is shown in
Figure 6.1(b). High-level vision (see Fig. 6.1(d)), on the other hand, comprises complex
operations such as interpreting and understanding visual information (e. g., object and
face recognition, mental imagery, etc.). It is situated at the end of the pipeline when
viewing is regarded as continuous process. In between these levels of vision, perceptual
organization takes place and attention is focused on certain image features (intermediate-
level vision). While perceptual organization creates concrete object representations from
what is delivered by early vision, visual attention acts as filter before high-level vision. It
covers perceptual operations responsible for selecting those features which are provided for
further detailed visual processing [Yan98].

Hatfield [Hat98] expresses visual attention in terms of stimuli being in competition to
be perceived. Following his thoughts, attention can be shifted by objects that seem to be
unusual and extraordinary. However, according to the author, perceiving a whole tree, then
switching the focus to the leaves, branch and trunk, successively, is also a form of attention
shifting, even though the structure of a tree is typically not unusual or extraordinary. This
shows that the eye, indeed, permanently scans its visual environment to seek for surprising
features.

When viewing the image which is shown in Figure 6.1(a), there are most likely several
stimuli which are perceived in a certain sequence depending on how well they did during
the competition. Region A in Figure 6.1(d) (marked by the blue rectangle) could be one
of those prominent stimuli. If so, the viewer’s attention was shifted by the content of the
image. But prominent stimuli do not necessarily lead to descriptive metadata. On the
one hand, not every eye-catching image region is associated with metadata. On the other
hand, there can be image regions with metadata associated which are permanently ignored
by visual attention. Region B in Figure 6.1(d) could be such a region. But what if exactly
this small region shows a particular person’s residence for which metadata is available?
In this case, the viewer’s attention must be guided to the region by means of visual cues.
After interpreting such a cue correctly during high-level vision, the viewer may focus the
region shown in the rightmost bottom image—pointed at by the lower arrow which serves
as a visual cue.
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Figure 6.1: Levels of vision. Intermediate-level vision (c) analyzes what is delivered by
low-level vision (b) and sends a filtered version to high-level vision (d). Without visual
cues, a viewer’s attention may initially be shifted to region A. Region B, on the other
hand, may only be noticed when visual cues are employed.

6.2 Guiding a Viewer’s Visual Attention

As stated in the previous section, to support a viewer in gathering the descriptive metadata
which is available, it is necessary to strengthen those visual stimuli which are associated
with the metadata. The viewer must be assisted during filtering the visual input so that
the detailed information sought can be provided.

The process: “information overview followed by filtering, then receiving the information
sought” correlates with Shneiderman’s Visual Information Seeking Mantra: “overview
first, zoom and filter, then details-on-demand” [Shn96]. However, even though Shnei-
derman’s mantra and the visualization pipeline (illustrated in Fig. 6.1) follow a similar
principle, there are significant differences. Shneiderman assumes that there is a large
information space which cannot be visualized in its entirety at once. The viewer must
hence select from a specific view of the information space which was scaled down and
reduced to classes which are represented by certain members. Selecting such a member
yields then, in case of success, the detailed information searched by the viewer. In the
scenario of Illustration Watermarking, a large information space is also subdivided, but in
a different way. Instead of information being represented by various abstract classes, the
information space is here subdivided by means of the two layers: information represented
by the Background Layer and information represented by the Illustration Layer. The term
“overview” thus refers to differing representations: abstract classes of the whole visual
input (Shneiderman’s mantra) and arbitrary visual input provided by the Background
Layer (Illustration Watermarking scenario).

However, both scenarios aim at providing the end-user with detailed information that
correlates with the information already visualized. Also, in both scenarios, the detailed
information cannot be displayed at once due to limitations in space and potential informa-
tion overloads since humans are only capable to handle limited information at a definite
time. And finally, in both scenarios, the viewer needs assistance in reaching the detailed
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information sought. This can be done, for example, by filtering a viewer’s interests in
search masks or by augmenting the visual information already present with visual cues
integrated with hindsight.

6.2.1 Visual Cues and What Makes Them Effective

Image regions of same colors are unattractive to the human eye which is rather interested
in contrast. High-contrast regions hence attract the human eye more and demand longer
time spans of eye fixation than low-contrast regions. Consequently, visual cues, which
claim to be effective in attracting visual attention, must be more interesting to the human
eye than those regions otherwise considered first.

Matlin and Foley state that specifically edges and change are important for human
vision [MF97]. According to the authors, edges are locations of sudden change in color,
brightness, or lightness. They contribute to increasing the contrast in image regions and
hence, are eye-attracting. What is meant by “change” can be illustrated with the example
shown in Figure 6.2(e). All circles are filled with patterns that feature high contrast, except
for one circle which is single-colored. Because of its significant difference to the remaining
circles, this circle typically attracts a viewer’s first attention.

Preattentive processing

According to Treisman [Tre85], visual information processing comprises preattentive pro-
cessing and focused attention. Preattentive processing corresponds with humans’ low-level
vision. It happens automatically and aims at rapidly detecting basic object features by
analyzing the whole visual input. Within several studies, a limited set of visual properties—
called preattentive features—were discovered which have a great effect on low-level vision
(overviewed in [Hea99]). Examples are shown in Figure 6.2. In each image, one particular
target object draws the viewer’s attention. In Figure 6.2(a), for example, the red circle is
immediately focused by the viewer because it is in significant contrast to the white back-
ground. As to the other images, all objects can be classified according to certain properties
(e. g., color, size, shape, etc.), except for the target object that differs in one of these class
properties.

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)

Figure 6.2: Preattentive features. In each image, one specific object—the target object—
attracts visual attention.

In contrast to preattentive processing, which is done in parallel, focused attention is a
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serial process and hence, more time-consuming. It is assumed that preattentive processing
provides the information that guides focused attention.

Differences between visual cues

A viewer’s focus can be guided by integrating preattentive features. Such a feature could
be one of those arrows shown in the second image in Figure 6.3 because: (1) its contrast
to the background is adequate and (2) the correct interpretation of the symbol “arrow”
provides topographic information.

Figure 6.3: The left hand side image has several regions with metadata associated.
Techniques for communicating those regions to the viewer are arrows integrated into
the scene (center) or highlighted contours combined with blurred context (right).

But including arrows the way it was done in Figure 6.3 has also several drawbacks:

• Occlusion. The arrows occlude context information. The more regions are associ-
ated with metadata, the more arrows are required, which increases occlusion.

• Impreciseness. The arrows point at regions with metadata associated. They do
not provide information about their shapes and extents.

• Incompleteness. The arrows provide no information regarding the type (short
label, text, image, etc.) and amount of the metadata. They also do not indicate to
what extent the metadata does correlate with the user’s preferences.

A classic focus+context technique, which Kosara et al. [KMH02] termed as Semantic
Depth of Field, is illustrated in the rightmost image in Figure 6.3. Here, the contours of
augmented regions are emphasized and regions with no metadata associated are blurred.
Employing visual cues in this way facilitates region detection. But it also hinders to
perceive all details in the image. Besides, the characteristic “incompleteness” applies to
this technique, as well.
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Requirements for effective visual cues

Besides attracting a viewer’s attention, visual cues should give hints concerning the infor-
mation a viewer cannot see but which could be of interest. To be effective in this regard,
visual cues should fulfill the following requirements:

• Rapid detectability. Visual cues should be immediately perceived as such. This
can be achieved by including appropriate objects or by altering parts of the visual
input.

• Prevention of context loss. Context occlusion should be avoided. In case of
modifying context information, the introduced changes should be as unobtrusive as
possible.

• Clearness. The correlation between visual cue and region being addressed should
be clear. Furthermore, the scope of a visual cue should be obvious.

• Richness in information content. Visual cues should provide information about
what is referenced. This can include the type of information, its amount, and how
much it does correlate with the viewer’s interests.

• Adaptability. It should be possible to adjust the strength of visual cues, which
includes providing the opportunity to hide them.

Ideally, visual cues should conform with what Tufte [Tuf01] calls Graphical Excellence:

“Graphical excellence is that which gives to the viewer the greatest number of
ideas in the shortest time with the least ink in the smallest space.”

6.2.2 Visual Cues in Related Work

Internet pages have embedded hyperlinks that allow users to travel from one unit of infor-
mation to another. Analyzing those pages, two types of visual cues can be noticed: active
and passive cues. Active cues permanently indicate that certain actions can be evoked by
a user. They include underscored texts as well as words or phrases which have different
colors than the remaining text. Shneiderman [Shn96] itemizes various other highlighting
techniques such as boldface text, brightening, and boxing. But also blinking texts or im-
ages can be exploited as active visual cues. Passive cues, on the other hand, require user
interaction to show up. Examples are mouse cursors that change their style to signalize
that an object (e. g., an image integrated into a page) serves as a link to another portion
of information.

Visual cues in 3D visualizations

Preim and Ritter [PR02] classified several techniques for emphasizing objects in 3D
visualizations. They differentiate techniques according to the amount to which the vi-
sualization is being modified due to object highlighting. For example, changing colors,
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displaying object contours or bounding boxes, or integrating arrows and other symbols are
local emphasis techniques. In contrast, rendering context objects transparently or moving
them aside by applying 3D-fisheye lenses are techniques that modify scene objects beyond
those being focused (regional or global emphasis techniques). Some of those techniques
can be attributed to the field of non-photorealistic rendering because they consciously ab-
stract scene components, render silhouettes in specific styles, or only roughly indicate the
presence of objects in the context [PTD05].

Another technique which can be employed to guide a viewer’s attention is to integrate
auxiliary planes into the visualization onto which certain information units can be pro-
jected. In the approach presented by König et al. [KDG99], three such planes are arranged
in a cubic form around the actual rendition. By varying the render attributes, the indi-
vidual planes can show different visualizations of the model (e. g., rendition of solely those
model components being focused). Ritter et al. [RSHS03] followed a similar approach.
They integrate a shadow plane into the visualization to provide information which cannot
be extracted from the actual rendition of the model.

Due to the increasing amounts of data and the limitations that exist in perceiving the
data, Bartram [Bar97] reasoned that additional communication and representation di-
mensions are required to improve information bandwidth. From her point of view, “mo-
tion”, which is known to be perceptually salient, is a promising candidate. Advantages of
using “motion” to convey information are, for example, its perceptual efficiency and its
rich interpretative scope. In this regard, Jesse [JS01] focused on data glyphs which are
commonly exploited to map data onto graphical representations. He expanded the set of
their display variables (e. g., color and shape) with “motion”.

Visual cues with meaning

The “Post-it” metaphor which is attributed to the well-known “sticky notes” can roughly
be described as visual cue with meaning. Due to the mostly flashy appearance of those
“sticky notes”, they immediately attract attention so that the information provided quickly
reaches the person being addressed. The “Post-it” metaphor has been implemented in
several approaches. An example was presented by Jung et al. [JGD02] who employed it for
annotating 3D models. Their approach, which was designed to facilitate collaborative work,
allows users to leave notes, symbolized by geometric objects, within a 3D visualization.
The textual content represented by those geometric objects can be retrieved in a separate
window. A similar approach was followed by Loughlin and Hughes [LH94]. They also
employ small geometric objects as graphic annotation markers. Those markers can be
assigned graphic attributes (e. g., differing shapes) that give visual feedback on what is
represented. The annotation markers can also serve as landmarks to indicate interesting
points.

Toyama et al. [TLRA03] add symbols to maps that indicate the presence of pictures
which are associated with the marked map locations. The size of those symbols correlates
with the number of pictures being represented. However, besides the attribute “size”, many
other visual variables can be exploited to communicate information. In [AA99], for exam-
ple, the authors make use of size, shape, color, and value as well as combinations of these
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attributes to facilitate visual data exploration. Assigning various attributes to brush strokes
(e. g., different colors, sizes, densities, or orientations) was exploited by Healey [Hea01]
to express environmental and weather conditions. In [KLS00], the attributes “location”,
“orientation”, and “length” are assigned to geometric primitives (connected cylinders) to
convey information.

Exploitation of Magic Lenses

The term Magic Lens refers to operators which are placed in front of a visualization to
display alternative information within the region that is confined by the lens. Magic Lenses
can be exploited for various purposes. Loughlin and Hughes [LH94], for example, as-
signed different functionalities to the lenses they used: (1) emphasizing annotation markers
by setting the colors of all other objects to gray, (2) displaying only those markers that
satisfy the criteria specified by the user, or (3) hiding all markers behind the lens.

Classic applications of Magic Lenses were proposed by various authors (e. g., [BSP+93,
SFB94, VCWP96]). They display, for example, more detailed information within the scope
of a lens, change the rendering style, or hide information that distracts from the focused
data. But Magic Lenses could also be used to show a preview of the descriptive metadata
which is linked with a particular visual hint.

6.2.3 Approaches for Metadata-Related Information Display

Based on the considerations made, this paragraph proposes two techniques which were
developed in the course of this work that combine both drawing a viewer’s attention to
certain regions and providing information about the associated metadata.

The Informative Cursor

Informative Cursor is an approach which has not been implemented so far. Simple proto-
types of the Informative Cursor are mouse cursors that change their styles to indicate that
a certain action can be performed (e. g., hand cursor over Web links) or that the computer
is busy (e. g., sandglass cursor). Informative Cursors can be regarded as extensions of those
traditional cursors. Besides signalizing the current position of the input device, which is a
cursor’s original function, Informative Cursors provide four other kinds of information:

1. Regions with metadata. The shape of the cursor consists of two arrows (see
Fig. 6.4). Each arrow points at a region which is associated with metadata. The
length of an arrow corresponds, inversely, with the relative distance to the nearest
region. That is, if one of the two arrows is longer than the other, the region pointed
at by the longer arrow is closer. While moving the cursor, the arrow lengths change
smoothly but are kept within a certain margin (see Fig. 6.4(a)).

2. Amount of metadata. The amount of metadata associated with a region is ex-
pressed by the thickness of an arrow (see Fig. 6.4(b)). This amount increases with
the number of bytes that represent the metadata. Hence, more words, a larger image,
or a collection of differing metadata types yields a thicker arrow.
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3. Type of metadata. Types of metadata which can be expressed by the cursor are
text, image, sound, or a combination of them. A symbol, which is the initial letter
or an ′A′ in case of any combination (see Fig. 6.4(c)), is mapped as hint onto the
arrowhead.

4. Accordance with interests. The accordance of the metadata’s content with inter-
ests a user had specified before can be gathered from the gray shade of an arrow (gray
shades can express quantity better than color [Tuf01]). The darker an arrow, the more
contributing is the metadata (see Fig. 6.4(d)). However, deciding whether one por-
tion of knowledge (viewer’s interests) correlates with another portion of knowledge
(metadata’s content) is a very difficult task and no issue in this work. Hence, it is
assumed that another system provides those levels of accordance.

Figure 6.4: Illustrations of Informative Cursors whose sizes can be compared with those
of traditional cursors. The lower row shows their extremes: (a) longest and shortest,
(b) thickest and thinnest, (c) character types, and (d) darkest and brightest.

The two images in Figure 6.5 illustrate the use of the cursor. In those images, there are two
regions with metadata associated which are situated in the cursor’s neighborhood. Those
regions show one of the daisy blooms (Region 1) and a part of a dandelion leaf (Region 2).
Two conditions are assumed: (1) Region 1 is associated with an image as metadata and
Region 2 has corresponding text. (2) There is a higher correlation between the viewer’s
interests and the metadata of Region 1.

In the first image, the cursor is closer to Region 1, which is signalized by the differing
lengths of the arrows that point at the regions. In the second image, it is vice versa. The
widths of the cursor’s arrows give hints regarding the amounts of metadata. Obviously,
Region 2 has, in terms of data bytes, less metadata than Region 1. What can also be
observed is that the region being closest to the cursor is emphasized by highlighting its
contour. The viewer can thus quickly reach the region and demand the metadata. Once
the mouse cursor is over a region, its shape is changed to that of the standard cursor.

Nevertheless, there are special cases that need special handling. Examples are two
nearest regions being situated in the same direction or two regions that have exactly the
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Figure 6.5: Images in which Informative Cursors are used.

same distance from the cursor. Solutions can be to hide one of the two arrows (1st example
case) and to choose the region whose metadata corresponds more with the viewer’s interests
(2nd example case).

The proposed technique is not intended for exploring all the regions in an image which have
metadata. For such a purpose, overview information would be necessary that facilitates
navigation. The proposed technique rather aims at viewers who spot interesting features
in an image, head for those regions, and, finally, request further information if available.
Compared to the arrow metaphor exploited in Figure 6.3, Informative Cursors have var-
ious advantages the most important of which are: they occlude less context information,
they provide information about the metadata, and the extent of regions being focused is
indicated.

Even though more stylistic features could be employed for communicating information
with Informative Cursors (e. g., background color, texture, etc.), it would not necessarily
contribute to augmenting comprehension. Tufte states in this regard:

“The danger of multifunctioning elements is that they tend to generate graph-
ical puzzles, with encodings that can only be broken by their inventor.”
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Meta-Previewer: Exploiting the Magic Lens metaphor

Meta-Previewer is a tool that displays both locations of all regions which have metadata
associated and information about the metadata associated with a focused region. It follows
the idea behind Magic Lenses since the data which is displayed by the Meta-Previewer
differs from the original visual data underneath.

The Meta-Previewer has a rectangular shape whose extent correlates with the size of the
visualization to which it is applied. The data displayed by the previewer is split in two
components (see Fig. 6.6):

1. Background area with region markers. The background area consists of a down-scaled
copy of the visualization into which markers are integrated that indicate the locations
of augmented regions. A certain region of this background area—the focused region—
is magnified by distortion (compare with Fisheye views, e. g., [LA94, CM01, GS03]
and non-linear magnification [KR97]).

2. Frame with information about the metadata. The background area has a frame that
displays information about the metadata. Similar to the Informative Cursor, it
includes information about the metadata type and amount as well as information
about the accordance with the viewer’s interests. Values are expressed by variable
bars.

The Meta-Previewer can be moved across the visualization. Figure 6.6 illustrates a po-
tential scenario in which the previewer’s initial position is at the bottom of the visual-
ization. Which region is focused by the previewer depends on its position relative to the
visualization. In the figure, the initial focal region is the region around the dandelion
leaf, which yields this region to be magnified by the Meta-Previewer. When the Meta-
Previewer is moved towards the dandelion bloom, it changes its state, which is illustrated
in Figure 6.6(a)–(d):

(a) The visualization is copied and region markers are inserted. Region markers are
small spheres which were designed with the objective of quickly attracting a viewer’s
attention. The markers’ locations are the centroids of the corresponding regions.
Besides serving as identifiers, those markers can also be selected to request the actual
metadata.

(b) The augmented region which is closest to the center of the Meta-Previewer (the
focused region) is emphasized by highlighting its contour.

(c) A non-linear distortion lens is applied to the image so that the focused region is
magnified. The effect is that, besides the region being focused, the region markers
around the focal region are magnified whereas other markers situated in the periphery
are scaled down.

(d) Finally, information about the metadata associated with the focal region is attached
to the Meta-Previewer. This includes information about which types of metadata
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Figure 6.6: When the Meta-Previewer is moved across the visualization, its content
is permanently updated. This includes magnifying the region being focused as well as
displaying information about the focused region’s metadata.

are available and what are their relative amounts (in terms of bytes). In the fig-
ure, for example, there is some textual and a bit more visual information available.
In addition, the accordance with the viewer’s interests (compare with the previous
paragraph) is expressed by the vertical bar.

The necessity for applying a magnification lens technique follows from the down-scaled
view of the Meta-Previewer. Visualization details as well as region markers would be hard
to recognize without the focal regions being magnified.

The advantage of the tiny view is that only a small portion of the original visualiza-
tion is occluded. To further compensate the occlusion problem, the Meta-Previewer could
be displayed semitransparently. Regions of the original visualization, superimposed by
the previewer, could then still be perceived at a fraction. In this regard, Baudisch and
Gutwin [BG04] proposed a technique, which they call multiblending, that improves per-
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ceiving details semi-occluded by overlayed data.

Discussion

The two proposed approaches basically aim at guiding a viewer’s attention in 2D raster
graphics. The question that arises is:

Can those techniques be employed in 3D space, as well?

The answer is “yes”, but they must be adapted. The Meta-Previewer, for example, takes
as input a 2D raster graphic. Rendering a 3D representation results in such a graphic so
that combining 3D and Meta-Previewer is imaginable. But navigation in 3D space and
occlusion of 3D components are two new aspects which must be considered.

Navigation in 3D is in general a difficult task when adequate equipment (e. g., 3D in-
put/output devices) is lacking. Assuming that navigation is facilitated by such equipment,
the Informative Cursor could be coupled with camera navigation. That is, the arrows
would suggest directions for camera movement. The Meta-Previewer, on the other hand,
can remain in the 2D viewing plane and display what is delivered by the camera. The
camera is then controlled independently from the previewer.

The second aspect, occlusion, can easily be handled in case of the Informative Cursor
because direction and length of an arrow provide sufficient information to localize a region.
But in case of the Meta-Previewer, the region markers should indicate whether a referred
region is currently visible or not. Perhaps the region markers could also provide information
about a region’s distance from the viewing plane, for example, in terms of adaptive gray
tones.

6.3 Presentation of Descriptive Metadata

The previous section addressed techniques that facilitate the search for regions which are
associated with metadata an end-user could be interested in. This section discusses tech-
niques which can be employed to present metadata adequately. Besides broaching the issue
of what should be considered when metadata is to be displayed, the specific challenge of
integrating textual information in explorable 3D visualizations is addressed.

6.3.1 Displaying Illustration Layer Data: Basic Guidelines

When descriptive metadata is demanded by the viewer, the data of the Background Layer
is temporarily augmented with data of the Illustration Layer. The Illustration Layer in
itself can consist of differing types of metadata (e. g., textual, visual, and auditory data)
that need specific handling.

The metadata which is addressed

Besides auditory metadata, textual and visual data are likely those types most in use. The
term textual metadata, as it is used within the scope of this section, refers to a limited
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number of alphanumeric characters (around 500 characters). Longer texts (including Web
pages) which can also be associated with a region should be displayed in a separate window
to prevent occlusion, which is trivial. The term visual metadata will refer to images whose
extent does not exceed a certain fraction of the visualization being explored (e. g., 50%
of the visualization’s extent). Larger images should be displayed in separate windows, as
well.

Basic guidelines

Two important aspects which should be considered when Illustration Layer data is to be
displayed are: (1) the displayed data shall be in semantic relation with the information
provided by the Background Layer, and (2) the manner in which the metadata is presented
shall not be confusing. Further requirements are:

1. Readability. Convenient reading of text requires, amongst others, a sufficient con-
trast to the background, an adequate font and font size, and an appropriate technique
for scrolling through the text if it does not entirely fit into its assigned region (further
aspects are discussed in [MW87]). As regards images, image content and image size
should harmonize; too much detail put in too small space makes no sense.

2. Clarity of attribution. The correlation between a Background Layer region and
the associated component of the Illustration Layer must be clear. This is particularly
important when metadata of more than one region is displayed.

3. Prevention of occlusion. Occlusion means that parts of the Background Layer
are invisible to the viewer, which can result in context loss. Occlusion should thus
be avoided whenever it is realizable.

4. Coherency and Consistency. The design and usability of provided metadata
are important. Textual metadata, for example, should be presented using consistent
design attributes such as font, font size, accentuation, or color. Also, attribute-
meaning pairs (e. g., bold for importance) should be maintained. When a viewer
can interact with the displayed metadata (e. g., scrolling through text), it should be
clearly signalized. Interaction in itself should be simple and same tasks should be
completed by employing same techniques.

5. Adaptability. Modifying display attributes at will should be permitted. This in-
cludes, for example, hiding metadata, changing its size and position, and customizing
text attributes.

Shneiderman and Plaisant [SP04a] itemized further aspects, for example, data should
only be presented if they assist the user, information should be presented graphically,
where appropriate, and users should be involved in the development of new displays and
procedures.
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6.3.2 Techniques Proposed in Related Work

Many techniques exist to provide a portion of information which is part of the Illustration
Layer. These techniques are adapted according to the type of information to be presented
(e. g., text labels, longer texts, images, etc.), the dimension of the data presentation space
(e. g., 2D or 3D), or the manner in which a user can interact with the provided information
(e. g., selection of information items). But these techniques also differ in whether or not
they modify parts of the Background Layer for data presentation (see Fig. 6.7). In this
regard, they can be classified in:

• Integration techniques. Techniques that aim at presenting the information close-
by their counterparts without modifying the Background Layer. To this end, they
try to exploit empty or insubstantial regions. The occlusion of meaningful content is
avoided.

• Spatial separation techniques. Techniques that solely use space beyond that
occupied by the Background Layer’s visual content. A clear separation between
Background and Illustration Layer can be observed.

• Deformation techniques. Techniques that intentionally modify parts of the Back-
ground Layer to enable the visualization of other information. The presented infor-
mation can correlate with what was replaced.

Illustration Layer display

e.g.,
Label placement

Preserve
Background Layer

the Modify
Background Layer

the

Techniques that

Integration
techniques

Spatial separation
techniques

Deformation
techniques

e.g.,
Plane projection

e.g.,
Fisheye view

Figure 6.7: Classification of techniques with which information can be presented.

Integration techniques

According to Kakoulis and Tollis [KT98], the integration of text labels into the visu-
alization involves the compliance with three basic rules: (1) overlapping of a label with
other labels or other graphical features of the drawing should be avoided, (2) it should
be easy to identify for each label the graphical feature of the drawing that is addressed,
and (3) among all acceptable positions, each label should be placed in the best possible
position.
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The occlusion of essential parts of the Background Layer can be avoided by identifying
its empty or unimportant regions. Ishak and Feiner [IF04], for example, proposed a
technique that employs unimportant regions to visualize other data which is in their par-
ticular use case the content of windows underneath the focused. Dual-Use of Image Space
[CS02] is another technique that makes use of untextured regions for text display. It even
goes one step further since the employed space itself is part of the region to be labeled.

The latter technique is also an example for keeping minimal the distance between label
and referenced region. The importance of placing labels directly on and around their
regions was pointed out by Li et al. [LPS98]. The authors also discussed the aspect that
the space which is available around a region decreases with labels placed close-by. Another
dynamic technique that focuses labeling of a neighborhood of objects was proposed by
Fekete and Plaisant [FP99].

Metadata presentation in 3D space is associated with further challenges since changing
the view in three dimensions is feasible. A prominent example is Voxel-Man ([HPP+95,
PHP+01]) which is a system that allows to explore the human body interactively. The
system comprises various spatial exploration techniques. But textual metadata is basically
provided in context menus and by using a simple “object-line-label” technique. There
exist many other systems that use variations of the “object-line-label” technique (e. g.,
[BWHR99, GKH+99]). Preim et al. [PRS97] proposed a system called Zoom Illustra-
tor which places annotation boxes at fixed positions beside the 3D model. For certain
text items within those boxes, more detailed information can be requested, which is then
displayed by employing a zoom technique. Götzelmann et al. [GHS06] improved the
technique of placing text labels. To this end, they use “agents” that permanently search
for adequate positions nearby the model.

Augmented Reality applications demand for intelligent placement of metadata that cor-
relates with what a user sees on the display, as well. In this regard, Bell et al. [BFH01,
BFH02] proposed techniques for integrating labels and pop-up windows. Their techniques
adjust positioning and size of the metadata so that overlapping with important content is
avoided.

Spatial separation techniques

Spatial separation of visualization and metadata basically serves two purposes: interfer-
ences with the Background Layer are avoided and, at the same time, a considerable amount
of data can be presented. A general approach is to attach a new window to the window that
displays Background Layer data. The new window, which is visually separated by its frame,
can then be employed for showing Illustration Layer data (e. g., [SS00, JGD02]). However,
due to long spatial distances between visualization and metadata, it is often difficult to
point out correlations. Thus, only metadata for the focused visualization component is
shown in most cases.

Including primitives such as illustration planes arranged in 3D space and close-by the
visualization of the Background Layer is another technique. Besides adding self-contained
display space (e. g., rondell surfaces in [PRS97]), they can also serve for displaying illustra-
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tive views of the visualization (e. g., [KDG99]). In this regard, shadow projections are an
example for simplifying the original visualization without context loss so that individual
components can easily be highlighted (e. g., [RMC91, HZR+92, RSHS03]).

Deformation techniques

The two problems Leung and Apperley [LA94] see when data is to be presented in
confined space are a spatial and an information density problem. A technique that solves
those presentation problems only in parts was presented by Bouvin et al. [BZGM02]. With
the focus on the layout of 2D Web pages, they create space for annotations by moving aside
those items that would reach into the space covered by the annotation. However, moving
aside items can also yield information loss, particularly when space is confined.

Distortion-oriented techniques, on the other hand, aim at keeping the context while
expanding the space for displaying details. Such techniques have been overviewed, clas-
sified, and evaluated in various publications (e. g., [LA94, BGBS02, GF04]). Several ap-
proaches that employ distortion-oriented techniques were proposed. Examples are: the
Document Lens—a tool for navigating in documents with unknown structure [RM93], ex-
ploration tools for large information spaces such as graphs, maps, or 3D structures (e. g.,
[SB92, CCF95, CCF97]), or an approach that allows for displaying Web pages in their
entireties [BLH04].

Magic Lenses can also be regarded as a technique that modifies the Background Layer for
information presentation (e. g., [BSP+93, LH94, VCWP96]). But in contrast to distortion-
oriented techniques, they do not necessarily magnify the content underneath. Also, there
is typically no smooth transition between revealed information and displaced context, even
though there is generally some correlation between them.

6.3.3 Approach for the Exploration of 3D Visualizations

Displaying Illustration Layer data in 3D space is challenging, especially when the infor-
mation to be presented is text. Besides the challenge of maintaining correlations and
readability, the 3D interface in itself is linked with a number of problems, for example:
disorienting navigation, complex user actions, and annoying occlusions [Shn03].

Besides requesting Illustration Layer data, the exploration of a 3D visualization includes
interacting with the camera for view control. But changing the view requires layout updat-
ing when Illustration Layer data is displayed. According to the afore itemized demands,
this comprises searching for empty or unimportant regions as well as verifying that there is
a clear correlation between Background and Illustration Layer components. Also, abrupt
changes in the layout should be avoided because they can be annoying and confusing.

Figure 6.8 shows an annotation technique that directly attaches text to its corresponding
scene component (published in [SCS04]). Besides object closeness, a semitransparent poly-
gon provides further visual feedback regarding the object-text correlation. Images (a) and
(b) illustrate design variations: (a) shows an annotation of rectangular shape that facili-
tates reading whereas (b) shows an annotation whose shape is adapted to the curvature of
the corresponding scene object, which links object and annotation even closer.
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Figure 6.8: Object-attached annotations. The annotation remains attached to its scene
object when the view changes. Images (a) and (b) show design variations; (c) illustrates
occlusion, which is reduced due to semitransparent rendering.

The most important features of this technique are:

• Annotation reading is facilitated by exact screen-aligned text rendering.

• Correlation between scene component and annotation is clear due to object closeness.

• Annotations remain attached and move smoothly with their objects when the view
changes during scene exploration.

• Annotation shape and size can be adapted so that scene occlusion can be reduced or
the amount of displayed text can be adjusted.

The last point indicates that scene occlusion can be a drawback of this technique. Fig-
ure 6.8(c) illustrates such a scenario. But it also shows that the semitransparent rendering
style still lets the viewer guess the structures being occluded. An alternative approach
would be to place annotations with a certain distance outside of the area covered by the
rendition. In static layouts, this method is appropriate. But when the layout permanently
changes, longer distances not only complicate identifying correlations, they also increase
the distance an annotation has to move when its counterpart changes the position.

Employing distortion tools for scene exploration

Distortion lenses can be considered as parameterizable objects which are typically employed
to magnify a focused region while the context is scaled down. Their basic components are:
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• the focal point, or region, at which the distortion is maximal,

• the area, or scope of influence, in which the lens creates an effect, and

• the manner in which this effect attenuates (drop-off function).

In the following, two applications of lens distortion are proposed which can assist in ex-
ploring a 3D visualization [SCS04].

The first application serves to adjust certain parameters, which can be compared with the
functionality of traditional sliders. But there are two fundamental differences: (1) slid-
ers are in general one-dimensional controllers whereas distortion lenses can be two- or
three-dimensional, and (2) sliders adjust attributes linearly whereas the effects caused by
distortion lenses depend on the drop-off function applied.

In this approach, a distortion lens is attached to a particular object of the visualization
so that the lens moves with the object or remains at a place when the object pauses. In
addition, the lens which is two-dimensional covers the region the object takes when it is
projected onto the screen. When the user now moves the mouse cursor within the lens’
scope of influence, certain parameters associated with the particular scene object can be
adjusted. That is, moving the cursor towards the focal point yields a maximum value,
moving it towards the peripheral region decreases the value.

Figure 6.9: Employing distortion for text display. The level of distortion affects the size
of the annotation box and text scrolling.

Figure 6.9, for example, shows how a user can control the extent to which the annotation
box grows towards the image boundary when lens distortion is employed. To this end, a
scene object becomes transparent enough to reveal its centroid (focal point rendered as a
sphere) once it is reached by the mouse cursor. Selecting the object with a mouse click
starts to reveal the annotation. As the cursor is moved towards the centroid, the annotation
expands. A second click freezes the annotation’s current state. Now, moving the cursor
will scroll the text if it does not entirely fit into the annotation box. When the cursor
leaves the object, it is no longer rendered as transparent. This technique is an example for
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indirectly controlling two parameters—annotation extent and text scrolling—by moving
the mouse cursor within the same small region.

Figure 6.10: Employing distortion for exploration tasks. A 3D lens (probe) is moved
through the scene and creates an explosion diagram.

The second application temporarily affects the composition of the visualization. Here, the
lens serves as a probe which can be moved through the scene to reveal occluded scene
objects and to shed light on the scene structure (see Fig. 6.10). In this way, the user needs
to handle only one object—the probe, which spares to select and reposition every single
scene object involved.

In contrast to the first application, the lens (probe) is independent from particular scene
objects, and it operates in three dimensions. It still has a focal point and a certain scope of
influence. A user can control the probe with a cube which moves with mouse repositioning
in the plane associated with the face selected. As the probe is moved into the scene, the
line of sight between the probe and the user is kept clear. To this end, the probe affects
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scene objects by pushing them apart, which is illustrated in Figure 6.10. The image also
shows that annotations attached to scene objects remain with their objects when they are
moved. As soon as objects leave the scope of the probe, they are moved back to their
initial positions.

6.3.4 Evaluation of Techniques that Link 3D Data and Text

Several techniques exist that combine 3D scene and text visualization with the aim of
enabling unhindered scene exploration despite text display. The effectiveness of a selection
of those techniques has been studied in the course of this work ([SCS05] provides a detailed
description). The study, for which 36 voluntary participants were recruited from the local
computer science department, was divided in two parts: Part 1 focused the clarity of
correlations between scene components and associated texts, and Part 2 should shed light
on whether text would remain comprehensible during a scene exploration.

Hypotheses

During the study, 3D model components were linked with text using varying techniques.
For some scenarios, additional hints were provided which were assumed to facilitate finding
the correlation between model and text. It was further assumed that the distance between
model and text would be of importance: the shorter the distance, the faster the detection
of correlations. Another assumption was that the composition of the model would be of
influence: models of compact shapes and with intersecting components would hamper cor-
relation detection. Regarding readability, regular text alignment, no interferences between
model and text, and sufficient space for text display were assumed to enhance reading and
understanding the text presented.

Description of evaluated settings and models

The software which was used during the study enabled a user to explore a 3D scene inter-
actively. This means arbitrary viewpoints could be chosen and information from displayed
texts could be gathered. The two basic components of a 3D scene are a model (arrangement
of 3D geometric objects) and a setting (manner by which textual information is correlated
to the objects). During the study, models and settings were varied and each model-setting
combination was shown equally often.

Altogether, three tasks were designed and six different settings were selected for evaluation.
Settings I-III were used during Task 1 and Task 3.

• Setting I—Object-attached labels. Annotations are directly connected to their
respective scene objects (Fig. 6.11(a)). As described in Section 6.3.3, a translucent
polygon, intersecting with the scene object, provides a visual link between annotation
and object. During the scene exploration, annotations remain attached to their
associated scene objects.
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• Setting II—Shadow annotations. Annotations are located within a shadow plane
[CSRS03]. The region within which the text can be positioned results from projecting
a scene object onto the plane (Fig. 6.11(b)). Due to potential occlusions by scene
objects, annotations can be temporarily displayed in the foreground at will. The
space available for text can only be enlarged by applying a zoom operation which
yields scene objects and their projections to increase.

• Setting III—Separated annotations. In contrast to the previous settings, the
text is shown within a separate window (Fig. 6.11(c)). To enable identifying individ-
ual objects, clear textual descriptions of all scene objects are provided.

To find out whether what is perhaps the most common method of labeling—attaching the
text to its associated object by means of a simple line—can be improved with the addition
of visual hints, Settings A-C were evaluated during Task 2.

• Setting A. Object and text are linked with a line (Fig. 6.12(a)). There are no further
hints which can help to find a correlation between scene object and annotation. The
text remains at a static position during scene exploration. Only the end point of the
line, which is located inside the corresponding scene object, moves with the object.

• Setting B. In addition to the line that connects scene object and annotation, the
respective projection of the annotated scene object (object’s shadow) is highlighted
using a gray tone that differs from the general shadow color (Fig. 6.12(b)).

• Setting C. The only difference to Setting B is that the shadow of the annotated
object is highlighted using the diffuse color of the corresponding scene object. The
shadow color as well as the position of the shadow relative to the respective scene
object can thus support locating the annotated scene object (Fig. 6.12(c)).

The models created for the study were composed of arbitrary geometric objects. Basically,
two reasons were deciding: (1) previous knowledge should not aid participants when objects
were to be found on the basis of descriptions, which could be the case when real-world
models would have been used, and (2) each model was constructed to consciously stress
specific aspects to be analyzed during the study.

Description of tasks

After an introduction was given, each participant completed questionnaires and performed
three tasks. For each task, three different settings were used. The tasks were designed to
explore problems that can occur when textual information is integrated into a scene. These
include, for example, unclear correlation between scene object and text, scene occlusions,
or other interferences during a scene exploration.

• Task 1—Object-text correlations. Using Settings I-III, participants were asked
to find the correlations between scene objects and annotations. Specifically, a par-
ticipant was asked to identify the scene object to which the annotation currently
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Figure 6.11: Settings with varying text display methods in use. (a) Setting I: annotations
are directly attached to scene objects; (b) Setting II: annotations are positioned within
the objects’ shadows; (c) Setting III: 3D render area and text area are separated.

displayed referred, by selecting that object. For that purpose, eight annotations were
shown for each setting. A new annotation appeared every time the participant had
completed the subtask of selecting a scene object. In Settings I and II, the annota-
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Figure 6.12: All settings use the same simple “object-line-label” technique, but they
differ in the manner of providing additional visual hints. (a) Setting A: no additional
hints are provided; (b) Setting B: the shadow of the object is highlighted using a gray
tone; (c) Setting C: the diffuse color of the respective scene object is used for highlighting.

tions were displayed together with the rendered model within the same window (see
Fig. 6.11(a) and (b)). Setting III differed from the other settings in that scene object
descriptions were shown in a separate area on the right hand side. Instead of inte-
grating eight annotations into the scene render area, successively the descriptions of
eight objects were shown in the annotation area. The participant found the objects
being referred to by their descriptions (see Fig. 6.11(c)).

• Task 2—Object-text correlations with additional hints. This task was de-
signed to discover whether there are benefits to be gained when additional hints are
included with simple labels attached by straight lines. The task used Settings A-C
(see Fig. 6.12). The basic task was the same as Task 1. Participants were asked
to find the correlations between the scene objects and the annotations. Again, suc-
cessively eight annotations appeared which should be assigned to the corresponding
scene objects.
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• Task 3—Task-based scene exploration. This task was designed to explore read-
ing and understanding the displayed text information. The task itself was displayed
to the participant in the text annotation of the setting that was in use (Setting I, II,
or III). It proceeded as follows: After an annotation—attached to an arbitrary scene
object—was displayed, the participant read the complete text. When the participant
found and selected the described scene object, a second annotation appeared that dis-
played the ID of the selected object. At this point, both annotations were integrated
into the scene and remained visible during interaction. The last step was to enter the
found object’s ID into the first annotation which changed its task description text to
“Enter Object ID here:” once it was selected. This procedure was repeated 5 times.

Summary of results and discussion

The parameters which were evaluated are: the time a participant needed to complete a
task, the mistakes that occurred during performing a task, the comments which were given
by a participant, and the observations which were made.

For Task 1, Setting III was most time-consuming (followed by Setting II and Setting I),
in particular, when the model had evenly shaped objects that differed only in size. This
was probably due to descriptions such as “2nd biggest sphere” or “smallest cylinder” with
which the objects should be found. The type of model was also influencing in Settings I
and II. Here, compact models with intersecting objects caused more problems than models
with more wide-spaced objects. But Analysis of variance (ANOVA) revealed that the type
of model had less effect on the time than the type of setting (Fmodel = 3.47, Fsetting =
10.39). Regarding the mistakes participants made, the number of incorrect object selections
correlated with the time durations. The more time a participant needed to perform a
particular task, the higher was the number of false selections. Table 6.1(left) shows how
participants rated the settings after performing this task. 70 % favored Setting I, whereas
50 % rated Setting III to be the least qualified for this task.

For Task 2, Setting C was the setting with which participants performed the task fastest
(followed by Setting B and Setting A). 75 % of the participants stated explicitly that
highlighted shadows facilitated the search. The number of false object selections, which
was significantly lower for Settings B and C than for Setting A, confirms this estimation.

The strategies participants followed during this task differed. In Setting C, some of
the participants were quite fast as they simply compared scene object colors with the
highlighted shadow color before they made their choice. However, other participants did
not adapt their strategy to the type of setting. Some of them (14 %) even did not consider
the highlighted shadows or stated that the shadows were not very helpful. It still has to
be studied whether a longer practice period would yield other results.

Task 3, which was the most complex and time-consuming task, yielded considerable vari-
ations in the times measured. Independently from the type of model, Setting II was the
setting with which participants needed the most time to perform the task (nearly twice as
much time as with the other settings). There were basically two reasons: (1) the text did
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Setting 1st place 2nd 3rd
I 70 % 22 % 8 %
II 11 % 47 % 42 %
III 19 % 31 % 50 %

Setting 1st place 2nd 3rd
I 36 % 64 % 0 %
II 0 % 3 % 97 %
III 64 % 33 % 3 %

Table 6.1: Ratings for Settings I-III: after Task 1 (left) and Task 3 (right).

not always fit completely into its assigned space, which caused participants to zoom into
the scene to enlarge the text area and (2) annotations often overlapped. Since scene render
area and text area were separated in Setting III, participants could not get disturbed by
annotations during the scene exploration. However, the measured times in Setting I and
Setting III did only differ marginally. This indicates that annotations integrated into the
scene have not such a high impact on a task-based scene exploration as it was expected.
The post-questionnaire in which participants were asked whether they felt disturbed by
annotations confirmed these results. As regards mistakes, both the number of false object
selections as well as the number of incorrectly entered object IDs were marginal.

Finally, participants were again asked to rank the settings (see Table 6.1(right)), which
yielded interesting results. Now, a clear majority of 97 % rated Setting II to be the worst
setting. Furthermore, a majority of 64 % favored Setting III, the setting which got the
worst rating after Task I.

As a result, it can be stated that none of the techniques was perfect in all situations.
However, each technique has specific features that make it particularly applicable for cer-
tain tasks. Techniques, for example, that aim at placing short text labels nearby their
corresponding scene objects enable a user to find those objects being referenced quickly.
Setting I as well as an improved version of the “object-line-label” technique (e. g., the agent
based approach by Götzelmann et al. [GHS06]) are promising in this regard. When the
goal, on the other hand, is to provide more detailed information, which typically results
in more extensive text, the information should be located in a separate area that does not
interfere with the rendition of the scene. Providing further visual hints, for example by
emphasizing scene objects or by employing the shadow, can serve as helpful link between
text and scene.

6.4 Summary and Discussion

Providing the descriptive metadata which is linked with a medium involves two challenging
tasks: (1) the viewer’s attention has to be drawn to those parts of the medium which are
associated with the metadata sought and (2) the metadata has to be displayed adequately
in case the user demands it.

Assisting a user in metadata search

Descriptive metadata is invisible by nature. Provided that a user knows there is metadata
available, one strategy to gather parts of it can be to let the system show all regions which
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have metadata associated. The user can then go through all metadata items, and if lucky,
the appropriate information is among. But this procedure can be time-consuming and
disappointing. Another strategy could be to go directly to those parts of the medium
which are of interest and to ask the system if metadata is available. Unfortunately, this
proceeding is unsuccessful if the metadata sought is associated with a different part.

But what is the right strategy and how can the system support the user?

A first step can be to highlight all regions with metadata associated, which gives an ele-
mentary overview. Providing Metadata-Related Information in this regard can assist the
end-user in metadata search. Such information can include the type of metadata (e. g., text,
image, or auditory data), its amount, and how much it correlates with what is searched.
In addition, a rating given by other users, which is a quite common methodology in the
World Wide Web, can also help to find the appropriate metadata. However, how effective
such a proceeding is eventually has to be researched in the course of an experimental study.

Metadata display

When metadata is to be displayed, several issues can be influencing, the most important
of which are:

• Is the visualization static or does it change over time? If it changes, the layout
has to be updated permanently, which requires efficient layout algorithms. A static
visualization, on the other hand, allows for iterative adaptations of the layout so that
the final layout can conform better with demands which were specified.

• How much space is available? This concerns the size of the window in which the
medium is displayed as well as the space within that window which is available
because it is empty or because it contains information unimportant in the current
context.

• Of what type is the metadata? In case it is text, its layout can be adapted with respect
to the visualization or according to user demands. Certain patterns of symbols or
images in general, in contrast, do not allow for adaptations to the extent text does.

• How long will the metadata be displayed? If it is only for a moment, which typically
means the metadata has the viewer’s focus, occlusion of the visualization by metadata
and other layout aspects are secondary. If the metadata is to be displayed for a longer
time period, an adequate layout is essential.

The user study which was conducted with regard to metadata display addressed one of
the most challenging tasks: providing textual metadata in dynamic visualizations. Several
requirements for appropriately integrating text in 3D scenes emerged during discussions
with participants, from observations noted and from analyzing the results. The graphic
object (line or polygon), for example, that links scene object and annotation should clearly
indicate which scene object is referenced. In case of line use, some participants suggested
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in this regard that the intersection between line and scene object should be marked. As
regards text display, showing extensive text in a separate area was accepted by most par-
ticipants. Also, a rectangular text box was favored over arbitrary polygonal shapes. When
annotations changed their positions abruptly, some participants were confused, which in-
dicates that annotations should change their positions smoothly.

Most of the hypotheses which were stated at the beginning of Section 6.3.4 were confirmed
by the study.

Hypothesis 1: The integration of additional hints facilitates finding the correlation be-
tween model and text.

During the study, highlighted shadows in Settings B and C served as such hints. Set-
ting C, which used colored shadows instead of gray tones, caused participants not only
to select less scene objects incorrectly but it also caused participants to save considerable
time (mean times: Setting A: 52.24 sec, Setting B: 49.34 sec, Setting C: 41.19 sec).

Hypothesis 2: The shorter the distance between model and text, the faster the detection
of correlations.

This hypothesis was confirmed in case of Setting I in which text labels were directly
attached to their corresponding scene objects. In case of Setting II, the composition of
the model had significant influence. Even though the distance between model and text
was shorter than in Setting III, participants spent longer time periods in correlation search
when a compact model was shown. On the other hand, Setting II can hardly be compared
with Setting III in this context because the settings use strongly differing techniques.

Hypothesis 3: Models of compact shapes and with intersecting components hamper
correlation detection.

This strongly depends on whether visual hints (Settings I and II) or textual descriptions
(Setting III) are provided to indicate model-text correlations. While correlation search was
almost not affected by the composition of models when textual descriptions were given, the
manner in which visual hints were provided could have an effect. For example, participants
had difficulties when intersection markers between model and line were missing in case that
simple lines were employed as visual hints while compact models were shown.

Hypothesis 4: Regular text alignment, no interferences between model and text, and
sufficient space for text display enhance reading and understanding the text presented.

Sufficient space for text display and regular text alignment (e. g., in a rectangular box)
enhanced reading and understanding of text, as Task 3 revealed. Setting II, for example,
in which the area for text display was defined by the shape of the corresponding scene
object required interaction for reading the whole text, which was annoying and time-
consuming. Interferences in terms of text which overlapped the model, on the other hand,
had less influence than expected. However, for reading extensive text, regular alignment
and separate areas for text display were preferred.



7 Application Scenarios

The research at hand addresses illustrations that have dynamic contents. Such illustrations
have their right to exist in a wide variety of applications. This is for example whenever
there is demand for the display of information beyond that what a printout can offer
which is limited due to its content being static. Aspects which were focused in this regard
concerned techniques with which descriptive metadata can be appropriately stored and
which can be employed to provide the metadata eventually to a viewer.

To demonstrate the validity of the proposed concepts, this chapter introduces and dis-
cusses a selection of application scenarios. In Section 7.1, a program is presented with
which arbitrary digital images can be enriched with descriptive metadata or converted into
pictorial dictionaries. Section 7.2 then introduces scenarios for images that have animated
and controllable elements. Examples for augmenting 3D visualizations with descriptive
metadata are addressed in Section 7.3.

7.1 Smage—Smart Images

In the age of prospering digital photography, annotating digital photographs becomes more
and more important in every day life. Amongst others, annotations facilitate sharing
stories about experiences, travels, friends, and family, which, according to Balabanović et
al. [BCW00], ranks among the most common and enjoyable uses for photographs. In this
regard, the authors address the particular application scenario of sending someone a set
of photos which are accompanied by some commentary. Other authors also discuss the
issue of adding annotations to make a funny comment or to add some knowledge (e. g.,
[KPC+99, SK00, RV04]). In all of these systems, the metadata is stored separately from
the medium with which it is associated.

Specifying various types of metadata, assigning the metadata to certain image regions, stor-
ing the metadata as Illustration Watermarks, and retrieving the metadata included in an
image are the basic features offered by a system called Smage which has been implemented
in collaboration with Lothar Schlesier.

7.1.1 Program Features

Figure 7.1 shows snapshots of the program Smage that illustrate some of the features the
program offers. In Figure 7.1(a), the program’s main window is shown that contains an
image which is currently being annotated. At the moment, three regions in the image are
assigned varying types of metadata. The metadata itself can be managed by employing
the overview window in Figure 7.1(b). It includes a dictionary entry (symbolized by the
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character D) which was specified with the dialog in Figure 7.1(c), and two short texts the
styles of which were selected using the dialog in Figure 7.1(d). Simple unstructured text
is represented by the symbol T whereas other types of text are displayed the way they
will appear during the exploration of the watermarked image. The basic steps involved to
create an image with metadata encoded are illustrated in Figure 7.2.

Figure 7.1: Basic features which are provided by the software tool Smage.

Selection of
region

Specification
of metadata

Initiation of
data encoding

Storage of
image

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 7.2: The basic steps which are necessary, on user side, to create a watermarked
image.

The types of metadata which can be encoded are:

• Simple texts which will be shown within a scrollable box after decoding. This
box then moves with the mouse cursor as long as the cursor is located inside of the
watermarked region. The box can also be fixed at its current position, namely when
the small button at the left bottom corner is clicked (see Fig. 7.4).

• Stylized texts which will appear in the form they were created. The text itself can
be adjusted in terms of its font, color, size, etc. The shape that surrounds the text
can vary in its color and contour. It can be circular, rectangular, or it can have the
form of an adjustable speech balloon (see Fig. 7.1(d)).

• Dictionary entries that facilitate to learn how what is seen in the image is termed
in foreign languages. For this purpose, the author of the image can first choose the
preferred language and then enter the term that characterizes what is seen in the
selected region. A dictionary file, which is part of the program, already includes
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the translations of basic terms in several languages (e. g., English, French, German,
Spanish, and Italian).

• Images can be encoded into the cover image. Prior to their insertion, those images
are converted into indexed images, which reduces the required storage space while
an acceptable image quality is maintained.

Once all metadata items have been specified and assigned to the corresponding image
regions, the user can initiate the watermarking process. After watermarking, the coded
image can be stored, which is the final step.

Besides the creation of watermarked images, the program allows to remove the meta-
data which is associated with a certain region and to explore images that already have
Illustration Watermarks embedded.

Figure 7.3: Example source code which can be included in a HTML document to enable
the exploration of watermarked images in Web browsers.

Images encoded with Illustration Watermarks are primarily intended to be published on
Web pages. For this reason, plugins for common Web browsers such as Netscape, Mozilla,
or Microsoft Internet Explorer were implemented that enable end-users to explore water-
marked images. The program Smage provides a function that generates the source code
to be included in a Web page’s source code. Figure 7.3 shows an example of a source code
that would include the image file “house.png”. This code could be even more compact.
But ensuring compatibility with common Web browsers requires to add specific lines of
code.

7.1.2 Implementation Aspects

The software is implemented in C++ and includes the library libSmage which is responsible
for encoding the metadata into selected image regions and for recovering the data. The
user interface, image processing functions, and browser plugins were implemented using
the Qt software library. Other essential third-party software libraries included are libxml
and zlib.

With respect to the image creation steps depicted in Figure 7.2, the first two steps,
which basically concern the user interface, were realized by employing Qt functionality.
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Step (c) is enabled by the software implemented in libSmage. Provided that image regions
were selected and the according metadata has been specified, libSmage does the following
(compare with Sect. 4.2):

1. The specified metadata is converted into a byte stream. While simple text is already
a stream of characters, the properties of stylized text (geometry, colors, font, posi-
tion, etc.) must be converted into a representation which can be included in the byte
stream. Images to be embedded are transformed into indexed images (color quan-
tized), which yields a color table (array of RGB color values) and byte pointers into
that table. Each metadata item is then appended to the byte stream. A number at
the beginning of each item indicates how many of the following bytes are associated
with the item.

2. After this, the byte stream is compressed using the zlib.

3. Finally, the compressed byte stream is encoded into the cover image. The ID-buffer,
which was generated with respect to the regions a user had selected, defines the
image regions into which the data is to be embedded using one of the watermarking
techniques described in Chapter 4.

Step (d) completes the creation of a watermarked image. To this end, the user is asked
to select a location at which the watermarked image is to be stored. During this step, the
software verifies whether the stored image is still identical with the image before it had
been compressed according to the specifications associated with the file format (e. g., PNG
lossless compression).

7.1.3 Examples

A first example was introduced in Section 4.2.1. The cover image in the illustration in
Figure 4.2 contains a rendered 3D model of a liver and a small icon which indicates that
further information is available. One type of metadata encoded is a second image that
contains a transparent rendition of the liver and hence, provides an insight into the model
revealing excrescences. The second type of encoded data is text that describes what is
depicted.

Figure 7.4 illustrates another application. It shows an example for annotating an ar-
bitrary photograph which was taken with a digital camera. Besides information about
place, time, and what is depicted, comments can add specific atmosphere to a picture.
Figure 7.5 illustrates how exploring the picture can be supported by the Meta-Previewer
(see Sect. 6.2.3) which has been implemented by Nguyen Dinh Quyen. This previewer
provides Metadata-Related Information such as markers for watermarked regions, and in-
formation about the metadata’s content, type, and size which is shown in a status line that
continously changes the information presented.

Toyama et al. [TLRA03] had the idea of linking specific regions in a map with images
that show how those places look like in real life. In Figure 7.6, a similar use case was
emulated. All the photographs shown in Figure 7.6(right) were encoded into the cover
image (the map) so that map and photographs merged to a single PNG image data file.
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Figure 7.4: Photograph which has its different types of information included as Illustra-
tion Watermarks.

Figure 7.5: Exploring the watermarked image of Fig. 7.4 using the Meta-Previewer.
The rightmost person is focused and hence, magnified by the viewer. The remaining
regions with metadata encoded are symbolized by small red dots.

7.1.4 Future Directions

User interface design

Since Smage is a program which was developed to be employed by a wide variety of end-
users, an easy-to-use and appealing user interface is of high importance. Its usability should
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Figure 7.6: Map with photographs encoded as Illustration Watermarks.

hence be explored in a user study with all types of potential end-users involved.

Exploitation of existing software functionality

Many software tools exist that feature image processing which is rich in functionality.
Functions which are of relevance with respect to Smage are, for example, assisted image
region selection, image layer handling, and qualitative image downgrading. Such function-
ality could be employed for metadata processing and its assignment to image regions. In
addition, including Illustration Watermarking in existing software tools would allow for
both image processing and image annotation using one and the same program.

Integration of what digital cameras offer

Several digital cameras allow to add metadata such as location, date, or technical settings
which were in use during photographing. Some of those cameras can also serve as voice
recorders so that auditory metadata can be associated with a photograph. These are types
of metadata which could be automatically inserted as Illustration Watermarks into the
photographs currently taken.

7.2 Images with Dynamic Contents

In the foregoing application scenarios, metadata content was static. It could either be
displayed or not. This section introduces scenarios in which metadata content not only
appears at will but in which it also changes over time. All the information required for
such application scenarios is stored as Illustration Watermarks.

Figure 7.7 shows an illustration of the system components. The cover image serves two
purposes: it is the Background Layer of the visualization and it has the metadata encoded.
In addition to the components to be displayed (display data), the metadata also contains
information and rules about how the content is to be animated and how it can be affected
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by the user (animation data). The animation data comprises information such as paths
along which display data items will move, time durations for certain movements, or which
display data items can be affected by what kinds of user input. Once the metadata was
extracted, the content manager determines the display of the metadata content with regard
to user input (e. g., mouse, keyboard, etc.) and animation data.

Extracted
metadata

Cover image

Content manager

Input
controller

Output
generator

Metadata
interpreter

Decoding

Display

1

2

3

Figure 7.7: Illustration of system components that enable the display and control of
dynamic contents in images.

In the following, two potential scenarios are described: an illustration which is enhanced
by dynamic content and a simple computer game.

7.2.1 Dynamic Illustrations

The first example is depicted in Figure 7.8(left). It shows an illustration of the human
heart and its basic blood vessels. The dynamic components are small arrows that move
along the paths blood takes through the heart. There are basically two advantages of
animated arrows over arrows that remain at assigned positions: (1) movement is one of the
most efficient ways for attracting attention, which allows for faster arrow detection, and
(2) even though static arrows would point into the directions of movement, they would not
characterize the exact paths; dynamic arrows are more exact in this regard.

The data items which are embedded as Illustration Watermarks are an image of the
arrow as well as information concerning display and animation. The latter includes the
number of image (arrow) copies, and for each copy a start position, a series of points that
define the path of movement, and the time duration the image will take to travel the whole
path. During movement, an arrow’s orientation is permanently aligned so that it always
points into the direction of movement.

7.2.2 Gameable Images

The second example is a simple computer game which was developed in collaboration with
Sadiq Sowdagar. This game has both animated components and components which
can be controlled by the user. Figure 7.8(right) shows a snapshot of the game. The cover
image, which is the game background, is divided into grassland, sky, and a tree. These
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Figure 7.8: Examples for images with dynamic contents. Left: Illustration of the heart
with arrows that change their positions (painted with [Lip00] as master). Right: Image
that provides the data for a simple computer game.

components are static. The animated components are the apples and the arrow. The
archer can be controlled by the user. The basic goal of the game is to hit each apple with
the arrow before the apple comes off. The user can adjust the direction along which arrows
are shot and trigger those shots.

In this particular example, three images are encoded into the cover image: one apple,
the arrow, and the archer. Similar to the illustrative arrows in the previous example,
information about number of copies, placement, path, and time duration is necessary with
regard to the apple. The movement of the arrow follows physical law once it has been
shot. As regards the archer, it must be defined that certain keys cause the character to
rotate and the arrow to get shot. These are information items included in the metadata
and handled by the metadata interpreter. Aspects such as computing the arrow’s path,
displaying continuous arrow movement, or determining whether an apple was hit by the
arrow are processed by the output generator (see Fig. 7.7).

7.2.3 Future Directions

The introduced examples are specific use cases of two different domains: education and
entertainment. However, both examples utilize same components (dynamic images, in-
structions, and rules), which indicates that any type of image with dynamic content could
be created using a same framework. Such a framework needs standards for instructions
and rules as well as a compact form for their storage.

In addition, an appropriate user interface is required that enables the author to create
such images intuitively and with little effort. In this regard, it has to be explored what
are the most important features an author would like to integrate and what are those
features an author avoids and which would hence unnecessarily increase the complexity of
the system.
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7.3 Application Scenarios in 3D

3D model data is often enriched with data that provides further information. This in-
formation can be detailed knowledge that complements the visualization, but it can also
define certain behaviors and constraints of particular 3D model components. The inclu-
sion of such information as Illustration Watermarks provides an opportunity for a compact
storage of model and information and their close interlinkage.

7.3.1 Constraints and Behavior in 3D Environments

Ellen Do’s researching group works in the field of 3D environments which are composed of
what they call Smart Objects [EGD01]. For those objects, certain constraints and behaviors
are defined that influence the way a user can interact with them. A potential application
for Illustration Watermarks could be to encode those object properties into the objects
themselves.

Another domain in which Illustration Watermarking could be employed are 3D computer
games which enable a user to personalize the characters involved. Such game environments
empower a user to assign specific abilities and characteristics to individual characters.
Stored as Illustration Watermarks, characters and their properties would form entities,
which could facilitate the interchange of personalized characters between users.

7.3.2 Descriptive Metadata for 3D Model Data

Another application scenario concerns the storage of descriptive metadata. Götzelmann
et al. [GHS06] introduced a promising technique with which different types of text can
be integrated in 3D scenes (see Fig. 7.9). Provided that the model is segmented into
individual objects, an ID-buffer and a distance field, which are represented as 2D images,
are generated. Employing those images and some additional information, internal and
external labels as well as more extensive text boxes can be adequately arranged (compare
with Sect. 6.3). The additional information includes, for example, IDs that correspond
with the ID-buffer colors, text (labels and their shortcuts or longer descriptions that will
appear in text boxes), and information about text grouping and which text items are more
important than others within a certain context. If this additional information would be
stored as Illustration Watermarks, the model would provide the whole information which
is necessary to generate visualizations such as the illustration in Figure 7.9.

7.3.3 Future Directions

Particularly the inclusion of descriptive metadata deserves closer attention. Providing all
the information necessary to generate the layout of an illustration (see Fig. 7.9) automat-
ically is one potential scenario for future work. However, what such automatic layout
generation cannot offer is to reconstruct a customized layout designed by a particular au-
thor which features aspects such as individual text selection and positioning as well as a
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Figure 7.9: A model of an engine which is enriched with different types of annotations
(courtesy of Timo Götzelmann).

specific view. Including only a few additional parameters in the watermark stream would
allow for reconstructing customized layouts.

Also, maintaining an adequate layout during the exploration of a model could be further
enhanced by defining certain behaviors and constraints. For example, each model compo-
nent could be linked with a number of properties such as its importance within a particular
context, the manner in which it is to be rendered when other components are focused, its
sphere of influence, or the optimal position of its centroid. In addition, a certain space
around or a certain region of a model component could be defined which must not be
occluded by integrated metadata.



8 Conclusion

The picture which appears when a digital medium is visualized on a display device carries
a certain amount of information which, according to a well-known proverb, can be worth
more than a thousand words. But where are these words represented? In [SS97], the
authors ask ironically whether these words are represented within the machine. Besides
words which are directly linked with picture elements (e. g., “the tree beside the house”)
and words which are formed in the mind when previous knowledge gets involved (e. g., “the
tree has green leaves, it must be summer”), some words can indeed be represented in the
machine. These are those words which facilitate communicating the picture’s real message
or which provide additional knowledge concerning the picture’s content that cannot be
extracted from the present visualization. In this research, such words are referred to as
descriptive metadata.

Providing descriptive metadata to the end-user requires software that can store, handle,
and display the data. Existing software which can be used to store a digital medium and its
descriptive metadata is manifold and associated with assets and drawbacks. Software tools,
for example, which provide a wide range of functionalities typically require specific software
for handling their data files due to lacking standardizations. Software specifications, on the
other hand, such as those based on XML are standardized but do not allow for assigning
the diversity of metadata types and interaction functionalities to the extent that software
tools facilitate. Besides the internal representation of a digital medium and its descriptive
metadata, the visual representation of the metadata is another important aspect that
needs attention. Since the limitation of display space typically requires the metadata to
be hidden, the challenge is to provide the metadata adequately and in its entirety to the
end-user. Hence, appropriate techniques for both guiding the user to those regions which
have the metadata associated the user currently seeks and integrating the metadata into
the actual visualization are necessary.

In this research, techniques were analyzed which can be employed to store a medium—
termed as Background Layer—and the data which is necessary to provide its associated
descriptive metadata—termed as Illustration Layer. Digital watermarking is one of those
techniques, even though its main application is in the field of copyright protection of digital
media. However, accordingly parameterized, it is well-suited to store Background Layer,
Illustration Layer, and the way they are linked with each other. Several Illustration Wa-
termarking techniques for differing types of media were proposed and evaluated in this
regard. The second part of this research dealt with techniques which can assist an end-
user in exploring Illustration Layer data. Providing Metadata-Related Information in this
context was discussed as a methodology for supporting the user in gathering the informa-
tion sought. With respect to the particular scenario of integrating textual information in
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interactive 3D visualizations, requirements were specified and techniques were proposed
and evaluated.

8.1 Summary of Contributions

The research at hand addressed selective aspects of the huge area of the internal and
visual representation of data. In this context, it analyzed and discussed existing methods,
introduced new concepts and points of view, and it evaluated several proposed techniques.

8.1.1 A Medium’s Basic Components and Techniques for their Storage

A digital medium for which an end-user can demand information in addition to what is
currently displayed consists of two components: the Background Layer and the Illustration
Layer. Storing the Illustration Layer, which is the component that allows for interaction,
is associated with a number of challenges which were discussed in Chapter 2. Illustration
Layer data storage comprises, for example, the inclusion of varying types of metadata, the
appropriate representation of links between Background and Illustration Layer components,
and descriptions of what can be triggered by what action.

In this regard, existing storage techniques were analyzed as to whether they can be
employed to represent Illustration Layer data. To this end, the techniques were classified
in techniques that store Background and Illustration Layer components in individual data
files (Separated Data Storage), techniques that integrate Background and Illustration Layer
components within the same data file (Integrated Data Storage), and techniques that use
elements of both Separated and Integrated Data Storage (Hybrid Data Storage). Evaluating
the techniques revealed that each technique had assets and drawbacks. Characteristics
which were considered concerned for instance the variety of metadata types which can
be assigned, the manner in which Background and Illustration Layer components can be
linked, or the handling of the data files which are generated as to whether specific software
is required or whether standard software can be used.

8.1.2 Illustration Watermarking for Illustration Layer Storage

One of the main issues emphasized in this work concerned the exploitation of digital wa-
termarking techniques for data storage. In this regard, the concept of Illustration Water-
marking was introduced. To store Illustration Layer data, existing watermarking techniques
were adapted and novel concepts were developed which can be applied to raster and vector
graphics as well as to 3D model data (see Chapters 3 and 4).

In the particular field of Illustration Watermarking for raster graphics, including Capacity
Maps during the watermarking was introduced as a new methodology by which potential
data rates which can be encoded in a pixel are suggested. These Capacity Maps result from
analyzing image characteristics which can be exploited for watermarking. Conducting a
user study should shed light on how efficient techniques that make use of Capacity Maps are
in comparison with a traditional technique (see Chapter 5). Besides exploring differences
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between the techniques, the maximum amount of data which can be invisibly embedded
in an image region and the effects of watermarking varying image textures should be
investigated. The evaluation revealed that the standard LSB method yields the best results
when it includes Capacity Map suggestions. It also revealed that a minimum of 5, but up
to 8 bits of the watermark data stream can be inserted into a uniformly textured image
without the introduced changes being detected by a viewer.

To provide a selection of techniques which were developed to end-users, a software tool
which is called Smage was implemented. Using this tool, descriptive metadata can be as-
signed to arbitrary image regions and encoded using Illustration Watermarking. Chapter 7
described several potential application scenarios in this regard, for instance the assignment
of comments, funny notes, or images as well as the conversion of images into pictorial
dictionaries. Another feature discussed is to add elements to an image which change their
appearances over time and whose behaviors can be affected by end-users.

8.1.3 Visual Representation of Descriptive Metadata

Chapter 6 addressed aspects concerning the challenge of how 2D- and 3D visualizations
which have metadata associated can be appropriately explored. Since the metadata is
typically not visible in the picture’s original view, information must be provided that
signalizes which parts of the visualization are linked with metadata. In addition, providing
information about the metadata itself can help to find the metadata which is sought more
efficiently. Two approaches were proposed that provide such location- and content-related
information, which has been termed Metadata-Related Information, to the viewer. The
first is Informative Cursor which is a dynamic mouse cursor that changes its appearance
to provide Metadata-Related Information. The second technique, which is called Meta-
Previewer, employs a small window which shows a focus+context view with markers for
augmented regions integrated that is permanently adapted according to the current mouse
cursor position.

The second part of this chapter focused the challenging task of providing textual meta-
data in interactive 3D visualizations. Subsequent to giving an overview of the diversity
of existing techniques, a novel approach was presented that attaches text labels directly
to their associated 3D objects. In doing so, both shapes and extents of the labels can be
adapted so that object linkage is clear and scene occlusion is limited. To facilitate scene
exploration and to let the viewer control the labels, distortion lens functionality was ex-
ploited. This allows a viewer to create explosion diagrams of the scene, to change shapes
of annotations, or to scroll the text displayed, with minimum effort.

To evaluate the usability of three classes of techniques for providing textual metadata in
3D visualizations, a user study was conducted. The study primarily aimed at exploring
whether the correlation between a scene object and its text could be clearly identified
and whether the text displayed was readable and understandable in spite of changing
views and positions. Analyzing the study revealed that none of the techniques was perfect
in all situations. However, each technique featured specific characteristics which were
particularly applicable for certain tasks. Combining the techniques and applying them
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with respect to task and metadata properties can yield an effective data visualization and
exploration system.

8.2 Discussion and Future Directions

The methodology of embedding descriptive metadata in media using digital watermark-
ing techniques, which is referred to as Illustration Watermarking in this research, and
methodologies such as including metadata in certain sections provided by a few graphic
file formats or using appropriate software tools (discussed in Sect. 2.2.2) can coexist. All
these approaches have assets and drawbacks. Illustration Watermarking basically benefits
from generating a close connection between a medium and its metadata and from allowing
to assign any kind of digital data. Its most significant drawbacks, on the other hand, are
the limited amount of data which can be embedded and the risk of metadata loss when
the medium is modified.

The limited amount of data which can be encoded and the risk of metadata loss are two
aspects which are intimately connected with digital watermarking. These problems are
hard to overcome as long as watermark data is encoded by modifying the data of which
the original medium consists. On the other hand, representing metadata as data structures
based on XML and including it in data file headers sets limitations in terms of the diversity
of metadata which can be assigned. However, using this methodology the amount of meta-
data is independent of the original medium’s size and the metadata itself is not affected by
potential operations applied to the medium. A solution which incorporates the advantages
of both digital watermarking and metadata inclusion in certain file header sections could
be to introduce an Illustration Channel. In case of raster graphics, the Illustration Channel
could provide for each pixel a certain number of bits which can represent Illustration Layer
data (comparable to the Alpha Channel that holds transparency information). Problems
which have to be solved in this regard concern the manner in which the bits which are rep-
resented pixel by pixel can be appropriately merged so that they form the whole message
which was assigned to a region of pixels. Also, since each region is typically associated
with an individual amount of metadata, pixels can have varying bit rates assigned, which
requires specific handling. Faced with numerous challenges, alternative approaches such as
storing the metadata in hash maps (region-metadata pairs) have to be evaluated, as well.

Besides the objective of finding a standard for Illustration Layer data storage, another
aspect to be dealt with in the future concerns classifying and structuring Illustration Layer
data. Analyzing end-user tools which empower users to create and explore augmented
media and investigating the functionalities desired in this regard will most-likely reveal
that there is a limited set of techniques which are consistently in use. Examples are
actions (e. g., selection with the mouse cursor), what they cause (e. g., display of a certain
type of metadata), and in which way they cause it (e. g., methods for animating contents).
Defining a standard for expressing and storing those functionalities would be a huge step
towards a standardized multimedia data file format.
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8.3 Concluding Remarks

Irrespective of the technique that is eventually used, Illustration Watermarking serves
the purpose of augmenting a digital medium with descriptive metadata. This is neces-
sary because humans often need explanations to understand what is really meant or hints
which support perceiving pictures from new perspectives. An observation made by Œuvres
Complétes de Voltaire [dV38] shows in this regard that this not only applies to digital
media:

Voltaire said that he once looked through a window at a building in the dis-
tance. He noticed several small statues that crowned the roof of that building.
Suddenly, one of those statues moved, and from that moment on, he saw human
beings instead of small statues.

A potential Augmented Reality scenario: the attribute “movement” assigned as descriptive
metadata to a representation of a real object by employing an Illustration Watermarking
technique ...
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A List of Implementations

The following two tables provide an overview of the experimental studies (first table) and
implementations (second table) which were done during this work. They list all persons
directly involved, their contributions to this work, and the estimated times they spent
(m = person months, w = person weeks, d = person days). However, there are many other
persons not included in the tables who also contributed by helpful discussions.

Experiment Section Contributors Description Time

Image water-
marking

5.1 Henry Sonnet Study design, technique imple-
mentation, testing, analysis of
results

3m

Andrea Unger Study design, technique imple-
mentation, testing, analysis of
results

3m

Thomas Vogel Implementation of test pro-
gram, testing

1m

3D scene and
text integra-
tion

6.3.4 Henry Sonnet Study design, technique imple-
mentation, testing, analysis of
results

3m
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Application Section Authors Description Time

Vector graphic
watermarking

3.1 Henry Sonnet PDF file parsing and water-
mark insertion

2w

3.1 Tobias Isenberg Line graphic generation 4d

3D model wa-
termarking

3.2.2 Henry Sonnet Watermark insertion into
texture images

1d

3.2.3 Silvio Lange Carrier object generation,
watermark insertion, and
positioning inside the model

3m

Raster graphic
watermarking

4.3.2 Michael Specht LSB watermarking ap-
proach based on the
CIELab color space

1m

4.3.3 Andrea Unger LSB watermarking ap-
proach that generates
and uses capacity maps
(based on entropy and color
analysis)

2m

4.4.2 Henry Sonnet Applying the Wavelet trans-
form for watermarking

3w

Smage 4.2.3 Henry Sonnet Framework and library (lib-
Smage)

2m

7.1 Henry Sonnet User interface, icon de-
sign, dictionary representa-
tion, documentation

4m

7.1 Lothar Schlesier User Interface, browser plu-
gins, setup framework

4m

Images with 7.2 Henry Sonnet Basic framework 2w
dynamic con-
tents

7.2.2 Sadiq Sowdagar Animation of image ele-
ments and event handling

3m

Metadata pre-
viewer

6.2.3 Nguyen D. Quyen Cursor widget with fo-
cus+context view, user
interface

3m

LensExplorer 6.3.3 Henry Sonnet Label layout affected by dis-
tortion and explosion dia-
gram creation

3m



B List of Supervised Works

Internships

Name: Andreas Oppermann
Title: A Method for Interactively Creating Wax Masks for Batik
Submission: January 2004
Advisor: Dr. Sheelagh Carpendale

Name: Lothar Schlesier
Title: Eastern Perspective – Multi Projection Images
Submission: January 2004
Advisor: Dr. Sheelagh Carpendale

Name: Michael Specht
Title: Using Perceptually Uniform Color Spaces for Image Steganography.

An Enhancement of the Least Significant Bit Method
Submission: November 2004

Name: Stefan Habelski
Title: Realisation of Territory-Based Interaction Techniques for Supporting

Tabletop Collaboration
Submission: December 2004
Advisors: Dr. Sheelagh Carpendale, Stacey D. Scott

Name: Jan Oelze
Title: Integration von Tool-Programmen zur Modifikation von Objektgeometrien

in ein Interaktives Visualisierungssystem
Submission: July 2005
Advisor: Dr. Axel Hintze

Name: Sebastian Kärsten
Title: Sequentielle und Parallele Berechnung sowie Visualisierung von Wind-

und Wellendaten der Irischen Küste
Submission: July 2005

Master Theses

Name: Wanchun Luo
Title: Object-Related Illustration Watermarks in Cartoon Images
Submission: February 2004
Advisor: Dr. Knut Hartmann
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Name: Venkata Sai Kishore Nagisetti
Title: Robust Illustration Watermarks
Submission: April 2005
Advisor: Dr. Knut Hartmann

Name: Dingcao Liu
Title: Region-Based Illustration Watermarks using Wavelet Decomposition
Submission: April 2005

Name: Sowdagar Sadiq Ali Baig
Title: Embedding of Computer Games through Watermark Illustrations
Submission: July 2005
Advisor: Dr. Knut Hartmann

Name: Cheng Qian
Title: Metadata Exploration in Images supported by an Adaptive Cursor
Submission: July 2006

Name: Nguyen Dinh Quyen
Title: Metadata Previewer: Exploiting Distortion Techniques for the

Exploration of Watermarked Images
Submission: July 2006

Diploma Theses

Name: Silvio Lange
Title: Trägerobjekte als Illustrations-Wasserzeichen für 3D-Modelle
Submission: June 2004

Name: Andrea Unger
Title: Evaluation of an Illustration Watermarking Approach

based on Entropy and Color Analysis
Submission: March 2006

Name: Alexander Opel
Title: Enhancing Watermarking Algorithms for Raster Images by Template

based Synchronization
Submission: August 2006
Advisor: Wolfgang Funk



C Smage’s Internet Page: www.smage.de

The software tool Smage which was developed in the course of this research has its own
Internet page (see Fig. C.1). It provides basic information about this tool including a short
documentation as well as a download area.

Figure C.1: Internet page of the software project Smage.
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D Glossary

A selection of terms and their meanings within the scope of this research. Terms marked
with a ’(?)’ were introduced in the course of this work.

2D Vector Graphic, pp. 24, 37
2D Vector Graphics are images which are descriptively represented (see Descriptive

Representation). Their Data Representations consist of geometric primitives such as points,
lines, and curves in two dimensions.

3D Geometric Model, pp. 25, 47
A 3D Geometric Model is a Data Representation of a real-world or fictional object whose

characteristics are specified in three dimensions. The geometry of the object is typically
represented as a polygonal mesh. Besides the geometry, included textures and material
properties can influence the appearance of the object.

3D Scene, p. 123
A 3D scene is a virtual environment which consists of 3D Geometric Models arranged

in a certain manner and which can be explored by camera movement or by changing other
viewing parameters.

Authoring Tool, pp. 15, 18, 31
An Authoring Tool is a software tool which assists a user in creating or modifying

digital data. The data can, for example, be Web pages, games, presentations, or other
digital media which allow for end-user interaction, which means the user can trigger certain
events by which certain actions are executed.

Background Layer (?), p. 11
The Background Layer of a medium contains the medium’s visual information which is

displayed in the initial state. In this state, it is not augmented with Descriptive Metadata.

Background Layer++ (?), pp. 15, 31
Background Layer++ refers to a storage technique that integrates Background and

Illustration Layer data. The Data Representation of the medium typically provides some
space for metadata storage at a certain position in its file format structure. Images whose
file headers can include metadata are an example for this concept.

Blind Detection, p. 22
Blind Detection means that the original, unwatermarked medium is not required for

decoding the watermark data encoded in the watermarked medium.
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Capacity

See Data Payload.

Capacity Map (?), pp. 80, 86
Some Illustration Watermarking techniques analyze the properties of the Cover Medium

before the watermark data is encoded. With respect to Raster Graphics, for example, en-
tropies of pixel blocks are computed and different color spaces are exploited to determine
Capacity suggestions for each pixel. These are then stored as intensity values in the Ca-
pacity Map which is a Raster Graphic and whose size corresponds to the size of the Cover
Medium. During the actual watermarking, Capacity Map values can affect the amount of
data which is embedded into a particular pixel’s color channel.

Cover Medium, p. 21
The Cover Medium is the original medium into which watermark data is to be inserted.

After watermarking, the medium is referred to as watermarked medium.

Data Payload, p. 22
Data Payload is the amount of data which is encoded as Digital Watermark in the Cover

Medium.

Data Representation, pp. 13, 38, 48
Data Representation is the manner in which a certain digital medium is represented on

a storage device. The medium is represented according to specific file format specifications
which can vary depending on the application, the aim, and the inventor.

Descriptive Metadata, p. 11
Descriptive Metadata is information which has been added to a medium to assist the

viewer in understanding the content of the medium, to describe and comment what is
depicted, or to provide knowledge that cannot be extracted from the visualization alone.

Descriptive Representation, p. 16
A medium which is represented by means of a sequence of well-confined text descrip-

tions is associated with the class of Descriptively Represented graphics. The display of
those media depends on the manner in which the descriptions are eventually interpreted.
Examples for those media are 2D Vector Graphics or 3D Geometric Models.

Digital Watermark, p. 20
A Digital Watermark is a sequence of bits which are to be embedded in the Data

Representation of a digital medium using a Digital Watermarking technique.

Digital Watermarking, p. 20
Digital Watermarking is a methodology of hiding data which is in some relation with

a digital medium within that medium itself. For this purpose, the Data Representation
of the medium is typically slightly modified in a way so that the introduced changes are
imperceivable to a viewer.
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Entropy, p. 76
Entropy is a statistic measure which can be used to express the information content of

a message. With respect to Raster Graphics, it can be used to characterize the texture of
an image.

Fidelity, p. 22
Fidelity refers to the perceptual similarity between the original Cover Medium and the

medium with the Digital Watermark embedded. Transparency means in this regard that
neither the presence of embedded data nor any modifications introduced to the Cover
Medium because of watermarking can be noticed by the viewer.

Gameable Image (?), p. 141
Gameable Images are standard Raster Graphics which allow for gaming. The necessary

information such as controllable game characters, their behaviors, and how they can be
affected by the player is included in the Illustration Layer. This layer is then stored as
Illustration Watermark in the original image which serves as game background.

Hybrid Data Storage (?), p. 17
Hybrid Data Storage refers to a combination of Integrated and Separated Data Stor-

age. Media, for example, which have parts of their Illustration Layer integrated in the
Background Layer while other parts are separately stored are associated with this storage
class.

ID-Buffer, p. 63
The ID-Buffer is a Raster Graphic which serves as reference during the watermarking.

Its color depth of 8 bits per pixel allows to specify up to 256 different regions, each with
a unique color. These regions mark those regions within the Cover Medium which are
associated with Descriptive Metadata and which hence are to be watermarked.

Illustration Layer (?), p. 11
The Illustration Layer comprises the data which is necessary to display information in

addition to what is shown by the Background Layer. Illustration Layer data is typically
invisible in the initial view and can be requested by the end-user. The Illustration Layer can
consist of Descriptive Metadata, specify interrelations between Background and Illustration
Layer components, and contain information about which actions are to be triggered by what
events.

Illustration Watermark (?), p. 29
Illustration Watermarks are Digital Watermarks with certain properties. Their purpose

is to add value to a medium from which an end-user can benefit. Typically, Illustration
Watermarks provide information that enables end-user interaction with the watermarked
medium. The procedure of embedding an Illustration Watermark in a Cover Medium is
referred to as Illustration Watermarking.
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Integrated Data Storage (?), p. 15
Integrated Data Storage refers to storage techniques by which Background Layer and

Illustration Layer data are included in the same data file.

Layout, pp. 120, 123, 127
Layout is the manner in which graphic elements are arranged in limited space. With

respect to the Illustration Layer, Layout refers to positioning Illustration Layer components
on the Background Layer according to specific requirements (e. g., prevention of occlusion,
readability, and unambiguous correlations).

LSB, p. 26
LSB is the Least Significant Bit (first bit) of a byte. With respect to RGB color

channels each represented by one byte, the LSB of the blue color channel is typically the
first bit which is modified during watermarking.

Magic Lens, pp. 114, 123
The term Magic Lens refers to operators which are placed in front of a visualization to

display alternative information within the region that is confined by the lens.

Metadata-Related Information (?), pp. 107, 114
Metadata-Related Information is information which is provided to the viewer during

the exploration of a medium which has Descriptive Metadata associated. It comprises
information regarding the location (which regions of the medium are linked with metadata)
and content (e. g., type, amount, and keywords) of the metadata which is available.

Raster Graphic, pp. 26, 59
A Raster Graphic is a digital image which is represented as a 2D matrix of pixel values.

Each pixel value defines a color value at a specific position within the matrix.

Robustness, p. 22
If the embedded Digital Watermark can be detected and decoded even though signal

processing operations were applied to the watermarked medium, the watermark is said to
be robust. Such operations can include, for example, spatial filtering, lossy compression,
printing and scanning, and geometric distortions such as rotation, translation, cropping,
or scaling.

Separated Data Storage (?), p. 16
Separated Data Storage refers to storage techniques by which Background Layer and

Illustration Layer data are stored in individual data files. Certain expressions are necessary
to link Background and Illustration Layer components.

Smage (?), p. 135
Smage is the name of a software tool for end-users which allows to embed Descriptive

Metadata in arbitrary Raster Graphics. To this end, regions in the image can be selected
and metadata such as simple texts, text balloons, or images can be specified. These
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metadata items are then encoded as Illustration Watermarks into their assigned image
regions.

Spatial Domain Watermarking, pp. 24, 67, 71, 75
In the Spatial Domain, the Digital Watermark is embedded directly into the Data

Representation of the Cover Medium, that is, the Cover Medium is not transformed into a
different representation (e. g., by applying the Wavelet Transform) before watermarking.

Transformed Domain Watermarking, pp. 24, 82
Transformed Domain Watermarking techniques transform the Data Representation of

the Cover Medium before the Digital Watermark is inserted. Such a transformation can,
for example, result from applying the Wavelet Transform.

Transparency

See Fidelity.

Visual Representation, pp. 38, 48, 61, 119
Visual Representation is the actual visualization of a digital medium on a display device.

It depends on the manner in which the medium’s Data Representation is interpreted.

Wavelet Transform, p. 82
The Wavelet Transform is a mathematical transform which can be used to split up

a signal into different time-scale representations using wavelets which are translated and
dilated versions of the original wavelet function (mother wavelet).
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